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TbU publicatiOD ccmsis&a of a aeriea of lectures prepared aDd given t.o iDtema ud ather emploYees
by Mr. David G. Boak iD 1966. Mr. Boak ia UDiquely qwaliDed to diac:uas the history at U.S. COM·
SEC becaUie he tias partic:i.pated significantly in m06t upectl of ita modem development over the
past tweDty year&.
The purpoose o! these lectures was to praent in an i.J:Iformal yet iDformative mumer the funda.
mental couc:epta of Commullications Security and. to provide an imight iDto the attenghts aDd
wuknesees oC selected manual systems, electro-mechanical and electronic crypio-equipments. .
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l will spend most oC this first period belaboring some seemingly obvious points on the need for
communications aecurlty; why we're in this busine$5, and what our objectives. really are. It •eems
obvious that we need to protect our communications because they consistently reveal our strengths,
weabeeaes. c:fispositioa. pW\s. and intentions aDd if the opposition mtercept5 them be c:an a.ploit
that iDformation by attac:lrlnr our weak points, avoiding .our strengths, countering our plaDI, and
frusttating our iutantioaa. •• &OIDething he can only do if be bas advance knowledge of our situation.
But there's more to it than that.
Fim. you'll note I said the opposition can do these things if he can in~rc:ept our commUDica
tioas. Let me first Jive you some facts about that supposition. You've all seel:a the security caveats
aasertior that "the enemy is listening". "the wall& have ears", and the like. One of my ineverent
friends, knowing where I worlt. in$ist& on referring to me as ..an electronic spy". and popular paper
back literature ia full of lurid stories about code-breakers and thieves in the Dicht careening to ;Bu
dapest on the Orient Ezp~ with stolen ciphers tattooed somewhere uru:nentionable. What is the
actual aituation? We believe that the Soviet Signal Intelligence eft'ort is greater in &beer manpower
than the combined effort of the United States and the United Kiqdom; a far Ja:rrer portion o£ their
natioDal income is invested in signal& collection than we invest in ours; their collection facilities ill·

elude large land based aites, mobile plAtforms (air and sea), and satellite surveillance~ and tMt
they have an extensive covert collection operation. All in all, a truly formidable opponent. So the
finit " if" underlying our &1'1'11!Dent for the need for COMSEC (Communications Security) is more
than a postulate-a deliberate, Large, competent for~ ha& been identified whose mission is the
exploitation ofU.S. communications through their interception and analysis.
It i& important Ut understand at the outset why the Soviet .Union (as well as all other major
countries} is wllliDg to make an investment of tbis kind. Because. of course.. they ~ it worthwhile.
Sometimes. in the security business, you feel like a jackass having run around clutching defense
secrets to your bosom only to find a detailed expose in Musiks and Rockets or the Wahington h3t
or find it to be the subject of open conversations at a cocktail PartY or a co1fee bar. There are, in (act,
so many thinp that we cannot hide ill an open society-at least in peace time-that you will some
times encouter quite serious ~d thought!ul &kepticism on the ,alue or practicability of teying to
hide anythin« . .. particularly if the teehniques you apply to bide information-like cryptography
--entail money, loss of time. and constraints on action.
What then. is unique about communications intellisenc:e? What does it provide that our moun
t.aim of literature a.nd news do not similarily reveal? How can it match the output of a bevy of
proCessional spies or in-place delec:ton buying or stealing actaal dOCWDents. blueprlnts, plans?
('·In-place defector"-a guy with a bonG fide job in ~me place like the Department of DefeDSe. the
Department of State. tlUs Agency, or in the contractual world •ho feeds intellicenee to a foreign
power.) It turns out that theM is something special about cOJDmunications intelligence. and it
provides the justification for our OWD la:rp e:zpendituree as wen as tboee ~ other countries; in a
nutshell; its special value lies in the fact that this kind of intellipnee is pneraUy accurate, reliable,
outhmtie, continUOUI, and most important of all, timely. The more deeply you become familiar
with d•mfied govemmeDtal operations, the more aware you Will become of the superficiality and
inueuraey that is liable to characterize speculative journalism. ~r aU. it' we've done our job, we
have reduced them to speculation-to the seizing of and elaboration on ruuiors. and to drawing con
clusioas baaed on vezy few bard facta. This ia by no means intended as an indictment of the fourth
estate-it is merely illustrative of why Soviet intelligence would rather bave the contents of a mes
aap sipd by a pvvnment official on a given subject or activity than a contJolled news releaa or
journalistic cuess on the same subject. Similarly, the outputs of agents are liable to be .frapneotuy.
aporadic:. and •low; ad there .pe :riab entailed in the tranamisaiosl of iDtellipoc:e ~ acquired.
·
[Conventional SIGJNT (Signals Intellipnce) activity, ofcourM, ntaila no riak whatever.}
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Let zne track back again: I have said that there is a large and profitable intercept activity di
. '--1ected againSt us. This does not mean, however. that the Soviets or aDybody else can intercept all .
our communications ... that is, all of them at once; nor does it necessarily follow that aU of them are
worth intercepting. (The Army has a teletypewriter link to Arlington Cemetery through which they
•
coordinate funeral arrangements and the like. Clearly a very low priority in our master plans for
securing commllilications.) It does mean that this hostile SIGINT activity has to be selective, pick
the communications entities carrying intelligence of most value or-and it's not ne~ssarily the
s.me thing-pick tbe targets most swiftly exploitable. Conversely. we in the COMSEC business are
faced with the problem not simply of securing communications, but 9tith the much more difficult
· problem of deciding which communications to secure, in what time frame, and with what degree of
security. Our COMSEC resources are far from infinite; not only are there constraints on the money,
people, and equipment we can apply but also-as you will see later on-there are some important
limitations on our technology. We don't have that secure two-way -.q}st radia, for example.
In talking of our objectives, we can postulate an ideal-total security for all official U.S. Govern
ment communications; but given the llinitations 1 have mentioned. our more realistic objectives
are to develop and apply our COMSEC resources in such a way as to assure that we . provide for our
· customers a net advantage vis-a-vis their opposite numbers. This means that we have to devise
systems for particular applications that the opposition will find not necessarily unbreakable but
too costly to attack because the attack will consume too much of his resources and too much time.
Here. we have enormous variation-most of our big, modem electronic cryptosystems are dt~signed
to resist a full scale ..maximum effort'' analysis for many, many years; v.-e are willing to invest a big
expensive hunk of complicated hardware to assure such resistance when the underlying communi
cations are of high intelligence value; At the other end of the spectrum we may be willing to supply
a mere slip of paper designed only to provide security to a tactical communication for a few min.
utes or hours because the communication bas no value beyond that time ... an artillery spotter
: 'lm.es a target; once the sheU lands. hopefully on the coordinates specified. he couldn't care less
\...dbout the resistance to cryptanalysis of the coded transmission he used to cail for that strike.
Now. if the opposition brought to bear the full weight of their analytic resources they may be able
to solve that code, predict that target, and warn the troops in question. But can they afford it? Col
ectively, the National Security Agency attempts to provide the commander wl.th intelligence
about the opposition (through SrGINT) while protecting his O'lll'll communications against compa
rable exploitation-and thus provide the net advantage I spoke of. I'll state our practical objectives
•
in COM SEC once more: not absolute security for all communications because this is too expensive
and in some instances, may result. in a net disadvantage; but suificient security for each type of
communications to make its exploitation uneconomical to the opposition and to make .the recovery
of intelligence cost more than its worth to him. Don't forget for a moment that some TOP SECRET
messages may have close to infinite worth, though; and for these. we provide systems with resist
ance that you can talk of in terms of centuries oftime and galaxies ofenergy to effect solution.
The reason I have spent this time on these general notions is the hope of providing you a perspec
tive on the nawre of the business we're in and some insights on why we make the kinds of choices
we do among the many systems· and techniques I'll be talking to .you about during the rest of the
week. I happened to start out in this business as a cryptanalyst and a designer of spec.ialized man
ual systems DOt long after World Warn. It seemed to me in those days that the job was a simplistic
.one-purely a J.DAtter of examining existing or proposed systems and, if you found anything wrong,
fix it or throw the blighter out-period. In this enlightened spirit, I devised many a gloriously im
practical system and was confused and dismayed when these magnificent products were some
times rejected in favor · of some clearly inferior- t.llat is, less secure system merely because the
altemative was simpler, or faster, or cheaper; or merely because it would work.
Those of you who. are cryptanalysts will find yourselves in an environment that is necessarily
cautious, conservative, and with security per se a truly paramount consideration. This. I assert, is
healthy because you, a mere handful, are tasked with outthinking an opposing analytic force of
.rhaps 100 times your number who are just as dedicated to finding fi.aws in these systems as you
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must be .to usuri.Dc Done slipped by. But do Dot lose sight or the real world where your ultimate
product IDUit be used. and beware of &ecurity !catures 10 intricate, elaborate, complex, dlt!icult.,
and expeusive that Our customen throw up their buds and keep oD c:ommuaica.ting in the clear-:...
you have to jucig8 Dot only the abstract probabilities of success of a given attack. bu~ the likelihood
that the opposition will be willing to commit his mute mources to it.
J hopt you DOD·C!YJ)WJalysti smiliog iD our midst will reCOIDize that we're playing witJ:i a two
edged ..aid-you aze or ought to be man environment whetw there is
enthusiasm Cor iot:toduc:inc
to .the field as many cryptosystems u ~ble at the least cost aod with the fewest security con
straints inhibiting their universal application. But don't kid yourselves: against the allegation tbat
the COMSEC people of the National Security Agency-we're the villains-are quote pricing secu
rity out of the market unquote-is the fact that there is this monolithic op))OSip; force that we can
best delight by inuoclueing systems which are oot ~uite or nOt nearly as good as we think they are.
From tbi.s.. we can conclude that,; to carry out our job we have to do two things: first we have to
provica systems which are cryptographically sound; and second. we have to insure that these sys
tems caD aud will be UMd for the purpoee intended.
.
If we fail ill the fitst instance, we will have failed those c:u.stomen who rely on our security judg
mentS and put them in a di.sadvautapous position with respect to their opposition. But if we fail to
pt the systems Wled-oo matter how secure they IU"e-We are protecting nothing but our profession
al reputation.
Now that tbe general remarks about why we're in this business and what our objectives are
out of the way, we can tum to the meat of this course-my purpose, as much as anything. is to ex
pose you to ao~ c:oncepu and teach you a new language, the vocabulary of the pecaliar business
you're in. To this eud I will try tom in your minds a number of rather basic notions or approaches
that are applied in cryptography as weU as a number of specific teclmi.ques as they have evolved
over the past two d~da.
There's a !air amount of literature-like the Friedman lectures-which is worth your time and
which will trace the an or cryptography or ciphering back to Caesar or therabouts. I'll skip the first
couple of millennia and such schemes as shaving a slave's head., writing a message on his shining
pate. letting tbe hair grow back and dispatChing him to Tbermopylae or where have you. rn also
skip quite modem tedmiq.ues of leeret writing-sec:Jet inks. microphotography, and open letters
with hidden meanings (called "iDnoc:ent te:rt" aystems}-merely because their use is quantitatively
negligible in the U.S. COMSEC scheme of thinrs. and this Ageney bas practically nothing to do
with them. What we will be addressing are the basic techniques and systems widely used in the
protection ofU .S. c:ommum~tions and which we are charpd to evaluate, produce, or suppon.
All of our systems have one obvious objective: to provide a means for convening intelligible in·
formation into something unintellipble to an unauthorized recipient. We have discovered vei:\· few
bcuic ways to do th.i1 efficiently. Some of the best ways of doing it have a fatal ftaw; tbat is. that
while it may be impossible for the hostile cryptanalYst to recover the underlyiJli message beca11Se
o£ the processinc give it, neither can the intended recipient recover it because the process U&ed
could not be duplicated! On ·occasion there has been considerable wry amusement and chagrin on
the part of some real professionals who have invented sophisticated enc:yption schemes only to find
they were ineversible-with the result that not only the cryptanalyst was frustrated in recovering
the plain te:rt, 10 was the addressee. The inventor of a cryptosystem must not only find a meaus for
renderinc iD!ormation unintelligible, he must use a process which is logical and reproducible at the
receivinc end. AD of you know already that we use things called "keys" which absolutely deter
mine the specific encryption process. It follOW& ftom what I have just said that we 4lway8 produce
. at least two of them. one for the sender. one for the recipient. Through its application. and only
through its applicatiOD, the recipient is able to reverse, unscramble, or otherwise undo the enCJYP·
tion process.
The techniques that we have round useful so far amount to only two: first 1ub.stitution of some
thing meaningless for our meaningful text (our plain lanruare); and second: transposition-keeping
our original meaningful text. but jumbling the positions or out words or letters or digits so they no
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/" longer make sense. This latter technique is so fnught with security difficulties-it's nothing but
..1nc:y anagramming-tbat for all p:ractica.l purpose.s you taD toss it out of your lexicon of modern
• ·,:JJ.S. cryptography. To get well ahead of our chronology of U.S. S\'Stems., the last transposition ays
tem we sponsored was c:ianed ALLEGRO and it collapsed utteri!-· as soon as the analysts bad a
hanc:e to attack a reasonable batch of operational traffic committed to it.
·
•
We are left with one very large family of systems in which the basic technique involves tbe sub.
stitution of one value for another. These range from systems whose securitY stems from a few letters,
words. or digits. memorized in somebody's head, through a variety of printed materials that pel'lllit
encryption by
of paper and pencil to the fancy electronic computer-like gadgets about which
you have by now probably heard most. The first category of these systems we're going to talk about
is m.arw.al systems and the first of these is codes. Professional cryptographers have been talking
about codes, using them, attacking them, and solving them for many years. The traditional defini·
tion of them is: Code: "A substitution cryptosystem in which the plaintext elements are primarily

use
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This defin.itioD provides a convenient way for differentiating a "code" from any other suhstitu
tion system-all the other systems, which we caU ..ciphers'', have a find relationship between
the cipher value and its underlying meaning~acb plaintext letter is always represented by one or
two or some other specific number of cipher characters. Incidentall_\·, we use "character" as a generic
term to cover numbers or letters or digits or combinations of them. Let's look at a couple of codes:
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l. The simplest kind. called a "one-part code". simply lists tbe plaintext meanings a lphabeti
cally (so that you can find them quickly) and some conesponding code groups (usually alphabeti-zed also}:
·

G0~

aI·
=i:

__.2:
..~·.---·~_
: -.·-~.,
·..
::.-::::!::.:::;-::·
=t;:~::; :::~ :::
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BRIGADE . . . . . .
. . .... . .
COORDINATE(S) . . . . . . . . . . . .
DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE A'I:-
E."JGAGE ENEMY AT

;::.:::::;::::..--::

ABT

. .. . . . . . •, . . . . . . . .

AXQ
CDL
GGP
HLD
JMB

There will usually be some numbers and perhaps an alphabet iD such a code so that you can
specify time and ma p coordiDates and quantities and the like, and so that you can spell out words,
especially piace names, that could not be anticipated when .the code was printed. Such a code has
lots of appeal at very low echelons _where only a very few stereotyped words, phrases, or directions
are, necessary to accomplish the mission. They are popular because they are simple, easy to . use.
and relatively fast. The security of such systems., however, is very, very low-after a handful of
messages have been sent. tbe analyst can reconstruct the probable exact meanillgs of most of the
code groups. We therefore take a dim view of them, and sanction their use only for very limited ap
plications.
2. The kind of code we do use in very large quantities is more complicated, larger, and more
secure. It is called a "two. part code": it is printed in two sections. one for encoding and the other for
decoding:
DECODE
ENCODE. .
ABT . .. ----
BRIGADE ... ·. • . • . . . . . . . . . . CDL
AXQ ... COORDD'lATE(S)
COORDINATE(S) ... ... .... . . AXQ
CDL . . . BRIGADE
. DIRECT ARTILLERY FIRE AT-JMB
GGP ... ENGAGE E};""E..~Y AT
ENGAGE ENEMY AT ..... •... GGP

. . : ... . ..· . . HLD
.... . .... .. AB1'

'

\.~ .·
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HLD ... ·-··

JMB ... DffiECT ARTILLERY FIRE A T 
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The main thing that bas been done b~ is to break up the alphabetical relationship betwea
the plaintut meaninp and the aequeDce of code poups Auoclated with them-that is, the code
poups arc aaaiiD8(1 in a tz'Wy l'IUldom faabiOD. Dot in an orderly ooe. This complicates the c:rypt.
aD&lyst's job; but he ~ stlll get iDto the system :ather quickly when the code ia used repeatedly.
As a result, a nwnber of Uic:k& are used to refine these codes cd limit their wlnerability. The fi.ftt
trick ia to provi4e more thaD cme code poup t.o represent the more commonly uaed words ed phrases
iD the code vocabulary-we call these utra croups ..variants" and in the larger codes iD uae today it
il Dot UD~ t.o have aa many as a half-dozen of these va.rilmts uaiped to each of the high
frequency (i.e., commonly used) PWnten values. Here's AD
from a eode aetnany in use
today sbowio( eotne variants:

~

excerpt

EXCERPTS FROM KAC-J3/TSEC VOCABULAR\'
XXX) RUNNING RABBITS (PULSED INTELLIGENCE)
XXX) SAGE
XXX)

XXX)

-=

XXX)
XXX)
XXX)
XXX)

SCOPE JAMMED ON SECTOR. •. .FROM.•. .
DEGREES TO. . . .PEGREES.
SCOPE SAnJRATED CJAMMING COVERS
ENTIRE SCOPE)

XXX>
XXX) SEARCH .RADAR

XXX}
XXX)

-

.

XX.Xl
XXX) SECREI'
You proba.bly know that ••monoalphabetic substitution systems" were simple &yJtems in which
the satne plaintext value was always repreaented by the same cipher or code value-repeats in the
plain tert would ahow up as repeated patterns iD the cipher text, so lovely word$ like "RECONNAIS
SANCE" convert to, say,
.

RECONN AISSA NCE • .• duck soup} it says here.
SDECBB XJIU.X BED
WeU, with aa ordinary code, that's uaetly the pzoblem. It is essentially a monoalphabetic sys
tem with a few variants thrown in. but with moat repeated thinp in the t.nulsmitted. code ahowiag
. up as repeated itema. This means, whet!" we have tO use codes (and later OD, l'll1how you wby· we
have t.o in lwlt quantities), we have to do &Ome things tnore fundamental than throwing iD a few
stum.bling b~ like variants for the .cryptanalyst. There aze two t.echniq1les which aze basic to
our buailulaa and which we apply not only to codes but to almOGt all ow keying materlala. TUM ue
crucial to the I8CUle management of our ayltema. Tbeae techniques ue called aupel'HUion and
~:ompGrtrnentation. They provide us a means for limitinc the volume of traffic that will be encrypted
iD any given by or code; the eB'eet of this limitatioa is to reduce the likelihood of successful crypt
analysis or of phy$ieal lou of that material; and further t.o reduce the acope of any 1061 that does

·.··:

occur.
SUPERSESSION is simply the replacement of a code or other keying material from time to time
with new material Most keys and codes an replaced each 24 houn; a few codes are replaced as fre.
quently as each six hours: a few others remain effective for three days or more. We have theM diJfering
supersession rates because of the different way& in which the materials may be uaed. Holders of
some ayatema may send ooly cme meuap a day-everything else bein& equal. his ~m will have ·
much creater resistance to cryptanalysis than that of a heavy volume user and his system will not
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· quire repl.acement. as often. The regular replacement rate of material each si:r hours or 24. b~urs

. '-or three days or what have you is called the "normal supersession rate.. of the material in question.

-~mergeney s~persession" it; the term used when material is replaced prematurely because it may
wu-ve been phyStcally lost.
·
·
Once again, the purpose of periodic supersession of keying material and codes is to limit the
amount of traffic encrypted in any one system and thus to reduce the likelihood Qf successful crypta;
nalysis or ofphys.icalloss~ and to limit the effect of loss when it does occur. The resistance to crypta
nalysis is effected by reducing the amount of material the cryptanalyst has to work on and by
reducing the time be bas available to him to get at current traffic.
·
COMPARTME~"TATION is another means for achieving conttol over the amount of classified
information entrusted to a specific cryptosystem. Rather than bein·g geared to time, as in the case
of supersession, it is geared to commtmications ent;ities, with only those tmits that have to inter
communicate holding copies of any particular key or code. These communications entities in turn
tend to be grouped by geography, service, and· particular operational mission or specialty. Thus,
the Army artillery unit based in the Pacific area would not be issued the same code being used by
a similar unit in Europe-the vocabularies and procedures might be identical, but each would have
unique code values so that loss of a code itt the Pacific area would have no effect on the security of
messages being sent in the· Seventh Army in Europe, and vice versa. Of course ·some systems, parti
cularly some machine systems, are designed specificallY for intercommunication between two and
only.two holders-between point A and point B. and that's all. lD such a case, the question of "com
partmenta.tion" doesn't really arise-the system is inherently limited to a compartment or "net" of
two. But this is rarely the case with ordinary codes; and some of them must have a truly worldwide
distribution. So our use of comparimentation is much more flexible and less arbitrary than our use
of supersession; occasionally we will set some absolute upperj limit on the number of holders per
...Ussible in a given system because cryptanalysis shows tha.t when th.at number is exceeded, the
(. .ne to break the system is worth the hostile effort; but in general, it is the minimum needs, for
intercommunication that go>Jern the size (or, as we call it, the copy count) of a particular key list
~~.

.

.

Now I have said that compan.mentation and supersession are techniques basic to our whole
usiness across the spectrum of systems we use. Their effect is to split our security·systems into
•
terally thousands of Separate, frequently changing, independent entities. This means, of course,
that the notion of ..breaking the U.S. c:OOe" is sheer nonsense- the only event ·that could approach
such catastrophic proportions for U.S. COMSEC would be covert (that is. undiscovered) penetration
of our key list and code production facilities or major storage .facilities. To those of you who have
had some exposure to S3 and its operations, it will be evident that this would be enormously diffi·
cult to do because of access controls there and the sheer mass of undifferentiated and unassigned.
and as yet unused, material involved. II there were a major overt loss-say. .somebody drove off
with a whole truckload of our product-or to take an actual case that occurred in 1965-the crash of
a courier aircraft carfyingabout a ton of ~,;ryptomaterial-our cost would be considerable money and
confusion; but the security impact would be negligible-we simply do not use the missing material;
we replace it-that is, supersede it before it is everJ)ut into effect.
The reason I've injected these concepts of compartmentation and supersession into the middle
of this discussion of codes, although they have little to do with the structure of c:OOes themselves, is
that, despite OUr variants, and tricks to limit traffic volume, and cOntrols over operational proce
dures, codes cs a clcss remain by fo.r.the weakest systems we use; and these techniques of splitting
them into separate entities and throwing them out as often as possible are essential to obtal.ning
. even the limited short-term security for wbich most of them are intended.
Having said, in effect, that codes as a class are not much good, let me point out that there are
specialized paper and pencil systems which more or less conform to the definition of ..code" but
which are highly Secure. Before I do this, let me return to the definition of code we started from, and
, .....,.~;"est an alternative definition which more nearly pin-points bow they really differ from other
\_ .hniques of encryption. You remember we said the thing that makes a code unique is t he fact that
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the code Valuea am JepJeseot underlying values of diS'e:ent lengths-to recopdze this ia important
to the c:ryptaDalyst and that is the fea~UJe tha.t studs ~t .for hiDl. But then is aomethUlf t'ml
more basic aDCl umque to a ·code: that ill the fact that each code group-that QXB or wb.at-have
you-stauda for IODlethiac that hu int:riiWc meaninl, i.e., each. underlyinr element of plaiD · test
ia cocnit.ive; it is usually a word or a phrase or a whole sentence. ln every other system of encryption,.
this i$ DOt so; the individual cipher value &taDds oDly Cor an a:rbitra%Y symbol, me•ninglesa in it.aelC
like 10me binary diiit or a Jetter of tbe alphabet. So I find, when eumining a code, that QXB means
..FIRE A GUN," or ..REGROUP AT THE CROSSROADS." or "QUARI'ERBACK SNEAK:' or
what-have-you. IDa cipho system, QXB might mean "X" or "L" or "001" or something else mean~
ingleu in itaelf. rve touched Ob this partly because the new c:ryptologic glo&sary baa defined a code
in terms of the meaning-or meaningfulness-of the unclerhing tenual elements;. I wouldn't push the
distinction too far-it gets huy when you are spelling with a code; get aroUDd it by admitting that.
during the spelliDc process, you aze in fact retainiDI a one-to-one .relationship betwfletl the size of
the underlying values and those being sUbstituted for them-you are, for the moment, "encipher·
iDI" in the code.
The " One-nme" Conct!pt.-I have said that at t:M heart of a code's insecurity is the fact that it
is essentially a monoalpbabetic process where the same code group always· stands for the same
underlying plaintut value. .The way to lick this, of course, is to devise a system whetY.eoch c4de
UGllu i$ rued once and only once. Repeats don't show up because there aren't aay, and we have
e1fectively robbed the cryptanalyst of his " entering wedge" into the crypto&ystem. Let's look at
several such systems:

ARTn..LERY: ABD
QVM
CXD
EVL
QSI

..-.::::·.

•

BRIGADE: ·MJX

ZIY
RDF

QLW

.. .... ... .
etc.

Well! This thing looks like uothing more than one of those ordinary codes we talked about. hut
with a set of variants assigned to each item of the vocabulary. Right. But suppose I make a rule that
each time you use a variant, you check it off or cross it out. and muat not use it again? By this
simple expedient, I have given you a one-time s:;t.· stem- a system which is for all practical putpOses
immune .to cryptAnalysis. perfectly secure? Sounds nice, and you might wonder why we have not
adopted it for universal use. Well. let's look at some o! the constraints inherent in t his simple
procedure;
Right now. ill bave a very large vocabulary in a standard two-part code, it may run up to 32 pares
or more. (The Jarpst is 64 pages). If I bave to insert say a balf-dozea code values~ every plaintnt
entry, my code book pts b be about 200 pages long, rather awkward to jam in the most voluminous
of fatigue pockets. and a most difficult thine to thumb through-jumping back and forth, mind
you-as you do your encoding or decoding process. So. limitation number one: we have to confine
the technique to codes of quite small vocabularies.
Suppose my ••compartment" (my net si:u) i& 20 holders for this eode. How does any given uaer
know which values other holders in the net have used? He doesn't. He doesn't unless everybody
\iateu to everybody else all the time, and that doesn't often happen. And this is really the killing
limitation on most one-time sy&tems of this kind. -You :v.-:ind up sa~inc only one holder can 5end
mesaagu in the code, and all other copies are labeUed "RECEIVE ONLY". We c:all this me~od of
communications ..Broadcast" and it bas rather narrow applications. A1tematively, we can provide
each of our 20 boJders with a SEND code and 19 RECEIVE codes-but try to visualize som e guy in an
opentional environment ac:rambling thtoUgh 19 books to find t he right one for a given incominr
message; and look at the logistics to support $UCh a ~'Stem: it rums out that the number oC b<loks
you need is the sq~ of the number of holders you :v.-ant to serve in ·this way--400 ~ks for a 20
· - ~·- · · · -··
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\v bolder net-10,000 for 100 holders! So limitation number two~ the size of a net that you can praeti

bly ope:atr: iD this way ia very a:mall: preferably just tft stations.
!At'a tum now 10 aJ~other kiDd of o~-time code; one that we call a "pro·forma" system. "Pro
onu" means that the basic framework., form or format of every message ten is identical or nearly
so; the same kind of information. message after message. is to be presented in tbe same order, and
only speci.tic: values, like number$, change with each message. , ·
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. · Now we're beginning to get something more manageable: \\'estill have the constraint needing
_small net size or. alternatively, a larger net but .w ith only one or a few sen~ers of information. ·But
tt's a dandy where the form of the messa~es themselves permit this terrible inftexibility. We use a
few of them. but machines are the things we're moving towards to meet most of the requirements
of this type.
The last one-time code system I. want to talk about is one that we use a great deal for Direction
Finding Operations. We call it COMUS-which reminds me that we will $00n have to come to grips
with nomenclature-perhaps in the next hour.
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In comparing this one-time system and the last one 1 showed you. 1 think you'll begin to see a
· number of characteristics emerge for these specialized codes: first ott they are relatively secure: I
say relatively, because there is more to communications security than resistance to cryptanalysis
and while these systems meet that first test-cryptanalysis-admirably, from the transmission
.~ecurity point of view, they're pretty bad; but we'll be talking about that on another day. Secondly:
they are inflexible, rigidly confined with respect to the variety of inteliigence they can convey.
Thirdly: they are built for speed; they are by far ·the fastest means of communicating securely with·
out a machine. Finally, they are extremely specialized, narrow in their application, and limited
in the size o{ communications network they can serve efficiently. Beio~: specialized. by the way.
. and tailored to particular needs. they fiy in the face of effons to standardize our materials-a very
.necessary movement in a business where we have to make hundreds of codes. distribute them all
. er the world. replace most of them daily and, as a result. '111-ind up '-.1.-ith a total copy count
" numbering, at the moment, about 5 million each year.
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The business of staDdardizing on the one band. for the sake of eCODOmy, simplicity, and
manqeability ·ana of tmiquely tallorinr systems £or maximum efiiciency m aome particular appli
cation, ia cme ol the many c:oa.6ic:ting or contradictory themes in our business; just as mas.imum
MCQrity may c:ontUct with speed or something el!e.
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Codes

So far we have been t.allriDg &bout pneral and sJ)tciallzed codes: they form the larrest body of
manual systems we have. There are several more types of manual system&, but before " tum to
them. there ue a fnt more associations I want you co form With codes. So far we've limited our·
selv8$ pretty much to how they work and have hinted at SOllle of their security and operational
shortc:ominp. and have only implicitly indicated where they are used or why they'd be preferable
to somethingautomatic like a machine.
·
By far the biggest use of codes we have is with voice communications.. with field telephones
over wire liDA or with radio telephones. The foremost reason for our reliance on them in these ap
plications is because we do not yet have. in quantity, the voice ·encryption equipment that will be
needed to replace them. When . we discuss voice encryption equipment-ciphony machines-you
will 'see some of the real technical. operational; and cost corl$lderation& which have kept them
relatively sc:arc:e. For the moment. it. is sufficient to remember that their lack is the main reason
for the extensive use of codes and for a worse security situation. the use of no cryptography at all
plain la~. Even where a unit might be able to afford machine cryptography, codes are some
·times arl.ractive for other reasons-they are generally cheap (a few cent& a copy); highly compact
and portable (muy of them do find their way into pockets and map cases); &imple-they require
no m~ntenanee. .hardly any training. and no power: easily disposed of-just touc:h a match to them.
You can cany them anywhere and use them on any communications system at your disposal
You will find them most at the lowest echelons: the Army is by far their largest user: they hav.e
considerable use in aircraft that don't now have the room or compatible communications systems
to work with ctYPtomachines.
Aside from the security sbortcominrs of codes, they have one other very serious disadvantage: ·
that is, they are vttry .'llou:. ordinarily permitting the encr>-ption of only a few words a minute. while
most machines will operate at least as fast as you can type. Finally. even codes with very large
vocabularies are awkward .and inflexible because not all the right words are there, with the result
that messages may be c\umsy and imprecise as well as sloQ.·.
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. . Tbe next kind of 8a&Dual system 1 want to talk about is the one-time pad; One-time pads are
pure and simple cipher systems (not codes); with • cme for ODe replace.ment of each plaiDtext cbar•
. . . by & cipher equivaleat. Tbey consist of pap after page of random numbers or letters (which
. .c:all ou-tiJDe key). Tbe oldest type atill in subs~ use is called o~--..;A. Here'u umple.
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So, where volume is very low, for example in a place where pads are held only as an emetl[ency
bac:.k-up to machine r.ystems and used only when the machines fail, one pad could remain ~efrec·
tive" for years.
One-time pad& have undergone a kind of evolution during the put decade or so. Tbe main
effort has been to find ways of obtaining more speed. The first major pad system after DIANA did
provide a good deal more speed-it is called ORION, and it's three times as fast.
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To understand ·how the ORION pad is used, it will be helpful to 'isualize the two illustrations
shown above as being printed in euct alignment on ·reverse sides of the same sheet of paper. To
encipher, one sheet of the pad with the straight alphabet &ide up is placed on a piece of carbon
paper, carbon side up. With this arrangement, when a plaintext letter is circled on one side of tlu!
paper, a circle will appear on the other side of the paper as surrounding the cipher letter because
of the carbon paper. Therefore, by reeordinr the te1t of the message-one letter per line-on the
plaintext alphabet, the encipheled test is available by merely turning over the page.
Here we are able to encipher as quickly as we can circle the letters of our plain tnt-and
because we have reciprocity, the deciphering procesa is equally fast. But. as usually se&ms to
happen to us with manual systems, we have achieved speed at a very considerable cost in bulk-We
have lo6t the means to compl'ell5 a great deal of key in a small space. With DIANA. we were able to
encipher about 100 worda trith each pap; with this system, orll~· 10 word&. All of a sudden we have
had to print 26 letters of key for each one letter of plain te1t. llDCi tbe result is that the user is stuck
with a very large batch or material to store and account for if he bas to process many messages.
Still. when speed is of the essence. where no machine is available, and where messages are very
short or infrequent, the system foUDd a place. You 'U note. though. that. such a pad entails a very
tricky production process. The alphabets on the front and back of each page must be in uoct align
ment-"registration" the printers c:.all it. This slowed down the printinJ process so much. and was
so castly, that we have ~pped producing ORION padl>, althoush a number of them are still in use
1 the field. What we came up with instead i& a system equally fast, and easier to make caJled
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This system looks a lot like
one 1 showed you for DIF work (COMUS). ·It, and variations o f
i t, are fairly common these days. Because of its smaller bulk. t hough, DIANA. and its numerical
. equivalent (CALYPSO) are still the most used one-time pads.
Now, where are one-time pads used? Not in a single-seater aircraft. surely! And rarely in bi g
cryptocenters where machines are available-sometimes, though. officials need complete privacy
( or especially sensitive messages; they don't want them read by the cryptoeraphers.or otben in th e
communicatioDS. center, and will wse a pad for the most sensitive portions of the1r message. ~
communication ceotar
then superenceypt it (encrypt it again) in a machine system: But thi s
is not a very common practice. The main use of pads is in connection with intelligence, agent, o r
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.' ·. ·ther special operations and as a back-up Cor machine systems. So our main users are people like
~"'A. the attaches, and Special Forces units; a11d by organizations such as the Department of State.

.;_
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hich operate many isolated c:ryptocenters in locations where machine communications are un
liable. Speaking of agents, here is t~e actual si:z:e of what we called the "MICKEY MOUSE" pad.
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Specifications for pads like these can be pretty far out-we can meet the size and legibility
requirements alright; we can make it bum without a trace: but darned if ll:e can make it edible!
As a matter of fact the paper tastes just fine. but the ink is poisonous.
During FY- 72. 86.000 one-time pads were produced. Production is expected to decline to
approximately 35,000 pads annuaUy by the end of FY-74 primarily because of the production of
all MLNUTEMAN pads in the new format.
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" We have put it to UM to monit.ar (the enemy net worlt) and to mislead (the enemy station) forcing
them 10 "'&ate time in ulang rcpeued quC$\ions while we ufely withdrew.
"Sometimes. - ealled enemy &nillny to lbeU their D'DOps or postS. inll.i~ng beeV)· Joues upon them.
This caused confusion a.ad suapidon. among the enemy 1lllit.s the-Jvcs. aftd restricted tbe use of their
artillery 10 our advanta~•
..A£ the enemy code wwds ~widely used. a careful atudy will enable us 10 find out these codes aince
they .re com!)OStd of slu!p ed spe!linp.. Eump~: Ho1111e number (addrcsa) means CQOMi:\&te; or Viet
Cone will he spelled as Va Vee. C&i Cach. Tbe enemy·, week point is that during en enpcement. they
.usually send out plain meuaces which.will bu.asily Ul'l<iem.ood by \1$. ~
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"During an operation. we captured a GRC-9 radio. aiU! succeeded in fin<linc out the enemy operating
procedures end aebedule U5ed between the enemy post.s.
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A final point about one-time pad systems. The mechanical or electronic wizards amon g you
can probably visualize ways in which these encryption processe~ could be automated- built into
a machine. And in fact. it has been done and there are a few such machines operative now. They
used mainly ·in the centralized headquarters·of CIA and Special Forces units so that they can
ciently process t he many separate one-time pad messages to and from ·individual pad hDiders
. .the field.

The next kind of manual systems I want to talk about are authentication systems. Authenti·
cation is the process of verifying that a given received communication is bona fide-it is the main
defense we ha~e again$t communications deception or "~poofing" by the opposition. In tactical
situations the classic kind of deception usually involves the enemy sending a message to, say, an
aircraft pilot and directing him to attack his own forces or luring him to an area where be will be
subjected to hostile fire . Here~s an excerpt from an actual document captured from the Viet Cong
describing these techniques: ·
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· 'l"be i.nt thiDg you ourht to pup conceptUally about ,·be procesa of authentication is that it
takes two priDeipaJ form.-cluJlleng.e t:md reply where the sender and recipient &~e in radio or wire
contact with cme aDOtber ud can interrogate each other according to some system of authentication
to ~bliah their zespec:tive bona fides. Tbe other and more cW!icult Com~ of authentication i5 called
must~~« twtMntietJtion iD which the Dle&Sqe jtaeif'
with jt $0Mtthint that tells the recipient
that the mee&ap he has· received i5 really inteaded for him md came from a leaitimate source. We
need this Jstter protection to prevent hostile iDtercept activities from faking messages altogether
or picking up legitimate messages but chDngirri their addresses so the wronf people will try .to act

cames

:::,

·.~

on their contents.
The second thing to note about the authentication process is that it finds its greatest applica
ticm where there is po cryptographic protection for the basic messaee te:rt. Where full-scale machine
cryptography can be employed on Una, the·basic c:ryptasysum "authenticate&" the meua~. The
message would not decrypt unless tbe sender had the key. and he would not have the key unless he
was one ofours.
The third thing to remember about authentication systems is that there is one featllll! inherent
in them that presents an utreme challenge to the group cw,ed with inventing them-manual
authentication systems mUSt be swift and simple: but inherent in the process is the need to give the
hostile analysts both the plain language (challenge) and the cipher tut (tbe reply). 'l'o get ahead of
ouraelves for a moment. most modern sophisticated crypto-equipmenta are now good enough that
we can band the hostile analyst ream-s of ou: plain language and euctly matched cipher text to go
with it. and stiU not provide him the basis for reconstn1ctiDg the basic key or recovering any ungiven
plain Iancuaee. But our older machines could not stand up when the enemy was given t he opportu·
nity to match up plain lanJU&ge with its conesponding cipher, and we had to go to rather elaborate.
means to prevent this from happening. With simple manual systems, the difficulty. when you
have to expose both your plain text and your cipher text. is even greater, yet that's exactly what
we're beinc asked to'do in any au~tication syslem. For when you challenge with, "What is the
authentication of A.LFA BRAVO?" you are reaUy saying, "What is the encipherment of ALFA
BRAVO'?" and the recipient iS really replying that ALFA BRAVO enciphers to "CHARLIE NO
VEMBER" or what have you. The result hai·been that most of our authentication systems over the
years have been not very fast, or not very secure, or limited to very small networks.
·
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Withheld from public release under
§6 of the National Security Act of 1959,
50 U.S.C. 3605 (P.L. 86-36)
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'!he primary authentication system used worldwide betweeu and among ship5, aircraft and
forces it ealled TRI'l'ON. This system is illustrated below:
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A RLCYJFTZONXDHOK!6YSUPIAMI8YJAC 11-l
B £UYNKIOMLSVHTSCQJIFARZ6XPoOHSX 19•2
C

AEOKPXUT~SRQYtiFGMBHNVCZDPGWK

;; : ..,.-:-.

~-:

21-4

'

=

. _ . ::

0 RGSZOAVHCINKLXFQJBYMUDEIPTUPHG l1•l

E TYFCKPEIQAJMXOGVNZUHSDBILRTIVN 22-2
F L.JAPEOZMTFYWONKSSHX61WDVIC£QAI 2)-3
G TDNXGFESKROIABHVMJUQCLZWTPXQMH
H NVRQEYI.JDHOPLXHICGSFKUZATBOKGM
I HOZFUCCRADYXKPJVN6MLBISIETEVBU
J QDLHJOWNCUZKSABEMRFVXYiPGTOWNU
K PSYKWKRCGDMIOBAVLTNQXFZEUJVEOR
L JWFKEAVMXSTDUCRIQBOLZHYPGNOW&H
M JYDZS%0£NTH06lCMKAXUPFRWSYHCLV lt-8
N VXFLJ8CRGMHtZYEQASITKUODNPXBAR 12-5
0 FZWMYOAJLTPVUIBCSONREGKHXCBFNR 14•7
P TASCJRG8.rtQvtUHKYf10XF'LNDZPPNLY ec,-·e
a PFZMI'YMXKSHCLBJVRGAUT£0Q..JDRL.HK ea-e
R ONCSLDVURIHIJEBGFXATYPKQMZFUKT 1e-4
S EFWBVTSZlHQNJAOYCPLCXURPKGNVWA 12-6
B T RUEYZ.SQMOl..FVOKTXHAPIBJGCNIOWTP l~l
u RFI.JHTBI)YSKEVZUOI..!GANltPCQMINTJ 16-9
V VYPOKHLBZXFlMACTESOIO~NUMYPW 18-)
W RHCYPTIWZGLKONUXSEOSCVFMA.JL£NW 28-6
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1 UI<HYt..rOWVX.JZFPGMCTADNORSSEOVON 3t-S c(
2 PIDQUTESXANGZJoiYFWVHKWOCBRPNKS "•! Q

·- ;--·-·:.

3 BGliOMLFJZOXSHONVCUPKTYERAAYSQ 34-B
~ FXQACOSIVYGNWEBTK~UH.JLZDPRVlPI 36-1

•

.

5 NZFVYOARSKI6TUPMOOIB~JCHEXPHRX 36-6
6 B~AUFWJCGZHRNEXSKOQYVITHPKDQZ ~.-~

§§: .:~

7 NlAYDHIGWVOORKEJHPFZBUXTCSXK.JH 42•2
8 ZYLVXUNQROEBIIPGAC.JTFKSMHDHYSP 44•2
9

JRTPQKAKOGLUXONBWSEYVMCFIZQLDH
ACPUMDXHJYTQGISBZEVUNKWORFMZQC
PR.JCVOKHASTFOQLMWZB!XNGUY£tAFW
tPVLNBWFGK.JOCYMUZHXACTERDSI&HO
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46-9

48-?

51-'
52•1

.

- -.

QBLOGJEMICNYVZPKTRXSUFHWADPUKJ 54•?
R.JYNXPVEOBHGOUCSFHZIIK~TAQHKPI 56-~

ZASCNQTM.JKR~PVHY.lEUOXOFKYCI

CAY 12 1888-2359

KAA•29

.
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CD

X LHFRVYKOOSEPWIZMJNCQTUXAUOIXP 22-3

Y JSVAXNLKWODHUSFOTYMREZIPGCHUZQ za-1
Z JHZBIFRWGCUPLTSDVXYOOAEMNKVTSS 26•8
t MCHTKZRIUV.JOYSEXQWBOHPLFAGPVKA 28•9
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A syStem ~eb u TRrroN introduces the notion of a "guea factor." Because the reply is two
rs., there are 261 possible an.swet's (676) for a given challenge, but the internal structure of the
' provides as many as twelve. c:om<:t replies for a given challenge. This means that the opposi·
can guess with one change in fifty-six (676 + 12) ofbeing COlTect. What all this means is that iD
,f.the-mill authentication, we have to settle for far less than perfect security. We do this to get
thing that can be used fAirly quickly and by a great many people using the same table.
" 1974, the TRITON System will be replaced, worldwide. with the authentication system we
•ELE (pl'ODO\DlC8d PAYLAY). Tbe PELE Sywtem. iUU81:rated s:~ut is simpler and faater to
.an the TRlTON Syst.em. But. as always seems Ul be the case in COMSEC, this advantage
.•plicity and speed w~ achieved at the sacrifice of some security. With the PELE System. the
factor ia reduced to one c:banee in twenty·six because the reply is only one letter.
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You may wonder if it is a good idea to replace the TRITON SyStem with its rues& factor oC one
in tifty..siz by ·a system having a guess factor o{ one ill twentv-six. It is. The bolders .of TRITON are
not using it veey much because of its il\tricate operation. We expect the PELE System to be uaed
far more than TRITON ever was. Here is a COMSEC fact of life for you: A system otreriDr perfect
security which is so complicated lhat th~ holder of the system cannot Cor Mll not) use it, offers the
same degree of security as no system at all
The last type of authentication system that I V."IUU to touch on just briefly is a "one-time" sys
texn with the usual great $e<:Unty and Mnow applicability. It's called BAMBOO TREE-KAA
101. and Jooks like this.
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The difficulty 'f!ith a system such as this is an administrative one-it dem~mds very careful
allocation of a small batch o! authenticatol"' for each pilot; they have to be assigned to each ftight
day and these a.uignments have to be contrOIJed by the ground stations. Pilots cannot authenticate ·
each other-that is. there's no air-to·air authentication capability be<:auae pilots cannot. carry 80
large a deck or. even if they did, they don't have time to search through 1000' s of cards to validate
a particular authenticator.
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Before leaving this section. I think a few remarks are in order to put the business of imitative
• communicat.ioas deception in perspective for you. There is no doubt that many of our communi·
are smc:eptible to spoo6uc as evidenced by the imitative communications deception ac:tiv·
ol the Viet CoDg and tha North Vietnamese Army during the v:at in Viet Nam. I have alleady
)"'U a live eu.mple of some of the techniques tbey uaed. I think you will find the following
ertract both inter.astinc and informative. It is taken. verbatim, from the COMFEY STEED 1-73
JANUARY SUMMARY prepared by the Air Force Special Communications Center.
~e of our
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lmitcliw c-mlll'lieotiollf Dec:cptitm

1'1lis cl.elailed.

---·
-·--.
..-----:

~.

-

Wl8eCUnci

~c:Uc;al voice COJDIIIUllic:atiou .-bich

tile VC/NVA po.-. abo

CQDQ"'biNI t.o Uleir c:&JI'Ibili~ t.o ~ imitative COIDJDIIJiicatioN deceptioll as a tactical weapoD. VC/NVA
atullll'tl at llllitaave CUIIJmUDicatiou deception. aome or which have beta mccesaful. inchlde attempa
t.o lure JWC\111 !orftl ilno napa. t.o shift 1111l!lery file •uJIPon t.o oth•t tarpu, to cancel nquesu rar auiat·
- . t.o ordel' A.RVN pa110la iDto ~tioDI ~ole to amtiuah. and to miaoute auike llircnaft: iD addi
tion t.o ~ twa-t. mUff- and ~--of • ~cholDJ!cal nrian: nalUft. ~ ol
eopm.ticaled UN ol ialitatiw c:OmmDIIicat.ioas deceptioa have bftn detected and. c:on.timt«l duri111 the
put , _ )IIUJL
Dec.~ 1966 a11 ·ARVN pat:ol received a c:aD purpclltadly from subuctot beadqua11eta ditectinJ the
J:*DVI to a •peci&d loa:atioa. Tht _ , . proved t.o be falae and is believed t.o have beeA NDt by tM Viet
CaGe in u attempt t.o lure the paeol iDt.o an ambush.
·
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·bt J&INIIIY 1J67 tha Tbll'd MariDe Amphlbiow Fon:e reponed ail i:DaWu:zs of anempted eoezDY imitative
CUIPlllaicationa d.eaptioA hl ODe week. E'.llerDy Clllllmllllicaton mterecl the Wcraft CODa'Ol DeU. apeWDJ
Eattiala. ud mempr.ed to miaraute suike aircraft.
Ia Fdtnwy 1SIS7. clwiAI u •APJ&JMilt. membm oC MACV Ad~· Team S6 reqliUted anillcy ~
, _ their Fin Diftctioa C.aur. .u the
DincUocl Cemar pnp&nd t.o funiisb lha nqll*atH anili«Y
.up):IOI't cbey received &IIOChet call in clear &nd distinct Ellctisb requestiDg the file be sbifud t.o eothar set
fll ,rid coord:inates. Team 38 overheard U.. new request and found that the artilltr,.· 6:. had been redi:ect.ed
llJIOD their OWD poliliou. FoztWI&tely, they wen: able 10 contact tM rtre Din:nion Center ia t:ime t.o prevent
alft'i- accidnt.
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In April1968. cluriu,r SEAL opcraUc>D&. it wu reponed that extraction force• rec:ei.ed a sipal nquestiPC
e:ruaction which wat not tunalllitt.ed by the SEAL sum.
A Viet Coal rewmee. platoon leader or u ut.iaircraft plar.oon. stilted tbat b.ii supportinc airnaJ platoOn
compollld ol JIIII'IIOI'IMI who could aD ~peak El:ldith. and wbc !OIItiaely momtored Allied Forwud Air
Caauol and Provincial radio DttJ. They .frequently emend
F-ard .0\ir Control neu and c:auaed Allied
plaan t.o d:rop bomb.; oa ,ovemment ~ and then - d the fact that p ·•mment UOOJl$ were brine
bombed by their own airerllft t.o convince them to daertandjoirJ the ranks of the \"iet Cong.

w

UDiu of an Army Divisicm operatint: near .the Cambodian bonier enp,ed in a lenJtb}• eubanp ot voice
commumcatiom with • radio operator claiming to be the liader of an Awrralw 'patrol just
of them.
•bell there was no Auaualian patrol operati.nc iD the ana. The operator spob Caultlas• Auaualian•ac:ctllted
Encliah and made continued dfortJ t.o get the A!llericaa commandeT t.o aceept him u a bowde unit ol
the Allied fon:K.
A .,n- of war captured in February !968 saated that his Battalion'' proced~~~e was t.o incen:ept ARVN
air·to-srolmd .ud JrOW)d·t.o-cround C01DJIIUnicatioiiS Pld wba~ the AR\"N unit asked !ot .-stauee. the
Viat Colle would call the uaiatinc force aDd tell them t.o disrerani the pmious m-ae u help M
Jcnip: needell. Tbia a.wted ·in CIDftfuai011 end delay aDd pve his unit ZDCft time to tab oft'enaiw or n'l·
liveactioa.
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n - ue but a

few aam'Pla ol the ever iDcreaaiDc capability ot tbe vc;n...·yA to take immediate advan
t.ap of t.&CtieaJ iJlteJlitpee dezi~ WouJh the int.ercept and anal~ o( Ollt 11Mtc\ll'lld taeticaJ ~
-mumeatioN. We c:.msot ewn ..Omate the number af acttmpt& at imitative COIIIJIIUnicati- deap.
ticm which bav.a sv~ and wl:aieh have a.ot been detec:ted. Due to tbe vcr..."VA succeues in thia tield
we c:aa expea auch incident& t.o coatinuo u lone .. our tacllical voice communieaUc>a.a Carry mlormation
o1 iDiellipuce value t.o the enemy in the efear, and remaiD YU!naable t.o epemy intrvsiora.

We can see from the above examples that imitative communications deception was widespread
in Vi.t Nam. But spoofing doesn't stop the:e. Spoofing also occurs in ~ther parts o( the world as
well, but to a lesser degree because the opportunity for imitative communications deception is Jess
.n a "cold., war than in a "hot'' war.
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Althoup imitatin communicatiaas deception ia u ou·pnr aetivity, it la ~ alW.ys an euy
OD•• Theft ia &ll alom in.the deeep&a bus:iJseu Whieh dflDaDds that tlle dteeptioD plaft result in
a specific adioa by the eaemy which Warb to his disadvant.p ud to your advutqe. A. often
u DOt, it'• likel7-ihat the lp006Dg ~ wiD c:aJl for an a.ction that ~~~ema illocical or danproua
to the recipient. and be will teDd to double cbeck if'he can. ·
Let me DOW make ~me IUDUJW'Y statements about manual -~ .. a class. Fizst or all.
they ain in peat ftriety aud I have touched only on some basic types. Secoud, manual systems ·
to pt quite •JM'd•lized and tailored to specific operatioaal requirement&. Thild. they are slow
compared with machiDCS; aDd most of tbe oues that aerve large networks have a pretty -..eak ucu·

uDd

rity poteDtial.
We have talked about these systems at some ~ngth because the). form a numerically large part
of our inYentol'y. comume 1 substantial part of our total production capability, and clog our d.istri·
bution and accountina pjpe.liues with vuy large batches of material. Yet the total amount of U.S.
traffic committed to these systems is paltry-our machines carry by far the lion's &bare of our en·
crypted traftic: and the put usace of manual systems is .where machines ~·t be used for one
1'1!&IIOJ1 or another.
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THIRD LECTURE:

. TSEC/ KL-i

We're ready to talk now about a machine. It's called the TSEC/KL-7.

.... _.. .

~.

!·.~.;:t

It is a literal, off-/i~·ci.pher C!<tUlJ.II.Il~n~
Now we've got to have some definitions:
"Literal": of, pertaining to, or expressed by. letters. or alphabetic characters.
For you liberal arts students. the antonym for ''literal," in our business. is not "figurative." We
use literal to distinguish intelligence conveyed by letters of our alphabet from that conveyed by
teletypewriter characters. speech. or digits. The output of a literal cipher machine looks like this:
DVRIT BLXMD QOGGA. etc.• NOT:
+ +- - -

~"""'"- -

:-::::~:::::::-:.·.~

- - --++,etc., nor

Oll00100lll0010010.etc.

•
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(Howenr, when the communicator rers hold of the output, be may convert it to Moru code, or telecbaraete!s to facilitate its traMiftiuion..)
·
·
~-line'' is the term we ue to mean that the maehiue is DOt eonDeeted direetly to the transpath; be it a ~ liDe or a radio transmitter. The cipher messqe is haruhd to a communi·
cator who aenda it a/Ur the whole encyption is complete, when be has time ·and a free circuit to
reach the addnuee. The opposite term i& ..on-line" and in this case the cipher machine is hooked
directly into the tn.namission medium. a receivin( cipher machine iS hooked in at the distant end.
and encryption, traJWDiasion. and deayption are perfonoed simultaaeously. ·
'"TSEC/KL-T': rm still trying to put off a full massage of this nomenclature bu~ess as lor~~
u possible; but let me make a beginning because this is the 1izst feally formidable set of hiero·
clypbic:s I ·have uaed OD you, and you out to be aware that it i& fairly systematic and formalized.
TSEC/KL-7 is the. shQl!. title for the machine. The long or spelled out title is: "Electromecha
nical Literal Cipher Machine." TSEC is an abbreviation for Telecommunications SecUritY which
in turn is a full fonnal expansion of the term "Communications Security" or "'COMSEC." There
are only two important thinp you need remember about the signification of "'TSEC":.....One is that
the item· you see it attached to has something to do with aeeuring U.S. communications: the other
is that if it appean as the {v&t designator of a short title, it refers to a u·hole .machine; so TSECIKL-7
is the whole hunk of hardware. H ••TSEC" appeus a{Ur some other c:haract.ers in a abort title, it
means that the item referred to is only a component or part of a whole ID&chine: so "KLB-7/I'SEC"
on the chauis, refen only to the base urut of this machine, leu other removable component5. The
''K.. in "KL-7" means, quite arbitrarily, that the item ha& to do with basic: c:zyptographic processes,
the actual conversion of something intelligible into encrypted form. If there were an ..H '' thete in
stead. it would mean that the item merely facilitates the processing rather than actually doing it;
the equipment i& an ancillory or aid t o the basic process. but does not do tbe encryption process it
self. We have aomething, in fact, called the ..HL-1" which permits direct decryption of te:a:t in tele
ypewriter rathe.r than literal form with a KL-7.
The "L" stands for "literal" T-'hich fve already explained~ all the ID&cbines which produce
cipher text in ~ he form of letters of the alphabet cany the designator ••KL" unless they are merely
ancillary. in which case they an c•lled "HL." You'll find a brief run down or the scheme in KAG-11

. e r e is OM more thlnr about these shon titles.: in common usage around here, we tend to (!trip
them down to their very nub. and we usuallv refer tO this machine as the KL-i. We used to refer to
it merely u "tbe i" b~t now there's a KW.:7 as well. so we caz:1't do t hat any more. We have a nlle
in correspondence, by the way; that is that we use the full short title tbe first time we mention a
machine. and may abbreviate references to it thereafter unless there's a possible ambiguity.
The KL-7 is probably the last major electromechanical cipher machine that will see extensive
use in U.S. communications. There is a fancier, heavier, more expensive varsion of it called the
KL-47 used almost exclusively by our Navy. rn 58.)' no more about it except to let you know tbat it
exists aod is cr;yptogrcphically identica\ with the KL-7-that i.s, they can intercommunict~te (a sure
sir;n aC cryptocraphic compatibility). From. mid-World Warn until the mid-fifties, then: were quite
a· number of cipher machines that would process literal text or teletypewriter ten Uld used the
principles from which the KL-7 evolved. They bad a great variety of names and applications de·
pendinr on whether they were built by the Army or Navy or the British, or by the Armed Forces
Security Agency, NSA's predecessor. Cataloguing their names and ttying to recall where and how
the&e systems were used Ia a favorite pastime of the old-timers around here who like to reminisce.
Most of them have by now beeD melted to scrap or are quietly c:crrodin~: in about 2.000 fathoms of
;alt water. {Tbe machine, not the old-timers.) The basic principle Ula.t they used involves electri
::al commutators called rotors to form a fabulous and ever-changing set of electrical patba-a laby·
rinth ar maze-through which electrical pulses could fiow.
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·~· security of these. systems. derived from the fact that these rotors eould be placed in any of a
~I:Ser of po&itions, and could be aligned and moved in many different ways. With some reason
able bank of these roton1, aay 5, they could be set up each day. cw:ordin, to a k()o lUt in any of 5 ar
:rangements, and rotated to any of 261 starting positions; so that any one of millions and millioas
of ltarting poi.nbl were pouihle, but only one would permit successful decryption. Of course, the
people you were aandina ·the messap to would have to know what thAt starting polition was. So,
the under would indicat• this startinc point to his addressee through the use of what we call an
indieator zyst~m . A number of such systems for tellinr the distant end where you had chosen to
start were contrived. Some ot them involved a sepante little device designed n:clusively for that
p~; some UMd what amounted to a one-time pad which listed a series of starting points for
each holder. but by the time KL-7 came along, it was clear that the only·efficient indicator system ·
had to make use of the KL-7 itself so that users "Mm not burdened with two sets of materiala to
operate one machine.
The rotors are called "variables" ; each contains random Wiring that can be chanred from time
to time (but not very often). We keep the same wirings for from 1 to 8 years in KL-7 rotors sets. Be
caUJe the HCUrity of. the system is not greatly dependent on the frequent chances ofthe rotor wirings,
we call them ••seeoncialy variables." The primary vori.oble.t
the tbinp ch&n(ed each day accord
ing to the key list- these a.re changes in how each rotor is put together or (U.I•mbi.d each day and
which position in the maze each rotor takes.
The motion of the rotors is imponant to the security of any system of t!Us ty.pe. Various rotors
have to move in unpredictable fashion; and in fact. at least two and up to seven or the KL-7 rotors
mcwe after each individual letter is enciphered. II none or the rotors moved. but just sat there letter
after letter, the old hupboo, monoalphabetic substitution would :result, for eumple. if "A" bit the
path that ~~ out ..X" the fifst time, that same path would be there each subsequent time t he A
key was struck, and X wo11ld always result.
So a number of schemes were used to control the motion of \·arioua rotor machines. The most
'
\ . ..ecret and hi1h echelon rotor machine of World Wu n had enciphered motion with a whole bank of
At ors in it whose only purpou was to move another
through which encryption took place in a
~om fashion. Another scheme was to use a kind of clock or metering meebanism which would
direct one rotor to move every t ime. anot her every 25 times, another every 676 times. another every
time some other rotor did not move. and so forth .
In the case of the KL- 7, notched motion was decided on. Acc:arding to very complicated rules.
t he presence or absence of one of these notches on a given rotor Viill determine whether some other
r otor or combination of romrs will m ove. It's no&. important for you to understand these schemes,
e xcept conceptually, in this particular course. rve dwelt on them because, later on when I cover the
s trengths and weakneaea of current systems,
going to h~ve to refer back to this business of in
d icators, variables, and rotor motion in the KL-i, because they are involved iD some attacks On thill
a yaum of which we bad little idea when we built the machine.
Tbere are some more terms about the principles of the KL-7 with which you ourht to be famil
i ar bec:ause you are apt to run across them in discussing it and other similar systems. So far, I have
d escribed the principle merely e.s one involving rotors. The effect of these rotors is to provide a
meana for p~muting plain lansuage letters to cipher equivalent&:

are

maze

rm

PLAIN CIPHER
A
X

B

Q

c

E

D

J

With each HttiJir of the rotors, we have generated a new substitution alphabet for all our possible
nlaintnt letters; ~ plaintext letter baa a different and unique cipher equivalent. This. coocep- ·
( illy, . is what the crypto~pbus are talkin( about when they refer to alphabet poerators, or to
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permutinr rotors, or a permuting maze. ·Since the maze is set up in a new configuration, i.e•• the
rotots step; with each letter enciphered. we have in effect a little one-time substitution alphabet for
each process.
not going to go much deeper into the details of this system, even in this quasi
technical fashion. I suppose, though, I ou-ght to point out how decipherment is performed. Simple.
Tum a iwitc:\l and the letters struc:lt on the keyboard go through the mae backwards. If the receiver
has started in the same place as the sender, he will have an identical initial mue, and his machine
will step to successively identical mazes because his machine contains ~ same ~ariables and
. their random motion is a controlled one governed by identical ttungs-in the case of the KL- 7. the
particular patterns of nou:hes and no-notches on the periphery of each rotor.

rm

The KL-i was introduced into widespread U.S. and NATO use in 1955. Today it see~s a rat her
clumsy and obsolescent machine to i1s because of what we can now achieve through pure electronic
computer-like techniques. There is a limit to how complicated and fast you caD make a machine
which depends on physical mechanical motion of a lot of parts for its essential activities. We may
have approached that limit with the KL-7 and. I suspect. tried to a:c:eed it witll one of its contem
porary machines, the KW-9 with which we tried, using rotors, to enc:rypt teletypewriter traffir: at
speeds up to 100 words a minute. So a good part of our early and continuing problems with the KL-i
were mec:hanicaVmaintenanc:e problems keeping the stepping mechanism and printing mecha
nism in order; keeping the literally hundreds of electrical contacts clean-one pulse may have tD
travel through as many as 80 such contacts to effect the encipherment ofa single letter.
But don't underrate this little machine. With all its troubles, it is still passing thousands of
groups of live operational traffic daily. It's resistance to cryptanalysis remains very h}Jh apd it 's
useful life will reach well into tbe 70's. It r&mains, in my judgment, the best literal cipher machine
in the world and~· and NATO now have something like 21.000 of them.
Let me touch on some of its advertised feat ures. It was our first machine designed to eerve vezy
large nets which could stand matched plain and cipher ten. For the tim time, the man in the
c:ryptocenter could take a ·message and simply type it into t he ti1Achine as written, without chang
ing the spacing between words, or cutting the message in half and &ending the last part first. and
without having to paraphrase the message text before i t was released. It was the first machine in
which transmission of the indicator was a straigbtforwaTd matter of sending out the letters "lined
upon the machine in the clear (a procedure which we abandoned about 1962 in the face of advancing
cryptanalysis). It was rhe first relatively lightweight and secure electriCal cipher machine with a
keyboard-relatively light: by that I mean around 30 pounds, vs. about 90 pounds for its predeces
sors. It was the 1irst equipment that could run olf a jeep battery a.s well as 110 or 220 volt power. It
was the first equipment that could encrypt both digits and letters without a clumsy adaptor- !
ought to point out to you though, that ~e equipment turned out to be overdesigned in that respect.
Numbers are so critical in typical military texts that the p.rble of any dirit in them may cause real
havoc-so, almost always. numbers are spelled out rather than put in upper cue by KL-'i operators.
It was the first machine designed to permit the ready removal of the classified components for se
cure stotage so the whole thing did not need guarding or ehuc:king in a safe. Finally." the l'Otors des-
ipd for it were the first that could be easily rewired by manually pluging their connections to
new positions. All previous rotors had fixed, soldered wires so thAt changing their patterns was a
sl~r and most costly process.
In 1966 we bad about -25,000 of these Ki..-7 machines. Where were they used and for what? Aa
some of you may know, we keep fairly careful records on the usqe of most of our systems: each user
· provides a monthly Enc:ypted Traffic Report (or ETR in our jargon) in wbich he 1iat.s the number,
length. and classification of messages transmitted. In the case of the KL-7. we found that the
highest uae was in U.S. Navy networks, next Army, and last Air Force.
·
It is quite apparent that large nuDlbers of tbt$e equipments are rarely used; they are held in
reserve, for privacy or as back-up for more efficient on-line teletypewriter equipments in most of the
centers where teletypewriter service is available. Networks e122ploying KL-7's range iD size from 2 to
2,188 holders: a feature which perhaps I have not sufficiently stressed. Until quite recently, t here
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which had the capacity to acc:omodate a thouaaDd or moze holders
all usinc the same kay; all intercommunicating without having to u..q unique aets of variables.
.
· Before we leave the KL-7, let me give you another fracment of the nomeucl&ture pictUre-that's
the uae of deaia:uaton selected from mythology. You beard me use names lih COMUS and DIANA
to identify JOme of the manual systems we covered earlier. Some of the machine. systems have
these names-usually Greek-as welL The KL-7 system is called ADONIS. So is the c::rypt.opaphi
cally identical sYStem produced by the KL-47. What these desip~ators amount to are convenient
tDea.DS for identifying a specific: encryption process reprdlesa of the partic:ular machine dome it. In
the. decade of the 50's, this method of identifying a c:ryptograpblc proc•u was quite useful to us, be- ·
cause typically, two or three or four quite d.i1ferent-Iooking machines could all be made to operate
. identically: and further, each of them might be able to accomplish Se\'iral quite ditferent basic en
cryption p.rocesaes by the change of some componenu or switches or proceduns. So J!&ther than sa.Y
inr "the system produced by the KL-7 or KL-4i using a 12-rotor set and encrypted indicators." we
can say, simply, "the ADONlS system:" the same machines, but usine only 8 rotors and i.ndicatons
•ent in the clear •e called POLLUX.
·
These names are auperfiuous when only a ain(le kind of equipment exist~ to do a job and th&t
equipment accomplishes only one basic encryption process. Some of the new systems either dqn't
have Greek names at all, or you rarely bear them; instead. we just specify the hardware by shOrt
title. ·
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FOURTH LECI'UR~

Oae-Time Tape Systems

So far in these lectures, all of tbe systems rve mentioned han had one thing in common. The y
have widely ditrered in structure, process., security aDd application: the thine that has been th e
same about them is their relation to the communications procus. Th.ey are all off line which meaDs,
once again, that they work es.sentially independently of the commuiucations set -up ; they an n ot
tied into the eommunieations path; the complete en~-ption process is performed be{cn the ciph er
text i..& transmitted, and the nature of the communications !J."Stem to be selected for the eventu al
transmiaaion is not ofmuch consequeuc:e.
From now on, with a few exceptions. the systems we will be talkior about will be more .and mo re
· involved with speci1ie means of transmission; most of them "Aill be on-line systems or systems wit h
both an on-line and an off-line capability. This means that the machines themselves, or th e
ancillary equipment. uaed with them will be more and more u.ilored to particular ~mmunications
techniques .and eventually, as you'll see. will involve the integratiiJn of the cryptographic process
into the communication system itself.
The fin~t and simplest s.et of systems lashed into their associated tranamisSion means are the
one-time tape systems. They are called the PYTiiOX syste.rrus for fairly obvious reasons. From .
World WarD until about 1960, these systems were very popular indeed, and are still rather widely
used. In both WW n and the K orean War they formed the backbone of secure U.S. teletypewrit e r
communications. I can name more than 12 different maChines built since 1945 for PYTHON
operaticms. Their princ:ipl• is deceptively simple, you mezely take a strum of random key in biiU%1')·
form and odd it-com bi~ it. mix it~lement hy element. v.ith plain t nt that has also been pro
duced m biMry form . To put intelli&'enee into binary form is to convert it (or, in the generic sense.
code it) into symbols made up of only tu:o elements- I"s and O"s-tbe familiar computer lan(!Uage;
or pluses and minu~~es. or on's and oif's. or marks and spaces or. as on tape, holes or no holes as
indicated in the following illustration :

,. .. .... . . .. ..........
...... ........ ... ...... ... . . .. .. ..

,.• • •• •• · e e •••• ••••••• ••• ••• • • •• • ••• ••••
..••.•...••..••..•.....•.....•..••......•
....•••..•.•.........•..
~

I. • •••• •
;.'··.""::·::..'.1

• •

•

·•

~-

The additive or mixing process is done according to a simple. arbitrary rule: like
unlike signs- minus. ~ow. let's add:
1rE:{1r - - -- ---- -- -----------------

RANDOM KEY

==-

•

•c
•• •••••• ••c

A-++---;R•- +---,etc.

~

::.~~

••••·• ••• ••
••• .·•••• • •••••
•••• • •
••••••

Various teletypewriter equiprnents automatic:ttlly eom·ert characters into this binary form. for
example, in the Baudot teletypewriter code:

e;::·

~if:

• • ••

- -:-+'- -

sims •

p~us:

-+-+ 
+ + --

RESULT (CIPHER TEXT!) ----------- --- -...,..-++
- ++ - +
It tW"DS out, that ii you take the same key and add it in the same way to the cipher ten. the
resultant product ia the plain text apin-and thus you decipher. If you can find a way ~ do this
mi:Dnr mechanicaUy, or electrically or electronically, you can \'isualize an extremely simple set·
up. Your send and receive machines are identical and use identical key tapes in identical wtys.
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~g ~oes back~ as~

. o u do DOt have to reveae your process, switchinc
50 it
did in. the
'- - rotDr machiDe. The receiver merely assures that he .is usinr the same tape u the tender, and bu
started it in the same place, and by adding it to the cipher tat he has received. rets a copy of the
c:Jricinal plain tat printed automatically for him by the teletypewriter equipment.
Like all other one-time ~ thouah, .the key must be uad once and only once for enc:iyp.
tion; if it's aood raDdom key and is used properly, the cryptographic security seelD.I to be ibeolute~
lf you usc the same key twice for encryption, the security drop& to appnWm&tely 0, forthwith.
I aaid I could .name about a dozen of the machilles. The
for the varietY stems from two
caU&n: first, the adaptation o! machines to more ~ mOie refined concepts of teletypewriter com
munication; second, the need to prevent comptomisiPg J;Bdiation-the electronic emission of
intellipnce in the form of radio frequency energy from the various sv.itches and contacts and relays
in the equipment. We'll talk about that problem at 10me length in the last lecturu.
The simplest kind of ~etyPewriter transmission path is a line from point A to point B with
tranamialions travelli.ni in one direction only. Thi& is called a llimp/u cil'cuit. There ate aome.obvious
diaadvantazes: B Can't talk back. A much more ~mOD type of c:imlit is a path betwec A and B
on which either station co send when the other is ailent. Thia is called a Ju:lf-duplu circuit. Still
some disedvantaps: they both can't Send at ~ething communicaton like to do, especially
if each h.u a high volume of traffic f~ the other. The optimum atup permiu tn.Dimiaaicm to fiow
in both ciliectiona simultaneously and is called a {ull-duplu· circuit. Such cirCuits really iDvolve two
sepante radio paths or two pain of wire lines. but some of the terminal equipm!llt may be shared.
Difi'er.eut kinds o£ one-time ~pe crypto-equipment were e~~volved to fit with thc:;e di4'ering commu
nications setups.
The simplest way to send teletypewriter cbaracters over the paths is by what is called "Start
stop" operation. The receiving machine waiu uutil it receives a character. deciphers it. moves its
"ne-time tape one position, and waiu for another character before operating again. So it keeps in
'·a f with the sending machine by using each actual ci~er character received as a siena} to advance.
W lkt of the old ODe-time tape mneJS worked this way. But suppose the tnlnsmis5ion fades mo
mentarily, and the ntceivinr machine misses just one character: 07 suppose some spurious pulse
hits the signal line and causes the r-eceive machine to advance when no cipher character wu really
sent? Then the two machines are out of step-synchrony between send and receive tapes is loat, the
keys no longer J:Mtch. and thereafter the receiver deciphers gibberish until the operator can signal
the other station to stop and they get themselves in step again. So they bepn to design machines
which would step alonc at a fixed rate once they got started topther. \\'hether eveey' character was
:ec:ejved .or not, and the short transmission fades or spurious pulses . simply caused a one-letter
garble in the ntccived text. These are called sync:hroiiOUS machines. and account for two or three
more of the dozen mixers that have been in our inventory.
Yet another feature · became desirable for some one-time tape circuits. You wiU recall that I
have m,ntioned the term Tran~~mission Security or "TRANSEC"' just once so far. We weze dilcus
ai.nr a manual one-time
and I allepd 80IDe COMSEC shortcomings despite ita put
.resistance to cryptanalysis. The bread and butter of b'rutsminion ~curity speciali.sta is the infor·
mation that they can rlean merely i'M.m analyzing message externals as they a.re transmitted. Call
s igns tell them something, 50 do routinr indicators, so do c:ryptoef8phic i.ndicat<n, so do the numbers
a nd lengths and formats of messaces. so does the direc:tion in which traffic flows. I! the rovernment is
plarminr a .ecret operation in tome remote or not so remote place, there is almost bound to be a
rreat spurt of messace activity to and from that place, and all the opposition need do is note this
s urge of communications activity to be put on guard. The technique which we now commonly use
o n teleeypewriter links to remove most of these flap on impending activity ia caUed ~ fUJw
lftUI'it:t. lD a one-time tape aetup, the way it ill ac=mpliabed ia to simply lleDd Qpbar tat or
e omethinr that looks exactly like cipher text aU the time. Instead of cipher cb&r.c:tezs heine trans
mitted by fits and starts only when an operator is actually typinc a real tnes~&p. or where a !ew
• 'lndred JTOUPI are cominc out in a stream if the operator is sendinr his messap automatically ·
a previo~y pUllehed messace tape. the macbille is riued so that wbenevet an actual mtS
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. sage is not beina sent; the successive characters or ran~m da~ on the by tape itself are auto
matically sent instead. So the roll of tape just sits there and unwinds all day, encrypting anything
you happen to have for it and being tnnsmitted itself otherwise. The tape on the other end is doing
the aame thinJ. of course. All the intaieeptor sees is m appanntly continuous fiow of iandom infor
mation. Wliat does the receiver see.? Since his tape machine tries to decrypt anything it receives,
it winds up dec:ypting key when no.bona .fide traffic: is coming in. Let's have a look at what any
one-time key decrypted (i.e., added to itUlf) looks like. Remember our rule-like signs = plus;
unlike'a - minua.
++-~+++++-++++-

+ +--+++++-++++-

++++++++++++++ ++ .. .. All pluses!
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ADd . all pluses equate to the letters shift character in the Baudot code, and it's a relatively
simple matter to inatruct the teletypewriter to stOp operating until it gets &Omething else. Other
wise, you can just let it run. So, equipments with this traffic fiow security feature account for a
couple of mor.e of our many PYTHON machines.
Well, let's have a look at the advantages and disadvantages of these PYTHON system&. Tbe
first advantage is relatively great speed compared to any of the &!-'Stems we have described so far. 1n
most of the manual systems you feel like a '1111hiz if you can average four or five words a minute: in
our off-line rotor machines, we were happy with 25 words a minute and simply couldn't go much
more than 40. But a PYTHON iystem operates at standard teletypewriter ape~ or 75 or 100
words a minute. And besides. when you're on-line. the message is being received instantaneously
at the distant end; so with PYTHON we are moving toward the iOal of secure communications in
which no delay in message delivery can be attributed' to the cipher procass itself. You're still con
suming a little time in pure cryptographic processes-you have to select and set up the proper tape;
you have to &end an indicator of "Set" to the distant station to tell bim what tape to use and where to
start it; but most of the time is spent in preparing the message for transmission-punching it up on
a message tape (..poking" they call it) before feeding it into the machine-this is something you
have to do anyhow for efficient teletypewriter communications in any volume. So, on the matter of
speed. we have made a great leap forward.
...
The second advantage is its relative simplicity: most of the system consists of standazd time
tested teletypewriter machine components which are commercially available: maintenance is
relatively easy; teaching an operator to work the system is simple; mistakes are hard to make and
only one mistake-the reuse of a tape-is dangerous to the security of the system. (In contrast, on a
system like KL-7. there are a dozen or more things that operators can and do do wrong which give
ua grey hairs.) There are other thinp that can go wronc of course; technical things. like the tape get.
tin& tom and failing to feed properly and the machine going merrily on eneryptinr all of the mes
saae using whatever key characur the tape happened to stick at-monoalphabetic substitution
·apin! But there are a number of safe:uards built in for contingencies like these, and by and large
it is safe to say that a typical one-time tape system is both reliable and highly·~·
So, the advantage$, in summary an~: fast. simple, reliable, and aeeure. HOV.. about the disad·
vantqes? By now, the first disadvantace ought to leap readily to mind. They are one-time systems.
and the inherent disadvantage in all of them applies here. Only two or a few more holders C8Jl
intercommunicate in a Jiven system-we make a few ..five 11'J.Y" tapes and ,.ten-way" tapes to
accommodate some broadcast or eonfezence type teletypewriter communicatiODS; but it's a diffi·
cult job to pt everybOdy in step and keep them there. and by and large the two-holder or "point
to:-point" system prevails.
.
.
Tbe second· disadvantage is a locistic one: iJn8gine the complexity of the distribution system
that pta thouaand.s of pairs of these tapes out, to holders all over the world. Their bulk. in a large
communication center in which many tape systems terminate, is atagering. In their heyday
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000 rolll of tape were produced by ua in 1955. Production is around 55.000 now. The ~
ption of these tapes is ~Y dist:ressinJ when tb•t transmission security feature-traffic
. .aeeuritY-is employed. One of these eicht·inc:h 100.000 character rolls lastS about 166 minutes
at 100 word5 per minute; they cost us$4.55 each.
At a-ny rate, their usap has begun to decline $harply as more efficient means for doinc the aame
job have evolved. As early u 1942., the people desicmnr cryptomachiDes had tried to come to (rip&
with the Josisi.jc problem a~iated with one-time tapes.. All the one-time taPes UMd by the U.S.
· come rieht out of Operations Buiidin1 # 3 in what is called a tspe-fac:toey. Great batteries of tape
generation equipment. which will be described to you later iD the lectures on tbe production process,
can spew these tapes out at the rate of thousands of three-inch rolla per day. In the old days, the
manufacture of thue tapes waa slower. ·veey large machines were used to prodac:e arefuJJy checked
random data to be punched into the tapes...Suppose,,. said the cryptographers, 'you coadd build a
machine that could gerumlte its own key as it went along and feed that key to a mWDJ o:r combininr
c:ircuif electrically without having to punch it up in a painstaking mechanical fuhion on a stretch
of tape? Give the man at each end of the circuit a key generating machine which. from Jiven s~ng
~etupa, would produce identical key that could be used in this same old binazy additive mixiDr
proeeu that works 10 well .ritb the one-time tape aywtams. Then, instead of havinr to diaaibute
carloada ol tapes to these people, we would merely need aend them a little printed key list con
tainin( the settinp that sbould be used for the variables contained in the little key-~neratiog
machines."
And that's what they did. They called the equipment SIGTOT in aecordanee with some old
Army Signal Corp. nome.nclature schem.e. It U.&ed rotors, and it WOl'ked pretty well. Ita key output
fed into a standard one-time tape mixing machine and got combined there. in the regular old way.
But it uaed rot.on with all their mechanical difficulties, and we found ourselves shippin& around truck:
loacia of rotors instead of carloads of tape. When you see the tape faetory. you'll note that a rathermas
.Qve batch of machinery with all wrta of checks and alarms are used to assu:re a completely random
~
oduct. When you uy to compress essentially the· same operation into equipment about .S big as
.. . . .dbox, you might expect troubles, and we had them. We wound up with all sort:~ of precedural
~ ts on the use of thes~ systems for security rea!.Ons. and eventually bad to use a set of no
less than 30 rotors to support each machine so as to provid.e an adequate·bank of variables to choose
from. Still. the SJGTOT. with various modifications, lumbered on in some quantity from WW II
until the mid-fifties and the last ones d id not disappear until about. 1960.
,

So far. we've confined ourselves pretty much to bow these various systems work. what they can
'P8l'h&JII it would
be well to discuss some of the thin~ that go into the production and support of a cryptosystem
beyond the provision of sound cryptoprinciples and some techniques for making them work-by
eJDbodying them in pads or charts or tables or in some kind of cipher mac.hiDe. Implicit in what
I've said already, you bave to have somebody design and develop these synems and, in the case of
ha:rdware, that's what NSA's R&D COMSEC organization is for. You have to have somebody euahuJte
these desiplS; and it seems sound pTactice to have a body of people who are separate, objective, dis-.
in~. do this job-not .the inventors themselves who are apt to have prejudices and blind
spots with respect to their own brainchildren; and that's what our COMSEC analysts are for. You
have to have somebody who can take these approved d~signs and prototype eqwpments and
engineer them intc fully tested working SY$tems that can be produced efficiently and iD quantity
to make a finished product which, in addition to ~ theoretically secure will be ec:onomi~l,
reliable, and practical to produce and maintain. That'_s what the COMSEC Office of Communica
tion&. Security E.n&ineering (S2) is· (or. There are stiU more thinp you need. 'lou have to have an
orpniution to produce and distribute thne wlwaes of variables on which ~. one of th~e
ayat.ema in ana way or auotber dopenda. That's what the Oflice ·Of Commwucatiom SecW:ty
ProduetiOD and C«!trol (53) it for. · and, of colllSe, you need insttuctions. You Deed the ~
.-.vatiq instruc:tiona that tell operatonl juat what to do, what processes to follow, how~ react if
·. .Aethin&
wronr; you nNd ay.t.ms planners to a.nticipate and meet reqwrementa •nd to cet
do., and what they a.r e for. Before we jump into the elmronic a1e of ~"Ptography,
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the rirht equipment applied to the ri(ht job. You Deed a veey in\'Olved and interloeking set of aeeu
rity conttola over the materials and equipment& in the illventory-you Deed to decide how to mark.
cluaify, ahip. •tore, account for, and eventually datroy every itam. You need a whole ayate~ or"
iUrveillance to watch over systems as actually used to uaure that the)• meet their security objec
tives and, where they don 't because.somethinc has been lost or 10m• other catutrophe occurs. to
implement. and implement at once. whatever eotmtermeasures-like the emergeDcy supersession
I talked about-that can be put into effect. This means a sorld-.:ide reportinc system to inform us
et.ctrically of eventa that may effect. our COMSEC posture, and a large quantity of back-up or
teHtve materials for use in an ell'lel'pncy. During ·FY-72., the Office of Communications Security
Applications (54) wu established to better support the aysteiDI approach t.o COMSE9.. Tbia or·
gaDiution consolidates and 'emphasizes the S effort towards the S}'Ste~ approach, wherein secUrity
is functionally and physically intergmted in~ coDUDunicationa-el~ctronies 's ystems of all types.
It insures a consistent and coordinated effort in meetin&' NSA'a rapoasibilitiea to ~}'Stem desicuers.
developers and users for providing COMSEC support and provides a focal point within S for outside
orpni.zatioru to turn to in seeking assi&t.ance in &ystem.!l matters. And fiDa1ly one of the mO&t dif.
fic:ult joba
all-you .need a large, consistent, cobuent, practical, n:spoosi'le, lillie, reasonable,
and underst:&Ddable body of doctrine to pem the whole shooting match, and this is what the Of·
tice ol Communicatiom SecuritY. Standards aDd Evaluations (51) aDd the Technical and Planning
StaB's are for. And these are all more or lesa c:enual function$ here in NSA; lalp counterpa:rt or
ganizationS', especially in day-to-day monitoril)g and administration ·of systema, are required
amon, the users. For what we are talking about here is the manaeement of a very large operation
not only ant milliona of copies o! paper materiall involved, but f t are supporting on the order of
100,000 relatively delicate, undoubtedly contrary, tricky, recalcitrant. cltzssificd cipher maehina.
Perhaps you did not realize it. but what fve just dOne is sneaked in on you a rundown of the
functional ortanization of the COMSEC part ofthi£ As-o~·.
I have implied that the business of protection and control of cryptomaterials constitutes a lal'Je
and difficult area of endeavor for us. While one-time tape machines ar~ fresh in your mind. I want
to d iscuss clusi.fication for a moment. because there is a small eontro\·ersy about the classification
o! these equi menu and it is illustrative ofthe kinds of control problems • ·e encounter.
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Tbe secoad nason is clearly a COMSEC one. Even our newest one-time tape mixer is not per
fectJ,y secure. I keep titil!Jsting you with this business of compromisinl emADatioDS; we want to ·
keep other people from discovering the techniques we use to suppress these emanations; and we
alao want to make it difficult for them to find out when we have still been WISUecess1Ul. lt toms out
that the ideal way to explcrit the radio frequency or acoustic emissiODS trom a cipher equipment is to
P' the thing in a laboratory and test it very thoroughly and minutely to 6nd out in what part o( the
specuum, i! any-the emisaions are escaping and just what their characteristics are. Having done
thia. you !mow bow to zero in your intercept equipment in the much zno~ di16cult en'lironment
where machines are actually .~rating', and your ~ance of success is much greater than if you have
to 10 at it blind.
.
Tbue iS another reiated and long-standing notion about classification of crypc.o-equiptnent that
is worth ~on here. It involve$ a rather dif!ic:ult concept, more often misuDderstoocl than not.
and one that often
much anguish among. our customers eaCh time it leaks out in distoiud or
incomplete form . Here it is: whether we're talking about a one-time tape machine, or the KL-7, or
. a modem key generator system, the essential seeuney lies in the '-ariabtea supplied with the equip
ment, not in · the configuration of the equipment itaelf-not iD its wiring. motioo., activity, or pzoe..
eue5. This means that if the machine is lost, no ~ or future messages enaypted by it will be
jeopardized unless its variables-its keys are lost as well. There's a very prac:tical :reuon for deeip.,
ior 5)'SUms this way: ao matter how bigbJy we cl.uP!y an equipment or how carefully we ruard
it. we cannot IUIU'Cnt~~ that it will not be lost. All Of them are designed to be useful for IS to 20 years
and a lot of things can happen in that time-milita:y units can get overrun; planes
crasb in
hocti1e territory; people can defect. We simply c:an•t atford to replace 10.000 key generators or
25.000 KL-7's should that happen.
.
So, in a nutshell, if you lose the equipment, but not the ke~;ng material. your traBie is still
(
'CQft. When the customer bears this, be has a natural question: why in the world do we insist on
yinc these machines then? And he has more than an academic interest: the protection of
·
machines costs him money and time and guards and vaults and specially c:oasuucud crypto
ters and a host of attendant headaches.
Well, why do we insist that this expense to the user-and it'~ e real expense-is a worthwhile
s ecurity inves~ent? I have already touched on the matter of general exposure of out tec:hnolo!)'.
B ut there are even more cogent reasons for trying to protect principles and details o( machine
o peration u:hen we can. The first is this: although we strive !or reliability, and sometimes can
afford to incorporate rather elaborate aJilnllS, machiDes do sometimes fail or putfally fail. In the
.c ase of a modern high-speed key generator, thousands or millions of bits of faulty key or cipher tat
m ay be put on the air before tbe problem is detected aDd the machine halted. There may be even
m ore insidious failures that do not aft"ect. communic:atms' ability to encipher and clec:ipber mesaaps,
b ut. serioWIIY weaken tbe resistance a! the system to analysis. 'I'be discovery of exploitability of
s uch situations by hostile interceptors m,sy well depend on whether he undentanda the fundamen
t al structure of the machine in use; so denying him that information to the estent we c:aD ia impor·
t ant. Similarly, operaton may maie mistakes that may be harmless if the intetcf!ptor cloea not
u ndcst.and the system, and exploitable otherwise. Note, the basic proposition is still tbat the
traffic is secure with the machine known, but with tbe keys aafe. We have to modify that statement
t o indicate that this is so except in cues where the machine ia operatin& improperly-and 110~
t imes they do operate improperly. And we have said. ttaer.•a not much problem 10 loDe aa the keys
a re sate. The trouble is we do be keys (in FY-72 there were 325 incidents of loss and unauthorized
viewing). But a stolen. key will pnerally not do the hostile analyst much cood unless he JmDwa bow
th e machine works that uses it. Finally, the most important xeason for protectin& machibes is that
a hostile c:ryptan.alyst generally cannot even zDake a start on the analysis of any ~te.m until
be baa been able to discover in some detail what the basic pzoc:eaes of end)'PtiOD are. 'I"bia JS borne
o ut by the very eoaiderable investments our own SIGINT orpnhation bas made simply to find out
: , urpt ~)'StemS work; it's a prerequisite to any subsequent analysis.
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nFrH LECTURE:

K\\'-26; KW-37; CRIB: KW-7

Now, after that small ucu:sion into the realm of doeaiaal. orpcization, ud classification
matters. let's returD to hardware. F'mJt. I'll briag you up to the present with rapect to teletyp e
writer security equipment. By the mid-fifties, computer technology was fairly far advanced: t h e
impact ol this technology on cryptography ba$ bee enormous in nro reSpects. ID the first plac:e. f o r
all but
one-tim.e machines, sec:u.rity rests on the !ac:t that we provide a very large bUt finite nu m ·
ber of variables: .we confront the hostile analyst with a system which can be.set up in any one o f
millions or·billions o! _..ys so that " cuess Cac:tor" in a machine instead Of being something like 1 i n
26 in our weakest authentication systems, is 1 in many billions. So. in a straightforward cryptanalyt ic
attack, what be may want to do is to try out every one of the possible settiDgs in the syst.em.
m.atching each tria) with in~pted cipher text and when be bits the rilht setting, plain te xt
resulta and be bas recovered the day'a letup. In the old days with weak syatems. analywts mig h t
t:y to do tbi.s by band, making a few hundred guesses or~ a day; later pwx:hed card equipme nt
and other electromechanical equipment wm used so that lO's of thouslmda of triala might be prac:· ·
tical. But. with computers, our analysts ud the opposition foUDd a tool that would petmit l ,(}(J(}'s
or millioM of these trials to be mc4c ecch second. The result was. that in c:ryptosystem ·design.
enourh variability bad to be assured to resist postulated computer attacks of enormous power.
perhaps entailing a hundred or mote computers operating simultaneously apinat one system at
speeds of let se;cond.s for years oa end!
At the same time, computerS provide a practical technolo~- for traDslatiJlg pretty well know n
mathematical techniques for producing very long Ullpzedictable streams of data into electronic
hardware. Suc:h machines could be constructed to ai:eommodate a barrelful of variables; a com
pletely new set of variables could be iP$erted ("programmed") simply by use of an mM or Rem 
Rand punched eafd; the circuitry was ideal for performing the ll!u&l binary addition to ~e rando m
§:c.=~
data- that is the key ruea~-with plain text presented to it in digital form. So the notion of a
cipher machine which was really a self-contained k~ generator. which had its clumsy beginning s
;fd::::-~
with the SIGTOT rotor machine, came into its own with the computer age and, in 1957 we bega n
:E." ~
delivering the first of about 15,000 TSEC/KW-26 machines for the rapid, secure. on-line synchro
£;::~~
noua uanamiS$ion of telecypewriter traffic. Out went the SIGTOT's (by this time bavinr undergone
========
___:_...
their fourth major security modification and umpteeDth procedural c:hange); out went mQ&t of th e
=
one-time tape machines on high-level TTY links. The KW-26 system tu.med out to be a jewel. I
. .
have heard some Service Cl'YPf;OCJ'8phers who had *n skeptical or the role of this centralized Agen
:=--:--
~
cy say that this system. the TSEC/KW-26. more tbaD any other. .made the reputation of NSA and
;::=:=
solidified its position u the authority in cryptographic: mattezs.
.
.
.
The advantages of the system over its predecesaou reall)· are manifold. It bas no movi:Dg parts ,
_ ...::-
and its speed is limited only by the speed of the associated teleeypewrlter equipment. One three
cent punched card for the daily setup replaced about $20.00 worth ot tapea. It could be procram · ·
E
_,_
;:::::med to operate in a variety of communicatioas modes; it is desipled for rack-mounting and was
the 6nt major c:rypto-equipment built to be part IX the communications center rather than being
E=;"=- ~
cloistered in a dark vault-type comer-that aloof. separated cryptoccnter oftbe old days.
The CryptOprinciple was based em the mathematical discovery of
Italian Dame FlbOnaeci
.
(ll?o-1248) who is .alleged to ba~ contemplated auailowexs and aoticed that the number of seed s
.
progressing from the· center of the periphery of the flower forms .a veey peculiat, irregular, and Ap 
.
parently unpredictable numerical sequence. (All this sounds like Newton's apple. and may or may
.
not be apocryphal.)
There's one more thinr about the principle of the KW-26 I ought to mention. When we use a
::...-::..=::
on•-time tape or a one-tUne pad to provide key, and add our plahs ten to it, we aae nery ele:ne~t
of the key: rve said a couple of times that. &hould )"OU use such kay more than once. all secun~ -~
lost. When two ciphertext measapa are based on the same key, the messqa are said .to be 1n
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~..: and the thi~ that ~videa the analYst a

means for swxusful attack is the fact that th e
identical element o! by underlies two diffet"ent cipher characters. To ·frustrate this kind oi a n
attack OD the KW-26, the desiener.s made it so that it produces 32 times as much key as it need s:
OJily ODe key element. OUt Of each thirty-two is used; the Iat U'e thrown away. 5o Jhould something
JO wtOZI8 with the machine, or should somebody use the same key card tWia (and that's bard to d o
the card pta autoznatically cut in half with a knife any
you tty to remove it frozn th e
aw:hine). only one character in thirty-two is "in depth". and that's aot enough for ISUcassful

beea\JM

nme

Q)'ptanalyais.

But the KW-26. can't. do eve:ytbing. It is esaeni:ially a point-to-point system, azid .you need a ·
peat battery of them when you bs-ve to ®mmunicate with a lot ofdifretent stations. In Mareh 1973
here at Fort Meade. where the CRITICOMM system terminates. we ;had 336 KW- 26's lined up an d
Oper.tinr all the time. We have some trick.s so tbat a single KW-26 C&JI be used to send to anum ·
ber of receiving stations at once, but the scheme is not very efficient and J know of only one 11et
employinc it. •
We do hAve a requirement for broadcast of secure teletypewriter C1lmmunicationa. with a few
c:eDtral ttationa· MDdiDI out information and instructions to a large number of receiving station s
simultaneously. The Navy is the principal user of such systems to notify aU the ships at sea of shi p
movement&. weather, general information, instructions tO the fleet, etc. Tile system we have pro
vided for this is called KW-37. The
by the way, stands for "teletypewriter'', just u it does in
tbe KW-26. The specifications for this system were pretty tough. :\ot only did the Navy want to be
able to reach lOO's of receivers simultaneously: they wanted each of tha&e receivers to be able t o
tu~ in at any time in the day and. knowing only what the day's key card was. be able to bqi n
decipherment even though the transmitting machine had already been J'UllDing for bows. You'll
recall that in every other machine we've talked about so far. this business of pttinJ mac:hines i n
-'!P a~ keepinlf them there was crucial; and we ace1lmplished it by sending out an indi cator and .
- were on-line. starting off both machines at essentially the same time. Now we had to find
y to aUow some la~ard receiver to " catch up" with the sending machine; staning blind. an d
•
no way to communicate with the transmitter to ask him where he was. It wasn't done wit h
m irrors-'-it wa11 done wi~b twcJt..,. The transmitter always gets going at the same time; aay 8:00
A.M. Greenwich or ..Z.. titne; the receiver sets his clock close to the actual time when he wants t o
get into the net- say noon-and then starts his receiver key generator at its initial (8 A.M .) settin g
and Bips a switch tMt causes it to generate at 570 times its normal speed until it catches the trans
mitter. As it approaches the setting of the transmitting key generator, that i£. approaches syn
chrony with it. it looks •t special timing signals roming in from the tl'llnsmitter. locks on them. and
then reveru. to nermal speed and is able to decipher the inroming traflic .thereafter. The time it
takes to do thia is from a few seconds to a maximum of 2 minutes. depending on how far behind the
receiver is wher:i. the process is besun.
There is yet another difficult requirement associated with broadcast operations: that is that
the transmitting equipment mtat be ultr.&-reliable. Once it gets going, it can't a.ltcrd to stop. There
are both aecurity aod o~rational reasons for this. In ordinary on-line TTY operations, obvious
Caulta in the tran~mittinr machine are immediately detected by receivinc stations because carbled
traftic is produced. The receiving station can stop or ..BREAK" the sending station be(ore much
· damare is done and have it suai·Jhtened out. But without a ready return rommunication path. as
in the cue of KW- 37 networks, a faulty transmitter might send pbberlsh to the fleet all day. FMm
the operational viewpoint, even if be does detect it, perhaps by a monitor of his own broadcast. he
can't stop uans.mittinr or, rather, when he does, can:t get started a1a.in because the cloelcs are all
t hrownotf. ·
How did they solve this ooe? I believe I mentiODed in passinr tbat most of our modem systems
h ave variout alarms in them to detect possible failures. In the KW-37, the concept of alarms ba&
r eached. pouibly, its ultimate. Instead of using a single key generator in the transmitter, we use
identical ones which, each day, are set up 'fith three identical key card$. They are so inter
\. .Dected that the output of each key renerator is compared digit by digit wit.h the outputs of the
two renerators u Indicated in the foJlowinc d.iapam:
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fall three put ·out identical key, we know that either they are all operating exactly as they should o r
that all three have .,mebow developed some identkal fault. We assume the former situation is the
c::.ue, and beein transmitting. Now, after operation has begun. if one .of the ge11erators develops a
fault, i~ ke)• str.am ~ DO loDfer match the other two: the machine operating on a "majority vote"
principle uaumes that the two matchinc keys are correct and continues to operate using oue of those
keys. But Ii«'hta light and bells ring on the faulty key generator; the maintenance man can pull it
out of the .rack. fix it or replace it while the machine carries on so long as the outputs o! the two re
maininl key reneraton continue to match. Foolproof'? We thought it wu nearly to. But to show you
bow far out this' business can pt. and how careful you have to be; and tO illUstrate "Murphy's law" ·
which uys that anything that can posSibly go wrong sooner or lAter will, let me tell you what hap
pened durin~ some of the early Navy testing. The main components of the KW-37-as in most of
our modem electronic equipment:a-are printed circuit boards containinc relays and transistorS and
. shift registers and combining circuits and the like. About 80 of these boards go into the makeup of
each of the KW- 37 key generators. Routinely. during maintenance. some of these boards are re
moved. The Navy discovered that then were some boards in the KW-3i which could be removed
withoU1 stopping the machine. But the pnerator would put out faulty key. They put two key pn
eratots into OJ*'&tion with the same boards missini and used a faultless key ~renerator as the third
one. Sun enouah. the machine went throu!h its majority vote process and, becaust the two keys
from the ee~teraton with missing boards matched exactly, the machine used their key and rang
bells and lit lichts sayiJll the only good generator was bad.· So the system had to be modified to
include interlocks so it would not work with missing bouds. The KW-37 l:lappened to he a Koken.
net a Fibonacci: the overall process of key generation is quite similar. but the spedfic: rules of
motion !or produc:inr successive b iu of k.eyare different.
At th.U point. I oucht to mention t he CRIB (Card Reader Insen Board), presently in use in the
· W-37. certain KG-13 nets. and planned for use on ~eral other ke~-card equipments.
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The CRIB ia in fact a circuit pla.t e to be mounted iD the card reader as a teplaoement for the circuit
plate oriJinally supplied; there it serves as a aecoad kf:)'i.Dr variable. If the original circuit plate is
thought of as one that is ..straight wired.., then the CRIB can be considered u one iii which wiring
is "scnmbled". for it establishes a diiferent set of intercoDDectioaa. We iasue the CRIB in various
editions. Each bas a dUferent short title CUSKAW-IGITSEC. USKAW-.2FtrSEC, ete.). and each is
etrec:tiw fer a specific time period. The conductive paths ptOvided by each edition difi'er !rom those
of other editioDs. Two equipment& equipped with CRIBS are able to c:ommUDicate only if both use
the same key card and ha~e the same edition of the CRIB installed .ui their eard readers.
So far, the modern machines rve talked about baYe retaiDed some of the inflexibilities inherent
in this business of using a single long stream Of key and using it only once-only a few people can
~ inteeommunicate. Normally two in the ease of KW-26; and only ooe aen4iDg and a lot of people
llatening in the KW-37. What was needed was a new principle or an adaptation of the old one which
would permit a large number of peopie to initiau tmwoissions all using the same by list. or plug
board or punched key card or wbat-bave-you. Remember, we had this capability with some of the
rotor JUchines like the KL-7. The way we did it wu by seDding out some random information-an
indicator-with each message: This indicator started us in one of millions of possible alicnments
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~" the basic setup.of the machine for that day. We need~ aometbmr aaalocouJ in the elec:tr.onic

~uerat.on becauae it is t.hrolzch this proc:esa that you caD ~te milliODS o£ unique streams
ofkey &om some basic •ttinas o/the machine.
Remember that t.}Je Fibonacci principle in the KW-26 waa predicated .on au initial sequence of
:random l's aDd o·.. The day'a pUDCbed key card cowd supply that tequeDee. No., if with each
m-.ge aometbi.nc unique and random waa added to it, then we bad the basis for paerat:iD( many
key atreama--ooe !or each message-and a way, therefore. far many holdem to otigmate messages
using the same basic plurging or key card setup. The first equipmenta usial'this idea happened to
be for voice eD<:l)'ption, but the idea is the same, and it ia oow UMd iD the biUld new tactical tele·
· typewriter security device called the KW-7. A device called a rruulomiz6" ia pl0'9ided wit.bin each
equipment; it uses some UD.Stable or ..noisy" diodes that emit electroos in a random fubicm; these
are converted to dicita (l'li aDd O's &pin) fed ioto the traJlsmitting machine and. at the aame time
sent out to the receiving machine. The effect of tbia random stream ia to alter tlie day's setup io an
unpredictable way, hut iu the same way in ewry macbine re<:eiviDg it. The:eafter, the equipment
operates like a normal key pnerator until the 'meS.qe ill iirlished. When it is, aDd another mes
aap ia to be ~ent. the ..Start" buttoaa ia pushed qaio; a oew random atnam is provided by the
~omizer, and the equipment again operates, but em a new by.
We have more or less backed into the 'Subjeet of the KW-7 and 50 far your conception of it must
be rather hazy:
said it's tactical and that a lot of people can intercommunicate with it because
it uses a randomiur to alter the basic key for each message. Also, it is not set up with a punched
carci. Why not? Because the user decided he didn't like key canis, and wanted a way to Itt up the
machine from some information printed on a piece of paper. We're not sure tbe user was rigbt about
this; and evidently, he's no longer sure either because he is nov• asking lor us to modify some of
them to ac:comi:DOdate setup by punched carci.

rve

lt will be UHful to know something about bow tequirements arise-why new machines are
"lt-and how we go about it. The user buys these machines from us althouJh we pay for the re
rcb and development work oul'Selves. The chain·of events usually goes something like this: One
•
of the three Services decides it needs a new crypto-eq'lipment-say, a tactical teletypewriter equip
ment. He'll decide thls because their existing equipment is obsolescent: too heavy, or too slow, or
too expensive, or incompatible with new communications techniques., or this Agency hu said its
security is becomin~r marginal, or something. They will then d~be what they want in terms of
its size. &peed, power req.uirements. amount of security needed, and the like. They will then consult
the other Services to Jet an expression of interest. If the other Services think they also need the same
thin, or ~omethin~ similar. they ma)• get toret}ler and write what an called Joint MC'S-1)r mili
tary characteristics. They will send these MC's to NSA and either ask NSA to build such an equip
ment, or
that NSA delegate the authority to one of them to develop tbe 'e quipment. Usually,
NSA winds up doing it. Then ·that functional orpniution I described to you takes over-R&D
decides on a cryptoprinciple to meet the security needs, the intercommunication reqllirements•
. the speed and volume of traffic specified, and the kind of communications to be used. Sl evaluates
the principle and. havine civen it the go ahead. MD develops hardware. usually stut:ing with band
made ..breadboard" modelli in their own laboratories and finishing with a full development COD·
tract in industly. S2 tests the development model, arranges for Service Test models to be made-if
it seems rood enough-or ananges for service testing of the development model to save tizile: the
Services state what they do and don't like about it. and what they want changed, and prcduction
models incorporatinc these changes are made. This ·whole process can be as fast u 18 months from
conception· to hardware as was the startling case of the great KW-26, to many years u iD the frus
trating caH of some of our tactical voice security equipment. M~ntime, systems plaDnezs and
policy makers are not sitting idle; they are lookinc for optimum appliatioos: establishing programs
for phasing out older equipment. deciding whether other requirements· can be fu16lled with the
"ncoming hardware-does NATO need it? Ia it in the best interest of the U.S. to rele&M it to NATO·
'. _. 4ether they need it or not? And so fortb.
..
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So, the KW-7 followed that general process,. It bas features in it to satisfy special needs of each
of the Semces, e.g., adaptors . . . . Ii was offered to '!'\ATO iD competition with 110me comparable
equipment being built by the UK, France, Germanv. and Norway. It c:an provide for seaue com
. mUDications among hundreds of holders an usinc a ~man by; it's Q1ounted in some ~ and
on wheeled vehicles, and we expect to see 38..000 in the inventory when production stops.
.
·
So, in the teletypewriter field. we bave talked about three main equipments-the KW-26 for
hlp-speed point-to-point communkations at JI:DeraUy hirb echelons: the KW-37 for Broadcast:
and the KW-7 for multi-holder tactical operations. There are a number of other equipments used
for special applications like multi-channel communications where you may need to secure up to
..S channels simultaneously; but !or securing teletypewriter tra.f6e and nothing else, these are cur
rently the big three.
They represent significant advances in need. size. reliability, and fiexibility. I failed to mention
that the KW.:..'i will very nearly fit in a standard safe drawer.
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MuJti·PIUJIOR ~uipment

Each of _the equipments that I have mentioned. to you w~ desiJned to take.a particular kind of
traffic: literal traffic-the letters of tbe alphabet in.tbe cue of tbe "KL" machines: teletype~ter
traffic in the case of the ''KW" machines. But aa early as World War n, cryptographers and com
municators were looking for ways tO accOmmodate a variety of inputs in the same machine-they
wanted. for example. a machine.which would produce its cipher text in the form of five-letter croups
to facilitate transmission where Morse code bad to be used. and to have that same machine produce
iu cipher text in teletype9o't'it~r format for use where teletypeV~'t'iter circuits were available. A little
later, as we shall see. they wanted and got equipments containing other options like telet ypewriter.
and facsimile, and voice en~tion all in the same package.
·
The Signal Corps made the first etl'ort during WW n. It was called. the SIGNIN. and was quite
a monster. They tried to solve a multitude of problems in one swell Bop including the age-old phys
ical security problem we have had with aypttrequipment. They built it in its own special safe and
wound up with an equipment about four feet acr~ and weighing Lord knows bow much in its solid
steel olive drab package. They built their own telet3o-pewTiter keyboard instead of hooking into a
standard commercial model as bad been done previously and since. lt would operate either on-or
oft'-line. The machine u!'led rotors, a whole slew of them and, in the teletypewriter mode combined
plain text and key in a novel way. all five intellirence baud.!' of the teletypewriter character beillJ
mixed simultaneoullly with 5 elements of key provided by the machine. This feature caused a brief
resufJ[ence of interest in the old monster during the early fifties. once again because of that ubiqui
tou~ problem. compromising emanations.
ww n ended before this machine had bHn perfected for Vel)' long, and it never got v~· hea""Y
use. But the idea for doi n~ a multiplicity of things in one machine was then:. The Kl.,..7 and KL-4i
s~·st ems were coming alon:. and the utility of having a literal machine able to accept messages for
encryption or decryption in teletypewriter punched tape form. and to produce its cipher text in this
~me form instead of printed on gummed tape had been recognized. Rather than buildlnr such
features into the machines themselves, which would burden most of the users who had no acces!'
to teletypewrit er circuits "'ith needless added bulk and cost. a few circuits were built in to permit
ancillary telet;.'"Pewriter equi pment to do the work when needed and available. They were called
"HL" equipment- the H in the first position stan~s for ancillary-; and L still srands for literal: so an
"HL". equipment is one that aids or facilitates but does not actually perform a literal ertcr)-ption
process.
But we had to wait until the mid-50's for the next real mult.i -purpose aquipment to come along.
It W4& designed to meet Na,·y requirements for the processing of facsimile information or telet~-pe
writer information. It was called the AFSAX-500-the ..X" stands Cor facsimile or "fax" for short:
AFSA stands for the Armed For~ Security Agency, which is what NSA was called until late 1953
the change was more than in name only. by the way: our responAibilities bec.aXD;e national ·in scope
inat~ad of being limited to the armed forces. Thus, it was that ju~cture that Departments and AJen
cies like ·the Department of State and CIA came under our jurisdiction in cryptolf&phic matters.
Anyho w. the AFSAX- 500 reflected our growtn( disillusionment with rotor techniques where hi,h
speed proceuu were needed. In order to enaypt facsimile information at any reasonable speed, it
·first hM to be converted to digital form and then processed at bit rates of anywhere from 1800 bits to
2500 bita per second. Can you imapne rotors &oiDI at that speed'? Neither could we nor the Navy who
really desianed the AFSAX-500 under the tutelqe of a very famous Navy Captain named Sa.ff'o rd.
Capt. Satrord had played a large part in the inventi~ and development of most of the WW ll rotor
systems. What wu built amounted to an electronic a.Wog of a rotor system- it used up three bays
of equipment (a bay is about the size of most of the 4-d:awer safes around here.) Since the equip
ment. bad to produce lots of key for use in the racsimile mode. there was key to burn for teletype-
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writer operations where the
of the equipment remained limited by the electTOm.nioal
properties or the associated TrY equipment-(Truly fast pap printi~ you :rea!Ue. had to wait for
computers. so that not too much of their valuable time wQuld be lost waiting for some printer to
bang out its voluminous rapid-tire productS.) Because this extl'll ~·was a ..·ailable for 1TY use. the
machine was buih to encrypt about 5 channels of teletypewriter information simultaneously. Then.
when no pictures were being sent over the facsimile channel the eommunicators could unload their
teletypewriter traffic backlog.
.
Well. the AFS.AX-500 worked all rii!ht, but not very many of them were ever built: we suspect
it was partly because it was horribl.v expeDSive"althougb the Na")· never would say just how much it.
cost: but there was another·reason as weU-that is that facsimile requirements have a habit of with
erinr away about the time you have an equipment to serve them. This bas been true over the years,
and a whole class of systems with ..X .. in their shon titles never repaid the investment that went
into their development-which means, hardly anybody bou,bt them or used them.
I want ·to make just two more points about the AFSAX- 500: one is that it continued in use for
more than 1-0 years. but so far as we can tell. it was used nearl\· esclusivehr for multi-channel tele
typewriter encryption. not for facsimile which had been its reai purpose. The other is. that yet an
other way for keying the equipment-for setting it up-was dl'\ised. I have descn"bed equipment
wbieh is Jet up from a printed key list that tells you how to put rotors together. arrange. and align
them: I have mentioned key cards that use holes and no boles. to establish settings in electronic
equipment: and I lPOke of a P.lugboard-whic:h is a kind of •iring matrix-that is now beint used
with the KW-7. The dmgners of the AFSAX-500 were faced 1'ith the problem of settinJ up a very
large number of variables each day- they could have used a very lar~e bank of switches that c:ould
be 6ipped one way or another in accordance with a printed by list. This had been done with the
earliest U.S. cipbony equipment-the SIGSALLY-tbat we'll be talking about in due course. In
uead. the~· chose to use a long segment of one-time tape which ~u fed into the machine during the
up process and which established the starting configuratiOM· for its electronic ..rotors". We've
ved with that idea.again from time to rime but. in most cases better '''ays have been found. Only
one other s~'Stem u11ed tape segments for its setup. So now we ba,·e four diil'erent v.·ay~ t.o set up our
daily vBriables. and we have barely left the teletypewriter field. II SU!l'~ts that this business of how
to get the variables set up swiftly and accurately constit.u tes an mherent problem in our business.
and this is !10, In otber cour!les. you will hear of still different ways bein~ explored.
·
The next multi-purpose crypto-equipment I want to describe is called tbe TSECIKO~.
Strangely enough. in the TSEC nomenclature scheme, that ..o·· meant ..Multi-purpose"; but al
thoutth a number of subsequent equipments with multiple capabilities were built. the K0-6 is the
only one that got aui.gned an ''0". This i1o because a more tteneric desipu~tor...G". for~· generator
was decided· on, and that's what we used thereafter whether the equipment had a multiple use
not.
But the K0-6 was invented before the TSBC nomenclature took eft'ecr. and used to be eaUed
the AFSAY-806. That "Y" stood for "ciphony" or voice encryption, and that was the primary thing
the K0-6 was Cor. But it eould also encrypt either facsimile or- like the AFSAX-500-a number of
teletypewriter channels simultaneously. The designers were again faced with the problem of pro·
ducina a lot of key very rapidly. but were still tied to electromechanic:al techniques for doing it.
What they se"ttled on had .at its bean somethilll called a geared tUning mechanism (GTM) which
would spin six rotor-Uke notched disks very rapicily and uaed photo-electric ceUs to read various
notche$ as they went whipping by. The resultan-t data, in the form of l's and O's again (really light or
no light) was combined into a random key stream, and added to digitalized plain tezt in the usual
old binary way. This waa a pretty complicated and precision-built de\"ice. We put at least one major
electronics firm out of busine5$ trying to build it for us~ but it worked. The last ones were deep
sixed in the latter part of1966.
. ·
. A problem looms: bow do you put voice into digital form? Let a1e bac:k-uack a little. You have
.een that we have means for producing key in binary form in a \"Bliety of ways and that. if your
lain language is digital. the business of enc:ipherment and decipherment tlu'ough binary addition
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andre-addition istairly straight forward. But if we don't dilitalize speech. bow else miJ}lt we en
crypt it? The only alternative means that has ,otten much play is to transpose it in varioul' ways
record it and send it out backwards; split it up into little pieces. smaller than syllables. transpose
the pieces according to so~e key, and nconstitute it at the receivinc end; or, pull out the vario\ a
frequencies of the spuch and transpose these for uansm.ission. ~ost all tbe commercially avail
able "speech privacy" devices use some such technique as this. But you11 reeall that I tOld you tha t
transposition systems are frauJht. with security weaknesses: and it baS continued to prove tl'Ue
whether you are using a pencil and squared paper or very sOphisticated elecaonics, there's just to o
much underlying intelligence showing through. But from time to ti~e we try again to do somethi~
besides digitalization because it' turns out that there would be very important advantages if we
could: we could eliminate a battery of upensive and elabOrate equipment that n now need to use
just to cOnvert the speech to digital form before we begin to enc:j-pt it: and we could cheaply provide
ciphony on narrow-band . communications channels like HF radio and the ordinary telephone. Thi!'
is now extremely difficult to do because. if you are to describe speech aceurately with a series o f
l's and O's, it ·takes a huge number of these digits for each syllable: this m turn demands a large
portion or the radio frequency spect:ruln. a b1"0<ld·band signal. for traDsxnission. nle fewer digits you
use to describe speech. the less spectrum you use, and the farther you can tzansm.it it but the less
intelligible the speech becomes when you reconvert to • form suitable for the human ear.
At any rate, for security reasons, we had to settle on speech digitalization as part and parcel of
any ciphony system. We have three basic ways in which we now do this-voc:oding (short for .voif:e
coding) which uses relatively few digits to describe speech and is hard to understand unless the vo
~er is Ja.rge and expensive and even then it may leave something to be desired: delta modulation.
which Uses many digits. gives excellent speech quality, but needs a broad band radio path or spe·
cia] wire-lines like coaxial cables for transmission: and pulse code modulation. which produces
~inilarlv high voice quality and hall similar transmir.sion constraints.
Since t he MC's {Military Characteristics) of the K0-6 called for long-haul CHF) capability, the
first of these techniques:-vocOdin~t-had to be used~ Onl.r 3.200 bits per second tO describe the
!lpeech-\Vith key stream generated at a comparable rate-~·ere used in contrast to a contemporat:'·
"ystern for wide -band <microwave) transmission <A'he~ the bit rate was on the order of 320.000 bin
per second <AFSA Y-8161.
Becau~~e the liP"Ch quality was so poor-you could not recognize voices-and because the syi'
tem Wa!' inconvenient to use (push-to-talk procedures and "et:'' slo"· and deliberate spealtin~t : and
the need to walk down to or near the cryptocenter to get access .to the system) the machine turned
out to be Jes~ than a roarin~t success and over the years we v.-ere unable to document ver~; heavy us·
age of it by anybody for voice communications. There did not ~m to be much call for facsimile en·
cryption, a~ I have mentioned, and just before the last K0-6's were retired in 1966. tb~· were w;ed
exclusively to encrypt multi-channel teletypewriter traffic.
We're going to come back to the ~hole subject of speech enc~-ption devices and trace their evo·
lution in some detail. But before we get to that subjeCt. there is one more family of multi-purpose
equipments I want to talk about. These are the KG-3/KG-13 seriH of equipments.
Until around 1960. as I
indicated, each nev.· ~-pro-equipment was tied to rather specific
communications means. and was built to be c:ompetible with input devices like teletypewriters .or
facsimile equipment with very specific characteristics. Even those multi-purpose devices we have
described could work only at a few specific speeds: the K0-6 would work only with the specific vo
coder we built to go with it and not with any other speech digitalizer. This specificity of purpose
. caused the equipments to be inflexible and tended to make them obsolete relatively quickly as
new communications techniques and input devices became available. So we did a philosophical
about face with the KG-3. We said• .why not build a pure and siD'lple ~· generator divoreed from
any specific input device or digitali1er: simply an equipment which will put out good random digital
key with a large -variety of speeds, and a mixinr or binary addition component that will accept the
encipher and digital si~al delivered to it? If somebod)' wanted to encrypt teletypewriter traffic, or
facsimile. or data. or voice, he would provide the equipment that would deliver t hat information in

nave
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dilital Co~ to. the .k~ pnerator and it would do the ~so the
.tnichdorward key reuerator with a ra.ndomiaer. a power supply. and

•

~rn-a

KG-3. was
.
timinr circuits to perm it
speed& V&rYiDI from 1 to 100.000 bits per RCODd. aDd that'5 about all. And this idea worked fair ly
well.
bad aotten ourselves out of the communications busineli into which we had become i n
ereuiDJly invol"Jed, and back to pure eryptopaphy whae we thouch~ we belonged. But there were
some di1fic:ulties. Becailse the KG-S was a si.nJie.key seaator. it could only proc:eu tlatfic in one
direction at a time: this meant t hat to accommodate the full-duplex operations that abcost every·
body needed, two c:omplete equipment.s ·had to be set up at euh end of each circuit, aDd this was a
waste. Then was no ·reason why a send and receive key ,enerator c:ould not shan the I&XDe ~
eupply, thus eliminatm, one ofthem," and the same timi~t~ circuits. and YO!l really did not need a·
randomizer in the m:eiving equipment at aU because all lhe recei\i'nr equipment neech to do is to
aoc:ept tbe random indicators pneraud at the distant station: the •end equipment does the ra n
And

w.

domi2inr.
So, the KG-13 was built: it amoUDts to a pair of KG-3's one used for .sendina aud cont.aining a ll
of the ori,UW KG-3 futures; the other (or receiving and stripped of all the components and func
.
ti.ona that the aend equipment can supply.
We have now t.tac:ed the checkered history of multi-purpose equipment and have Meta that it
took from 194-i or 10 until1960 to come up with one that did not ~ally have a single prinwy purpose
in mind with other capabilities included as side benefits. The SIG~'J.."'; • ·as prilbarily far teletyp e
writer traffic: the AFSAX-600 was for facsimile; and the K0-6 v.-.s for voice. The KG-311.3 was for
an,ythin1 difital with speeds up to 100KHz.
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Cipbeny Equipment and Other SpeCia&necf Systems

Ciphon..'· Equip~MnL -You have already bad a pre"iew of some of the problems of voice en
cryption i.n the discussion of the K0-6. Since by far tbe peatest 11'H.kness in U.S. COMSEC today
stems from
fact that almost all of our voice aunmuni~tions are sent in the Clear.'the business
of 6ndinr ·economical secure ways to secure voice transmiWons remains a burning issue and is
consuming a good part ofour current COMSEC R&D e1fon.
·
We bne to go back to World War U for a look at our first voice encryption equipment:
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Tbis looks like a whole communications center or laboratory or 10rnething; but ifs all one
cipher machine. It was caUed SIGSALLY. If you counted the air~nditioners that bad to go with it.
· it weiatbed something like 55 tons. It ""85 used o...-er the transatlantic cable for communication
between Weshinrton and London. It u.sed vacuum tubes by the thousands. and had a primitive
vocoder. It was hardly the answer to the dream of uni'·ersal ciphony. and was diSZJl!lntled soon after
t he war ended.
The next ciphony system to come along was called the AFSAY-816. It was designed to operate
over microwave links-actually, just one link-bet"-een the ~a,·al Security Station and Arlington
Hall. Since then was plenty of bandwidth to pla~: 'll.ith (50 KH~l. there were no constraints on the
number of di~ts that could be used to convert spe«b into di~tal form . The technique used t~.11S
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'-called Pulse Code Modulation (PCM): conceptually, it invol\-es sampling the amplitude (size) of
an inteWrence signal, such as one's voice, .at find intervals of time determined by a high !requency
pul5e train, then transmitting the values thus obtained in some sort of binary or baudot code. The
following illustration portrays these relationships:
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The AFSAY-816 used a primitive vacuum tube key generator with bank after bank of shift
registers . . . and. for the first time. we were able tO put out more key than we could use. So we used
it to provide for encryption o( several channels of speech simultaneously. Speech quality was good.
reli&bitity wu spotty, and securicy. especially in its last years was m&rlinal since it was in about
that time frame that we bepn to be able to postUlate practical high-speed computer techniques as
a crypcanalytical tool. We hastened to replace the equipment with one called the KY-11. The KY
11 was the 6m relatively modem key generator of the breed I described in the KW-26. Instead of
using the. Fibonacci principle. however, it used something called ..cipher text autokey" or ··crAK"
for short. I'll tell you something more ofthe uses to which this principle can be put later.
At any rate. we lived on borrowed time with the AFSAY- 816 and on the hope t.bat.. becauae its
transmitted signal was last. complex, and directional. hostile interception and recording would be
impracticable.
·
Don't think for a minute that the same rationale isn't used today for unsecured circuits that
happen to use sophisticated transmission techniques. A favorite ploy of the manufacturers of for
ward tropospheric and ionospheric scatter transarisaion systems. for example. is to advertise them
aa inherently secure because of their directivity and because they are beamed over the horizon and
theoretically bounce down in only one place; However, because of atmospheric anomalies; it is
impouible to predict with certainty what the state of the ionosphere will be at any particuw
~ o ment. It is because of these anomalies that the reflection of the transmitted signal from the
.a spbere is subject to considerable variatio.n and. consequently, subject to interception .at an
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unintended location. As a matter of fact. there was a "permanently" anomalous situation over parts
of Southeast Aaia that caused VHF communications to double their expected range.
The general attitude of this Agency is that no deliberate transmission is free from the p0$sibility
of hostile interception. The thought is that there is really a contradiction in terms of the notion of
an uninterceptible tiansmission: for. if there were such. the intnuled recipient. your own distant
receiver, could not pick it up.
D~pite all of this, it is clear that some transmisaioos are cousiderably more difficult and costly
to intercept than others and some of them carrying information of low intelligence value may not be
worth that cost to the potential hostile interceptor. These factors have a lot to do with the priorities
we establish for providing cryptosystems to various kinds ofcommunications entities.
But. in the case of voice, which is our subject. it bas not been any ratiouale of non-intercept
ibility which has slowed us down, it is the set of terrifically difficult technical barriers in the way of
~tatting such equipment in light, cheap, efficient, secure form, either Cor strategic high-level links,
as in the case of all the ciphony equipment& I've mentioned so far, or for tactical circuits that we
will. in due course. cover.
Still. with the advent of the KY-11. it appeared that we had a~ least one part of the ciphony
problem relatively well in hand: that was for fixed-plant. short-range operations where plenty of
bandwidth was available for transmission. These ti%ed-plant. wide-~d equipmenm-an of them
not only could provide secure good quality voice. but had enough room to perJDit the encryption of
.. sev4!f81 channels of voice with the same key generator. But just as in ~e,case._of):~)~wiiter secu
rity devices. there was a need to move ciphony equipment out of the crypfO<;e~t.IJT and nearer to the
environment where the actual user could have more re•dy access. In the case of the teletypewriter
encryption systems. you will· recall, the move was into the communications center where all the
ancillary devices and comm.unications terminal equipment and punched messqe tapes and mes
sage forms were readily available. In the ease of ciphony, the real user was the individual who picks
up the handset and talks-not some professional cryptographer or communicator-but people like
you and me and generals and admirals and presidents. So the next need we faced was to provide an
equipment which could be remote from both cryptocenter and communications center. and used
right in the offices where the actual business of government and stratecic military affairs is con
ducted. This called for machinery that was smaller and pac~d differently than any of the ciphony
equipment we have talked about thus far. SlGSALLY you remember, weighed 55 tons: the next
system weighed a lot less but still needed 6 bays of equipment. The KY-11 was smaller still,
amounting to a couple of rac;ks of equipment configured for communications center use. None of
them were at all suitable for installation in somebody'soffice.
The resultant product was called the TSEC/KY-1. The most striking feature it had. in contrast
to its predecessor ciphony devices. was that it was neatly packaged in a single cabinet about two 
thirds as tall and somewhat fatter than an ordinary safe. Because it was built not to be in a crypto
eenter or a classified communications center when! there are guards and controls on access to
prevent theft of equipment and their supporting materials. this KY- 1 cabinet was in fact a three
combination safe that contained the whole key ge~rator, the power supply, the cligit.alwng voice
preparation components-everything except the handset which sits on top.
So. for the first time since World War II with the SIGNIN. we found ourselves building physical
protective measures into the eq.u ipment itseif. The safe is not a particularly good one-~ly any
are-but it is adequate to prev~nt really easy access to the classified components and keymg data
contained inside. Microwave links or special wi~ lines were used to transmit its 50 KHz cipher t~xt.
The principle was CTAK again: and it had the capacity to link up to 50 holders through some kmd
of switchboard in a common key. The first network was used here in WashingtOn and served key
officiab of rovemment-the President, the Secr.etary of Defense. the Secretary of State. the Direc
tor, Central Intelligence Agency. and some others. We soon found that the equipmen~ needed to_be
installed not only in key government offices, but in the private residences of key officials as well, so
that they could consult securely in times of crisis night or day. I think the first such ~dence was
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Eisenhower's Gettysburg address: later such equipmeots wen used in the 'homes of a
number ofother o.fficials.
·
The KY-1 bad some limitations, as almost all first tries at a new requirement aeem _to: it wu
essentiall y a push-to-talk system which annoys moat users and makes .it impossible to interrupt ·
conversatioDS. Ewntually; the c:ryptanalysts discovered SOJ;De new possible anacks that lowered
our confidence in itt security and so the KY-1 was retired in early 1967. This KY-3 is the follow-on
equipmen t to the KY-1. It provides a duplex (no push·to-~) capability and some security and
operation al refinements.
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This is perhaps as rood as a plac:e as any to go off on another of the tangents that seem to ehar·
the5e lectures. A£ we have been following the evolution of U.S. cryptography. I have talked
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SICRET NOPORN
quite c:uually of uw equipmenta colll.iJ!g into OllJ' inventory and old ones !adinaaway.ln tetro5J)eet.
dcuWie of tbe obsolescent, inefficient, and iDseewe .systems eeema natunl, easy, b:levttable, aDd
relatively painless. But the fact of the matter Is t;bat it i& usually quite di16c:uh to get the users to
relinquish any equipment once it is soliclly entrenehed in their inventories-especially if it works
weU. as izl.the case of the KY-1: but even if it doesn't, as iD the ease or the KW-9. The reluetance tO
junk old ayste:ma stems from a number of causes, I think. First of all. they repnsent a )up invest
ment; secondly, the users have developed a supporting logistic base for the systems, have trained
personnel to operate and maintain it-they've uud it.. F'mally, the introduction o! a new system i5
a slow and difficult business requirinc uew budgetary and procurement ac:tioD. new tminina. the
establishment or a new logistics bue, and-increasincly these days_. COitly iDstallation job to
match the new system to the facility and commtmications.S)'Siem in which it is to be usee[ Because
ot these problems, our "equipment retirement program" is a halting one, and only when there are
very emve teCUrity shortcomings c:an we actually tkmand that a system be reti!ed on some specific
date. Well. back to ciphony systems.
·
With all these developments, we are stiU t:alking about equipment tbat weighs several hundred
poanda, ia quite apemive, and which is limited to ~ and coatlY. comaumicationa linka.
Except in the case of the K 0-6. these links are relatively short range.
So, at the same. time these wide-band tised·plant equipments are ·beinc developed. we were
working on something better than the K0-6 to satia!y long-range. narrow-baod eommunication.s
requirements. something that could, hopefully, be used on ordinaly telephone lines or on HF radio
c:ircu.ita oveneas. (Ma Bell's telephone system, you understand, has a bandwidth of only 3KHz
and still has a few quick and dirty ww n links ill the mid-west with only a 1.500 hertz bandwidth.
This situation, as I have said, sharply limits the number of digits we can use to describe speech to
be encrypted on such circuiu with a consequent lou of quality of uitelllgibility.)
The equipment which evolved is c:a.lled the KY-9.
~
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The KY-9 used a vocoder as did its narrow-band pred~. but a more sophist icated one
than had been developed thus far. It was the first of the vocoders to use transistors instead of vac·
uum tubes. so that the equipment could be reduced to a single cabinet. But tl'llll5istors wne in their
.infancy; and the ones that went into the KY-9 were band-made and e%pe'DSive. Again the equipment
wu pac:kapd mto a safe so that it could be located in an office-type enviroament. Well. we were
gettinr there: we could use an ordinary telephone line with the KY-9. but the speech still sounds
artificial and strained because of that vocoder. and . . . you .•• must .•. speak •.• very . . . slowl"
. .. and . • . distinctly an,d you mU$t still push to talk. And besides all that. this bear initially coat
on the order of $.&0.000 per terminal which put it atrictly in the laney• catqo!Y. About 260 KY-9's
are in use for high-level. long-haul voice security communications.. The majorit)' of the KY-9 sub
ac:ribers are DO"! being provided this sec:Ul'e capability through use of the Automatic Secure Voice
C ommunications (AUTOSEVOCOM) system: however. it is anticipated that the equipment wt11
: ·· •main in use at leut through FY-74. Beyond FY-74. the equipment may be declared excess and
· · ·atored for contingencY purposes.
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The befit and newest long-haul voice equipment uses none otber than our multi-purpose friend,
the KG-13. Nobody came along with a nice vocodinr speech digitaJizer to book. into this key 1en
erator, and there•$ really not mucb call to process speech tbis way unless you're going to encrypt it,
ao we wound up-at<.An- havinr to build some o{ the anc:iiwy equipment ourselves. This equip
mentis called the HY-2-remember. the H stands·tor ancillary, theY tor speech enuyption. So the
combination referred to as the KG-13/HY-2 is the system •e are oow countior on to serve the long
. haul voice requirement.
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Again. a vocoder wu UMd. and this sounds the best yet, althourh it still can't match the voice
Quality that wide-band systems have. This package is not in a ~afe. and is not suitable for office
in6tallation. but it seems to satisfy most oi the other long-haul requiremen~ well and does so fairly
· · ·heapl~· for the tirst time.
l.•
Before we talk about tactical voice security equipment, there i;; a subject related to the big tixed
t voice equipments we ou,ht to talk about. That's the subjecl of "approved.. cireuiu..Way back
with the K0-6. we were having difficulty getting officials .to leave their offices and. walk to a crypto·
center to u&e a secure phone. The solution lay in carrying the system or at least the telephone band
set (which is all he really. needs or cares about) to.him. This in"'olved running a wire line from an
office to the eryptocenter or ~cure communications center. The difficulty with this solution is two
fold~ in the fust p lace there was and is a long-standing Executive Order of the President govemirig
the way elasaitied information may be handled.. transmitted, and stored: and in the case of TOP
SECRET information. this order forbids electrical transmission eJ:cept in. enc'="·pted form. Of course,
the informations in
clear. not encrypted. until it reaches the cryptomachine, and this meant
that any time one placed that handset remote from the machine. the user. by ••Jaw" had to be rt·
strieted to conversations no higher than SECRET. This is difficult to legislate and conaoJ. and
reduce$ the usefulness of the whole system. The second difficulty in this situation stems from the
security reasoninr lying behind that Esecutive Order. The reasoning was. and is. that it is extreme
ly difficult to assilre that no one will tap any subscriber line such as this, if it is not confiDed to a
veey carefully conuolled area like a cryptoeenter or elusi6ed communications center. It means that
if you are to use these subscriber lines in some government installation. the whole building or com·
plex of buildillp must be extremely well guarded. access carefully eonuolled. or personnel cleared
or escorted all the time. Controls such as we bave here are simply not feasible in a facility such as
the Pentacon or on a typical milits,ry post: yet it is in just such environments that these protected wire-

the

lines may ~e needed.

.

Some ·special rules ,ovem communications used to support SIGINT operations. and these
rulea have been interpreted to permit TOP SECRET uatEc such as we use on tbe grey phone system
here-provided certain physical and electronic saf'~ are enforced. The JCS applied the same
sort of criteria in staffing an action which permitted TOP SECRET information to be paged in the
· ·~rover wire lines when certain rigid criteria are met. Until this action went tbrou.rh. we wete un
~ to make full use of the 'ciphony capability we now have in srstems such as the KG-131HY~2,
"
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and subKribers were held to SECRET unless they were essentially co-locat.d with the
equipment itsel£.
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Tactical Ciphony.-:-MC'a for tactiCal cipbOny equipment-be they ' b~-band, narrow-band.
or sGmewhere in between- have esisted &i~ befo!e this Apnc:y was created. But the difSeulties
were terrific. To b4ve tactical usage on field telephones and radio telephones~ militaly vehicles
and, upecially, in aircraft. the eqttipme.at had to be truly licbt. &tnaU, and ruged; llDd had to be
compatible with a large variety of tactical communications systems mo&t of which IU'8 not compatib}e IUDODg themselves. In the cUe of aircraft nquirements, there'a 1D old UyiD( ~t the Air ·
Force will reject any system unless it has no weight. occupies no space, is free, and adds lift to
air.craft. We were about ready to believe this in the late .fifties when we bad lotteD a tactical cipbony
device, tbe KY-8. down to about 213 of a cubic foot. 8Dd it was atill not accepted. mainly because it
took up too much room. The ironic part of this aad story i.l that the c:ryptolop: portion at the bardware uus cmly a modest amount of spaee: it& pcrwer supplies 11Dd the dicita.liu:r'a for speech that
use up the room. The Air Force did pve that small equipment. the KY-8, a &ood t:Jy. in hi,h performanc:e aircraft like F-:-lOO'a: it worked fairly well. but sometimes red~ the effective ranee of their
radios about 5%, a decradation of their basic communications capability they simply could not
afford. Besides, the problem of lade of space proved very real and they bad to rip out one of their
fire-control radars to make room for the test equipment.
Then the Aimy decided it could use the KY-8. mounting it in jees- and other wheeled vehicles
where 5pace was not so critical as in airc:mft.. We had attempted to make a ,eround tactical ciphony
equipment for Army, c:a.Jied tbe KY-4, bat it didn't pan out; and the Army bad iDdepeDdently
tried to develop a tactical voice device that wu equally unsuccesafuL So Army boucht a batch a£
KY- 8'$ and they and the Marines became the principal usets, eftD thoQCb it wu really originally
designed for aircraft.
There's another poin t about the KY-8. I've made it sound as if over-choosy users have been the
only c:awe for its slowness in coming and limiud use. That's not qui te the c:aa. There ~ere some
~~eeurity problems- the compromising emanation business again-that slowed down our produc:tion for some time: we finally got going full blast on this equipment by ca.nc:elliDr out most of the
delayinc feat ures in the contract associated with the radiation problem, acceptinr this possible
security weakness as a ealculated risk. and placing some restrictions on where the equipment
could ~used to minimize that risk.
Today we have a Camily of compatible. tactical. speech security equipmeats known a5 NES
TOR-the KY-8/28/38. The KY-8 is used in vehicular and a·fioat applications; the KY-28 is the
airborne version: and the KY-38 is the portable or man-.,.ck model. There ~ currently about
27,000 NESTOR equipments in the U.S. inventory. No funher procurement of NESTOR equip·
menta is planned because the VINSON equipment is intended to satisfy future requirements for
wide-band tactical voice security.
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Cipher Te:rt Auto-K«)•.-We bave seen that, in seeking means to produce one or many streams
~ndom key to c:ombine with digitalized plaintext information. we have settled on several mathe
~ical principles sueb ar Koken. Fibonacci and
and that one of the technical problems

I

crAK

! ...._

usociated with these techniques is the matter or keeping the local and remote key generators in
step. I have said that another problem is the supply. with each nell· message, of some random in-·
formation to the distant station, in the form of an indicator, to provide unique settings within the
day's key for each new transmission. A principal means !or doinc this with the electronic systems
has been the use of a "randomizer" that sends out a burst of random and unpredictable digits at
the stan of each message. This presents two difficulties: the first is that the Joss or garbling of any
one of these digits in transmission-and the stream may be up to 260 bits long-will cause the dis
tant machine to be set up ·incorrectly, and decipherment will not be possible. In some systems, this
difticulty is partially overcome by repeating each digit a number of times-the indicators are re·
dundant and the receiver c:au select the correct digit by usinf that mejority vote technique we dis
cuued with the KW-37 broadcast system. But this method is not altopther aatisfactory-it com
plicates tbe hardware for one thing. Another ditftculty, with or without ~ use of a randomlzer to
etl'ect initial meaap eetups, i8 this buaiDesa ot keepiug the machiDea aynchroDized after actual
encryption is in process. In the case of equipment& like the KW-26 and the KW-37, this is done by
clock $}'Stems that send out periodic timing pulses-but again, the hardware involved may be
rather elabOl'ate. In any multiple holder system that does not have ..eatch-up" features in the
receivers. i.e., ·with anytltir&« but a KW-37, the difficulty ot Pttinc eon~YbodY started at once is
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If the designers could find way to use the cipher ten itself instead of a randomizer u the
source of new 1'8l'ldom information with each a-ansmis&ion, aDC1 couJcl also use that cipher ten u
a psis for t.iminc. the equipment would be simpliAed. The result was the development of cipher·
tut auto lwy aystem.s. The cipher text was delivemi to the bizwy addets of the nceivinr equipment,
there :recombined with key to effect decipherment in the usual ..-ay, but at the same time. it was
!A-t into a set of shift registers which formed part of the key generator itself and was used there to
•
the key to be used in deciphering subsequent incoming cipher information.
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At the same time. this solved the problem of synchrony because. provided that the proper
cipher text was received, the receiving equipment could derive proper key, with the comet timing, ·
from that cipher tot itaelf. There remaiDad one major problem. We bave said that in an ordiJwy
ltey generator. the ,arble of a character in t:ansmiMion will cause only one (actually two) charac
ters to 1arble in the deciphered p1ain text. But as you•u note in the diagtam we have had to fill a
ahlft register with cipher text in the auto-key system; a single prble in this case spoil& the key until
·' the garble baa shifted its way through the whole reci~Mr~typically about 15 to 37 characten. 'I'bis
means that a single prble in transmission will cauae I:'P to 38 digits to be garbled in the deciphered
tat. This means that if thia technique is used with 50Jilething liU teletypewriter trdie. tJle trans·
miasion path must be very reliable; otherwi&e there will be too many l01:1g stretches ol cibberish in
the received message$ which the communicators cu't tolerate-in !act.. one IUCb teletypewriter
enayption equipment failed its user tests exdwlively for this reasou. But if tbe underlying plain
test is 110mething like diptalized speech, where thousands or lO's.of thousands of diJits go into each
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~Dable, the lou al ~ ~ of dipb ia trivial: the dect is so brief a elur in the deciphered .
speech as to be iDaudible. The first system using the auto-key technique was the KY-11 as I
mentioned earlier. A half-dozen other machines, mostly ciphony equiprnents also use this prin
ciple.
.
From the operatioul point of view, the etfect of a system such as this is that any receiver can pick
up a transmission in mid-stream just as KW-37 receivers can, but without the elaborate cloc:b and
hiJh-speed catch-up mechcisma. With auto-key, tbe receiver merely waits Ulltil it bas. received
enoup cipher characters to.lill ita shift register, and then bep decipherment.
·
We have now covered the major equipments and prlnc:lples in use today. The big systemS are;
For Literal Traffic;.
Far Teletypevnitar Traffic:
For Ciphony:
For Multi-purpose;

TheKL-7/47
The KW-26, KW- 31. KW-7
The KY-3, KY-8, KY-9 (KG-13/HY-2
The KG-3/KG-13

AU the principles in the current major electronic key generators involve binary addition of
· nmdom key streams to di.Ptalized plain language. The big-name principles again are Fibonacci.
Kok~ (There is also 110mething ealled Kokenaeci. combining the features of both) and ciphu-tut
auto/try.

We have also talked of a number of electro-mechanical equipments that are dead or dying: .
one-time tape systems. and the K0-6 with its pared timing mechanism being most representative.
The variety of systems which have evolved bas stemmed from needs for more efficiency, speed.
security and the like: but, more fundamentally~ from (1) the need to encrypt di&rent kinds of in·
formation-literal traffic:. TTY. data. facsimile. TV, and voice, (2) the need to suit eDcryption sys- .
tems to a varietY of communications means-wire lines, narrov;-band and broad-band radio cir·
single-cllannel and multiplex communications. tactical and med-plant communications
. .,lities; and (3) the need to suit these systems to a variety of physical environmeDts.

..:.,tJ>.

Sp~c:ialized

Systems.-There are two other types of systems no..- in the inventory beyond those

I have described that I want to touch on briefly. I have left them till last bec:a~e they are among
the mOSt specialized and have as yet: seen relatively little use in comparison with the big systems
we have tallted about. The first of these is the KG-24. designed for the encryption of TV sigoals
civision we call it. With the requirement for encrypting TV signals, we found ourselves faced with
the problem of generating key at extremely hir:h speeds, even by computer standards. So Car, the
fastest system I have described to you wu the old AFSAY-816 with a bit-rate of 320KHz-but this
took sis baya of equipment ud had security, operational, and maintenance problems almost from
the outlet. Among the modem systems. the KG-3/13, with bit rates up to 100 kilobit.s was the fastest.
But, u you !mow, with your home TV set, you tuDe to megahertz iDStead of kilohertz and it takea
millions of bits each second to describe and transmit these TV signals. The KG-24 does it. and in
one fairly qe cabinet. Duri03 the development, radiation reared its ucly· head again, and mueh
of the coat and delay in cettin1 this equipment could be attributed to the efforts that went into sup·
pression of these compromising emanations. When I cover the radiation problem I'll show why
there are special difficulties when very high speed signals are stnerated and show you the solution
that was chosen in the particular case of the KG-24. The KG-24 uses the Fibonacci principle and
work& alricht. But there are only 6 (V-1) and 7 (V-2) models in esistence, and further proc:urement
is not planned. The main thing wrong with it is simply that it costs much too much.
·
The second type of modem specialized system I want to talk about is the family of equipment
designed specifically to go intD space vehicles. There were some obvious and some not-so-obvious
diflic:ulties that had to be met in the design of these equipment!. One obvious problem was to make
them small eno111h• .and this requirement gave a big push to our pneral work in the mic:ro-minia·
turization of bazdware. The Hccnd problem was abo inherent in space technoloo-that was the
;_
~ for extreme reliability. For unmanned surveillance satellites. ifthe system fails. you can't call
. .intenance man. So we were faced with more rigid &peciDcations and quality controla than we
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bad ever seen before. The third problem has to do with the extraordinary complHity of satellite
ayatems as a Whole. We have found it next to ii'Slpossible to provide decent ctypto-equipment for
our c:ustomera without a very full understanding of the whole communic:atiOD& and operations com·
plex in which they are to operate. With OUt' limited JDanpc>wer, this has proven diflieu.lt enough to do
with modem conventioual communications systems and switehin1 eomplexu on the ground but.
for the space requirements, we had to educate our people to speak and understand the language of
this new teclmolOCY: and 1ve have a little group who live and breathe this problem to the exclusion
of nea.rly ev~g else.
.
And finally, we had to throw a lot of our basic methodology out the willdow. Everi machine I
have talked to you about so far, without ezception, is built to have some of its variables changed at
least once each day, and some of them more often. Evezyone of them is clasaiJied aDd ccc:ountoble:
can you imapne how a aypto.a~stodian, c:harpd with the apec:i6c responsibility of vouchin, for
the whereabouts of a classified machine or classified key felt upon watching one or his precious items
go rocketing olf into space? Of course, we decided that we ought to "drop~ accountability at the time
of loss. although "lift" accountability xcight have been a more appropriate term. In any event.
here's one ohhese key generators we usein space:
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What we built. into it was a principle that would put out a key that would DOt repeat itself Cor a
very lone period of tim......-weeks or months or years, whatever was requin:d. Actually, ,:.vith many of
theee new key puemtora, the matter of assuring a very ton, umepeated sequence or. as we call it.
a 1on1 t:yck. ia not so di11ic:ult. Even SOJDetbillg u tbe K<>-0 with it1 pared timinl mechanism
md ju.st six metal di8ka would nm fW1 tilt for something Uke 33 years belcne the diaka would reach
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~ oriJinal ali,nment again., ~d the daily c:banp of its key was incorporatad mainly to limit the

scope ol any lou that mi1ht oc:cur-that business of supersession and companmentation again. So
this little jewel is a ·unique one-time key generator, good for the U!e of it$ parent satellite. That !aD·
dom iaitial setup of ita key geaerator is wiled rieht into it at the start iDstead of beiDJ controlled
by a by card or a set of switches. What we use is a apec:ial pfut, manufactured right here. that seta
up unique connections within the generator and establishes the basis for the ,eneration of one lonr
unique key. So far, these things are workinr wen~ technical security problem bas been .en
countered. Radiation again! I hinted in talking about the KG-24 that vezy hip bit rates cute cer
taia radiation problema; it.t.urDs out that the location of cgmponents that ptOCeSS intelligence very
c:loac to traum#ting circuitry also causes problems and. in a satellite, you simply can't ~~et them
very far apart.
We have aeveral such systems now. We don't talk about them very much because the whole
ques_tion of surveillance satellites is a very sensitive one and. of course, that's what these are used
for.
Before mOYinr on. there are a few more thinj:s you Ourht to know about the nomenclature sys
tem and the. equipment development cycle we have touched on from time to time already. The tinrt
point that the TSEC nomenctature we have is not assirned to an equipment until it bas been
worked on by R&D for some time and they bave done feasibility studies and have, perhaps, bud
made all or pcttions of it to firu.re out the circuitry or mechanical Unbges co see if the thing will
work. These very early venioos are c:a11ed "brud·board" models, and are b"kely to ~ear little or DO
resemblaaee to the final product.. R&D asaiplll cove: names to these projects iil order to identify
them conveniently-the only clue to the nature of tbe beast involved is contained in the first letter
of what ever name they assign. The letters generally cgrrespond to the equipment-type desirnator
in the TSEC ac:heme-with ..W'' atandinr for TI"Y, "Y"' for ciphony, etc. So. in the early R&D stage,
_..'VACKMAN" stood for a voice equipment~ ••WALLER.. for a TI'Y equipment. "GATLING" for a
,enerator, etc.
.
When it looks like a development is going to come to fruition. TSEC ·nomenclature is assigned.
suffi%es are added to the basic designators to indicate the stage reac:hed in each model; these
can iDvolve e:qMrimeotal models (desicnated X), development models (desisnated D), test models
(T), pre-prod\Jction models (P), and finally, with tbe &at full acale production model. DO sut1i% at
all.
So there could have been versions of the KW-26 successively called: W-: KW-26-X; KW-26-D:
KW-26-T; KW-26-P. and the first operational equipment called merely KW-26. But. in fact. when
some of the early modelS c:ome out well enough. soJ!;le of these stages may be skipped; in fact, most
of them were with the KW-26, and it has been increasinJiy tbe trend to Uip a& many as pOS&ible 1.0
save time and money.
But this tortuous path of nomenclating does not end, even here. After tbe equipment sets into
p!Ociuetion. more often th&ft not. fiOme modifications need to be made tc it and, when this occurs.
we need some means of di1ferentiating them, mainly for .mainteoance and logistieal reasons. and
the suftixes A, B. C, etc., are assirned. So, in fact, we now have four opentional versions of the KW
26: the KW-26-A, the KW-26-:B, KW- 26-C, and KW-•D.
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The following two tables show our c:unent system for asaigninr DOmenclature to both COMSEC
keying material and COMSEC equipment:

~

TABU I

COMSEC ltETl...;G MATEIUAL
Reltd
US ~ Indica- item ia NOFORN

A

- bldicac. item ila11~ tot
~ t.D specified alJiea

"p

C -NUCLEAR ComIDIIIII A Cocaol

X - Clyptocraphlc
H-ADcillar)'
M - M~

N - N~pbic
S -SJ*Ial~

A - Opemti-.1
M- Ma.l:ar-pcw/feet

S -Sample
.T - TbiftiDc

~':'

I
T

-~bicPqram

G - Geaeral Public:au-

1I -Rec::opi~GD
X-Euftise
B - Complllible M.W1ipM J - Jzuilc:ltof List
~VaWtle
K - Keyl..ia .
V - ~~

5?.:.

A - Alnbccic:at.Or

c -Code

L-M~

M- MaiDUiwlce!ol-1
N -Com~ JWyjar: Material

~

0 - OperaciD&M..-1
P -Oilt-T'UDePad
R -,ltoCOJ

-

S - Scal.d Syatcma
T -OR-TUlle Tape
w-Cn'b

X - fqfoJd
y -KcyCani

z -l'eruwtinc PlUI
B

-Diap»tic:Tea~

D-: U~
E - U~ed

H - UNUi.-1
Q -Uuuipd

~-

U - Un.aaillltd·

e··--·-·=

V - Unaaaiped
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K-~pbic:

H-~

M-M~
N -

NOIICIYJitQpapbl~

S -Spec!al~

m.•

·u Tne

IF_..
C -COMSECEquipmeor

G - K•Y Gn.ndan
I - O.w lDZRmileian
L ..-Literal CoDWDian
N-Sipa!C®~

0 - MwU-Purpooa
P - Matm.ll Ptoduc:tiaa
5 -Special ~
T - T..wt&, Cbeclr.i,.

bllel

A-Ad....mc

B-

au. 1111 C.bisltc

c-

Combillin(

1. Tlla JaomaaclatW'It
detipator ""I'SEC" fol.
llllwecllly I lllalll C/1 IJid a
diqrapb farmed with let·
tan ~~~ectad from col
J A II I.Ddica* .c
aqui.,.ezat err equipment
1YS1*D Lt., TSEC/KG,
TSEC'JCY.

Dra-. Pa1lel .
E - Strip. cu.ia
F -~Rack
D-

G - K., Gcera~
H-X.,Baud

aomancla tun
"TSP:C" fal .
.,_.. b1• .1ut (/)and a
tripapla tvnaad with le1
2. The

Tele¥iaic~D

1 - Traaa~Mar. Rader

W - T~ter

J - Sp.ecl PrOc..m,

X -Facaimil•
y - Speech

L-R&pe.ter

U-

K-~

cltlipeUar

&en leleaecl from col·
. _ L u a m i1141icata

a~ CIOJDPO
UIIIt i.e., KGP i l • ~
aiPPI1 far • ayptop11pb

w - w_,., Starace
0 - Obwuatioa

ie by'.nemm.

P - ~s~

R-Recaver

s-

Syoadnaizioa:

T-n.-iuu

u -Pmsur
V - ~~~~ COMSEC Compon at

w - r..a.Pc

Ptocn-·

Ptosra-iA&

X - S.,.a.J JlurpGu

£1..- Dtaipaton
E  Plate alpbabet.ical ai&nrPb
~A-bJiee
'Z  P'h1U11 alpbabeti~ tri&raPb
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EIGHTH LECTURE:

Flops

The next topic we will cover is that rX ..F1op&... In almost &11 of the basic types or categories of
hazdware we have talked about such as the literal equipments. TI'Y ·e qwpments, voice equipments,
etc., we've created at least one esaentially .5niahed plOdact that failed when it met the last hu.tdle
before full-scale production-the Service or ..user" tests. Of course. additiOD&lly we have made
literally dozena of ..paper and pencil" systems and simple manual encryption aids (which we
· · call ..devices" as distinguished from equipments) th8t thmked the course for one reason or another.
We're coinr to talk about some of the mole representative of our fail~ and try to look at some
o~ the causes oC tho• failures with the bope that you profit from the miltakes involved and not be
led down the same razden paths as :youibecome embroiled in future developments.
Tbe1int flop I want to talk about- rest its soul-was called the KL-17. By 1948, lone before this
A,ency bad been form«i, the Si111.11 Co.P was seeld.ag a sm&ll, li1bt, literal cipher machine that

ud

WOUld have iood seeurity, would require DO electrical power,
would Operate substantially faster
than the ooe major ·all-mechanical machine that had been used throughout World War 0-the
famoua Haplln machine, c:8ll.ed the M-209 showD belor.
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Some of our allies. like tbe South V'letnamae, still use this equipment; electrical v&riatio111 of
it are common in a number o( European. Middle Eastern. and Latin American countries. Used
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e~mely

~once

A.__,Y it it relatively secure, but in its
form it is
slow; aod
c:&lc:u
~~dtat operators had something like 64 separate opportunities to make errors in the course of
setting it up. So something to replace and jmprove on this equipment was beinc sourht.
So one of .ASA's inventive minds-a man named Albert Small-bad an idea; why not use a
wired mtor Principle but, ainc:a the equipment bad to operate without eleCtric power, use air instead.
ADd a primitive model was made; but, as you might expect, it bad a host' of mecha'Dieal diffieulties
because such a concept demands so111.e rather refined plumbing; besides. the ayptoprinciple turned
out to have weaknesses, so the first version was abandoned. This early equipment was irreverently
referred to as the "BLOWHARD". But Mr. Small was t8nacious: he revised his c:ryptoprinciple..
· enlarpd. the equipment somewhat, and again put forth proposals for an air-driven system. By this
time, NSA, or rather its immediate predecessor, AFSA. was in business. This second version also
!ailed ·the cryptanalytic: testa and was abandoned. It was referred to as the ..DIE-HARD''. But this
Agency aped to pursue auc:b a syatem iii earnest; inc:reaaed the number of pneumatic rotors.
conceived a very strong c:ryptoprinciple for if and. working mainly with Corning Glass. developed
bigh-prec:ision pneumatic rotor'S that would really work. The technical difficulties~ terrific, but
the eqineen overcame or nearly overcame all of them. But it took time, more thaD five ~us. be·
· Cor:e we had a modest batch a{ KIA7's for the Services to test. The Services. principally tbe ~·.
bad .estimated that they would need about 20,000 of these machines. if they proved satisfactory and
not too costly: and this wu the iuc:entive for the considerable R&D investment we made. We called
it the ..RESURRECTION." So. in 1957 we offered tbir.
.
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Not bad. huh? Light (12 pounds): compact (.75 eu ft}: a good deal faster and a good deal more
~cure than the ¥-209: a keyboard instead of wheel: a few minutes instead o! about a hall-hour to
set it up for the day; and for the first (and next to last) time. a means for chaniing the way t he
machine itself works-a special variability-in the eveut a cop~· is Jost. And nnally. except for tho se

rotors. almost all of its pans could be stamped out rather than machined, with the nsult that if it
were bought .in quantity, it would be ·inexpe%1.Sive-40meihine lib $500 each; about a thil'd t he
cost of anything remotely comparable to what we had. ~ offer. So what happened?
The first thing that happened was time. ~bout ten years had passed between the expression of
a requirement and the production 'of something that the cryptographers were wi1l.inr to offer. Notio ns
of warfare had changed drastically. It would be nuclear holocaust or nothing. ·~Conventional" or
even "unconventional" warfare was not likely. From the commutiii:ations and communicatio ns
security view points, strategic, high-capacity. electronic systems supporting nuclear strategic str ik·
inc forces were the things that :really mattered. and the notion of eround troops dispersed to an
extent where they had no access to powe:r and communications facilities that would accommoda te
electrically driven cryptomachines was discredited.
None the less. the Army, the big potential customer. dutifully tested the equipment when th ey
finally got it. They used the standard test procedure o! measuring the performance.of the equipme nt
against an existing alternative ;ystem. in thls case. the M-209-and found it superior in virtua lly
every way. The equipment came out. technically, with fewer deficiencies cited in the test rep on
than any otb.r equipme!'t this Agency had thus far submitted for test . The kinds of deficiencies
were mainlv in envuonmental situations which had not been \isualized when it was built-e. g..
the pneumatic system got unreliable when they took it up past something like 15.000 feet whe re
the air is thin: and operators had difficulty with the keyboard in Arctic conditi0115.
But, in their conclusions. the Test Board got to the bean of the m.atter. they said the curre nt
Anny concept of operation5 would permit power to be a-.·ailable at the lowest echelons where secu re
1;0mmuni<:ations would be needed: and at those echelons. eleCtrically powered crypto-equipme nt
would hP uH«i-e.g.. the KL-7 which. by then. th~· were ~sing in quantity. Well that pretty near ly
killed the KL-l 'i. Because of our pride of authorship. because we'd put lots of man years and dolla.n
int.o its de\·elopment. .w made a reclama, in which we suggested that there were about seven r e·
quirements that the KL-17 could meet more et(:icientiy and «<nomically than electrically power ed
equipment- notably for the replacement of a large number of code systems- and requested t he
Army to reconsider. In due coul'!\e. the Army.responded: " We have reconsidered and have deter 
mined that there is no Army requirement for the KL-li." And the KL-17 W8$ dead. So chalk up
one museum piece.
Now, the KL-17 I've been talking about was a development effort in response to rather formally
stated requirements-Military Characteristics (MC's. we call them) had been developed. jointly
agreed, and all the essential features the sy$tem was to have had were specified for us by the
potential custotners: we failed beeause we couldn't meet the need in time and. perhaps. because
neitMr we
our customers had really thought through the requirement 80 that wben the system·
met the last ·a nd most acid test, the commitment of funds for production
quantity (and about
10 million dollars would have been involved), enthusiasm waned.
Now, I want to talk about an "almOst" system that came about it1 another way. As I have
mentioned, we sometimes build experimental eqwpments not in response to formally stated re·
quirement.s. but rather in anticipation of them. We see. or think we see. a netd that the Services or
other customers have not yet expressed. and rather than wai t for tbe long formal process to be com
pleted. we build a prototype system based on our perception of pps in the COMSEC inventory and
informal exprHSiona of "interest'' by engineers. communicators, and COMSBC planners. S~ch
was the case in the late SO's when it seemed that there W8$ a ceying need for improved off-line
teletypewriter security. AU we had were the one-time tape systems, a rapidly aging trouble-maker
called the KW -9. and an even more ancient machine called the two-dash-one for oft'·lin' telegraph,.··
(The great KW-26, you will remember. is on-line and point-to-point.) Relatively efficient and
compact means for embodying key generator principles were available to us by then and bad been
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machines. It seemed to us that Y.-e could
the
prayer
macbiJW that would 110lve most of the problems that placued ita ~Ceu.on. We
couli:i easily make it go u fast as any teleprinter that milbt come aJon,-l(JQ.200.2!50,600 wpm?
You Dame it, this machine could hack it. How about multiplicity of holders OD the aame key?
~to(ore pos5ibla only with the lumbering elect:omeclwiical zomr teclmiqnes embodied iD the
KW-9. Tbe new machine-the KW-3--could do it. How about a rapid way to key the equipment?
- We coWd do it. How about frills-adaptors so that the cipher test was produced iD five-letter poups
· to facilitate its transmission wh~ teletypewriter circuits were unavailable ar unreliable? Could do.
How about a way to t&ke the transmission when received and automatically and inatantly decipher
it, so that the equipment would ac:t as if it ·were·on-line at the receive end? The IX18<:bine coui.d do
it-it would read the indicator of the incoming message, aet it11lf up acc:ordi.nlly, and automat
ically decipher-eo no time attributable tD c:ryptogr&phy was lost.
Sounds like it couldn't miss. The. system bad hip security, had all these desirable operadonal
features, wa& packaied in a pretty console, and worked just fine. But nobody bought it. Why ~t?
Apin, it was a combination of things. This time, time was JlOt the problem; this ODe wu ready be·
fote they nally aaked for it, not ten years later. But the customers bad a.sbd for other TTY en·
c:ryption equipment which was heine developed at t.he same time. Concapta w.re t'YOlYiDr which
would minimize the n•d for end use of any o1r-line teletypewriter system. More and more, the
uurs were accepting the notion of integrating eryp~phy with their communications systems,
rather than accomplishing the. job In two separate steps. So, with finite bud&et.a, they hoped for
im&per aquipmenta with multi-bolder rotor TTY systems in the interim. Some lesions bllin to
emerp !rom an uamination oC just t.bese two aborted developments; but befote .summarizing
them, let' s talk about a few mcre.
·
While the KW- 3 wu pspinc oUt its last breath. we were enppd in a ftouta1 attack on the
Tlepartment of State whieh, for decades, had been insistin g on the continued use of certain :row
'
chiDe$ which, for a variety of reasoos, were not adequately secure. especially in the very exposed
nments when they must habitually operate. F"uwly, we vinually demuded that they retire
of these equipments, and they retaliated by saying they'd be glad to if.,.,. would build a new
e quipment tailored to their peculiar needs. They described such a s~'ltem to us, and in less than
18 months. 6op number three-the KW-1-was produced. (600 wpm!) This was a cipher-tat auto·
key system which, you will remember luls the one operational fia..- of eugeratinr any tl'&nsmission
g arble that occurs,-typically, in teletypewriter ape.rations, causing 10 or 15 characters to be un· .
r eadable when a sin1le error in transmission occun. We had been assured that, generally, hifhly
r eliable communications cil'cuita eould be used aDd tho ht that these ..extended
bles.. could
b e tolerated on the few bad circuit& that might be uaed.
with
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I c:.a.a dispatch rather briefly another category of equipments tbat never saw daylight-tlwe
were the KX systems; "X" standing for ..fu" or facsimile. We had a KX-3, a KX-l., and a KX-5.
none of which saw appreciable use. As. I have mentioned, it ~ms tbat facsimile requirements. at
least dwiDa the middle and late 50's, had a habit ot evaporatiq each time an equipment that
could do ~ job became available. Such small requmments as thee were were pickad up by other
equipments-the multi-purpose kind-that were in l?eiul anyhow, such u the Ke-G and the Navy'a
AFSAX- 500.
So far, our failures have been a matter of time. or lack of a sotid requirement, or some tragic
operational ftaw. or some change in concept. A much more signi6caot aDCi paiDful set of failures
relates to some o( the effortS we have made which collapsed because we were technically unable to
accomplish what was needed. The most notable case of this bas been in the voice security field
For nanow-band. long-haul voice communications, those equipm.ents we have manared to build
have corten pretty rood use-can anvone name them? <K~. KY-9. aod KG-13/HY-2.) I know of
no seriouS NSA attempts in the na~w-band cipbouy area-i.e., ideas that aot to the hard~
st_ace. that did not co into production. USAF did have amnd plens for a multi-purpoee ~m for use
in communicatinc with lone-range airaaft.--caOed QUICKSD..VER-that would include aec:un
voice capability. It did not pan oat because the technical problems could not be surmounted at
reasonable COISt. But, in broad-band. slwrt-ranre tactical ciphony, NSA did mab two efforts tha.t.
reached hardware, .but failed. The fiat wu c:a1led the AFSAY-D-803: it wu tbe rare, perhaps
unique. cue io which the flop occurred because the cryptoprincipk"" not good enough, and we did
not fully appreciate this dismaying fact until after t.be machine was made. Naturally, the custom
er wanted to we it anyway; but we were adamant and had the few dmen models that bad been pro
duced dumped in the ocean.
.
The other attempt wu the famous KY-4. It waa beinc built at about tbe ume time u the KY
8; but while the KY-8 was designed for use in aircraft, the KY-& waa to have been used on the ground
at tactical ecMlon.s., mounted on jeeps. in tanks, aod what have yoo.. It wu smaller than a bread
bo% (if you like hi« bread) 9 x 11 x 13 inehes; 35 pounds, runedized. &Dd designed. to be compatible
with field radio seta of various kinds. We bad fairly high hopes for it even tboulh speech quality
: was poor both because we used few digits to describe it and beeaule it wu a cipher-text auto-key
system, once apin a:agerating all traDsmission prbles. By wr modem standards, it did not
atrord very high ~ty. and the very liberal physical security zules we imposed to facilitate its
use in the field anticipated by some yea:s the policies we have now adopted !Dr equipments ~~
• the KY-8 and KW-7. Thera were a number of tbinp the Services did not hu abou.t the equip
ment; the one that killed it was probably the fact that it reduced the ranee .of the associated radio
sets; and from this rejection. a very impart.ant le5SOn emerges again-there will always ·be a very
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resistance to any c:ryptci&ystem which reduces the communicator's ability to do his job
metimes it's a matter of time, as in the case of off-line systems: sometimes a matter of flexibility
as in the case of sy~ms wbieb are bud or impos&ible to net; sometimes it's reliability as in the
case of systems that compoWld garbles; In this case, the user 'lt1ls already UDhappy at the ranee
Umitations of his radios and any further reduetkm in the ability of the. commander to reach his
troops was intolerable. Tbe possibility of modifyinr the eontemporaneom KY-8 to meet the ground
needs made the death of KY-4 easier to bear and, ironically, it bas turned out that the KY-8 has
thus far been bought, principally by the Army and Marines for ground use, and not for the aireraft
for which it was originally desiped• .In future COUJ'Ie£. you will bear about Collow-on equipments.
·
·
.like the KY-28 to relieve tbe airborne problem.
The last equipment to come to 1 bitter end is the KL-15. Here it is:

~

~
§_
~

•

(::=<::!
~

It's a nice compact toy. and it was many years abuilding. It's now headed for the museum. What

was it Cor? It was the closest we could come to a pocket-sized machine with which we could authen
ticate, or perhaps encrypt call signs, or use for the encryption of shon tactical m~ges. You'll
note it bas a keyboard. of sorts; bas self-contained power. and enough rotors and things inside it to
make you think it could provide considerable sacarity. Only one other equipment had been built
in the Iaat 10 years approaching this ~ize; it was strictly for authentication and. although we built .
hundreds of them. it never tot popular. Here it is, the KL-99: for some reason nicknamed the
"double bot-dawg".
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Well, back to the KL-15: there were forecasts of requirements for many thousands of these things
(51,908)! We hoped to replace awkward, slow paper codes and authentication systems with it and get
a muc:b hi(her degree of security thaJI the paper systems were·providin(. AI a conc:esaion, we estab·
lilhed procedures to permit encryption of short messages, as I said, althouch that was not the
original intention. What happened? My mess is that .ft here in NSA had developed a kind of
security blil&d-spot. (Another les&en.) T)le Office of Standards and EvaluatiODa more than anybody
else-and perhaps exclusively-baa to shoulder the blame. Preoccupied with the fact t hat w. are
in the communications ueurity business, and offered a mechanical way to enaypt short mea&a~es
tac:Ucal echelons with much higher security than existing matariala could provide, we went
Overboard. that 's a ll. We muimiud its security advantages in our tzlinds, minimized ita Ope:&•
tional diu.dvanta~es. and professed shock when actual aet'\'ice tests produced a jaUDdieed !Mction
whieh. had we thought it t.hrouih. we might well have pl"'ldic:ted 6 or 7 years before when we first
got aerious about having it built. It doesn't work any fastM than a code, and not u fast aa aome of
them. lt'a more difficult to use than a prinud authenticator table. It's heavy. It's u:penaivt; espe
cially when you're buying an operatinc speed of only four W'OI'Cis a minute. We bad a counter on an
early vel'lion. ln informal user trials. they auggested it was aupertluoua and we'd save 10me money,
weicht. and complication if we took it o.ll'. 80 we did.· Tbe lack at that counter in the final "accept
alice" modek may have been the last Straw. WithOut it, the uaer.et.Dllot keep track of where be ia
in enclpherinr or deciphering; and oace he loses hia place, be mirht u well start from the beijnniDg
qain. VJ.W&lize that problem in a rainy fathole as you try to c:,all for aupport or U:wtructiol. in a
rapidly developing tactical situation! The lesaon: the customer, particularly at tactical echeloDB,
is not likely 'o be crateful or even impresaed by any otfer of added security if what you o1fer him
worla no better than what he already bu. And he shouldn't be. Real-time commwUc:ations are
becom.ins more and more critical to our people in the field u they cope with or tbmnvlv. 'Uae
modem weapoDS systems. An. authenticating pilot no• may trawl mauy miles in the time it
t&ltes him to derive a correct autb.ezlticator from a little .printed chart or matrix. IC you give bim a
mubine that take. juat u long and requires him to use both h.uda a ~ll you have not improved
' hiuit"uaticm..
·
Before we lean the subject of Bops. I"d like to tell you, in case you haven't already ruessed. ·
that mistakes are not the private property of the cipher machinHY-the administrative machin.ety
also owns a few acres.
In late 1970, we found ourselva with about $i0.000,000 invested in more than 10,000 aecute
tactical voice equipments in Southeast Asia. These equipments- tbe KY-8/28/38NEsrOR family
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m record time after an all out effort. There wu only problem: most of them could aat be

UHd.. Because of lopatical and administrative enon; equipment

•'&S

arrhing without iDtercon·

nectinc cables, sometimes mis.sinc iD$tallation kit$. occ:uionally without t he correct ch8ssi.s and
often with no radio to match. After sortiDJ out these prvblems (when they could be .Orted out),
nat came the modifications. The following extract from a report OD the subject in~ the kinds
of problems we had iu this area: " Siuce much of the commuaicatiOn.s in SEA are air-to-ground.
timin1 o! modification• waa very critical. Invariably some air fnunes were modified, but the radioe
wen not or vice versa. In some cases. those wha had allmoditicatiou installed had noKY-8128138'•·"
To top it oB: evu when eqaipments were installed, modi1ied ad operatinc properly, use~'$ still
cOuldn't communicate aD the time because the users "'!8ml't holding a common key.
Enough &aid.
. I have touched on a. few false starts out of a put many we bave had. Those I have described
cot farther along than they should have. Many other attempts have been abandoued before they
~ lU very much. None ot these dorts were total losses; each i:ontributed to our knowledge. We
do leam. altbouch slowly.
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When this cours-e W&S being OUtlined, it \I{&S SUJJC$ted that
overview of the strenJths and
weaknesses of the U.S. COMSEC effort might be useful: but developiDJ a generalized estimate o f
this )tind is no simple matter. I have chosen to divide this pait-of· the presentation into t,ro parts
one related to the systems- and especially the machine$- W ·now have in being; the other to our
propm as a whole.
AA we speak of the systems tbemselvfl, you must remember that we are talking about perhaps
75 quite different animals-including more than 30 machines-each in some way unique in how it
works and where it is employed. Thi$ multiplicity of systems itself implies certain strengths in our
COMSEC posture; it shows that we ca:n afford to tailor systems to specific needs and thus approach
optimum efficiency and security on spec:Uic circuits or networb. By doinr this, we face the hOstile
c:ryptanalysta with a variety of separate problems _of diaposis and actual attack so that he. must
dilute hia resow-ces $0, if be_concentrates on only one or a few or our fYSteJUS, the balance ret off
light. This peat diversity in our COMSEC inventory aha implies certain weaknesses which I have
touched on lightly once before-the lack of standardization with all ita attendant ills. Complicated
logistics. production difficulties. training problems for main~nance aod operating personnel. un
wieldy systems management-all adding to the cosc and detracting trom the efficiency of our pro
gram as a whole. A£ I said on the first day, throughout your profeuioul life here, you will be eontin·
ually ,..ighing these contradictory factors. making "trade-otfs" or compromiaes between optimum
security and operational suitability on the one band. and on producibility and logistic " support·
ability" on the other. The most secure machiDe in the ll":orld does the user no good if we can't make
and 11upply the tricky eomponents needed to keep it 11:orking. Conversely, a system which is the
lo~stician's dream buys us nothing if essential security featu:re5 or operational characteriStic!> had
1.0 be eliminated to simplify production and supply.
You will recall that in a previous lec-ture, I identified for you the major machines in our current
inventory. There are now nine of them; for literal traffic. the KL-7 a:nd KL-47: for point-ro-point
teletypewriter traffic. the KW7 26: for multi-holder and t actical teletypewriter traffic, the KW- i : for
broadcast teletypewriter traffic. the KW-3i; Cor long-range ciphony, the KY- 9 and KG-13/HY-2: for
short-range fixed plant ciphony. the KY-3; for tactical ciphony. the KY..8; and for multi-purpose
key ceneratin~ . the KG- 3/13. These nine machines lolill account for about 100.000 equipments out of
a total of perhaps 140 thousand. To estimate the overall strength of these systems, we have always
to consider them in terms of what each is supposed to do-just ~hat kind o( traffic is it designed to
protect. and Cor how long. Is it enciphering a .routine DIF report. or a nuelear strike plan? Six factors
have to be considered in the case ofequipmeuts, five in the case of m1nual materials:
1. The cryptopriOclple itself.
2. The ewbodiment of the principle in a machine or on paper.
3. The operational circumstances ofuae.
4. Transmission security.
5. The _physical protection afforded.
6. TEMPEST {if the system is mechanical. electro-mechanical or electronic). TEMPEST
will be the subject of the next lecture.
I have touched on most of these factors from time to time tJuou,bout these lectures, and wiD
now expand on each in acmiewhat greater detaiL In these commnts. I will be ceneraJiziq about the
major machines rather than codes or thin3s unless I specify otherwi11.
CT)'ptopri!lcip~s.-The first thing important to understand about the principles we we is that
they are designed to meet a specific set of standards. For the·
d l -t
't S\OS.
tams, these standards are ri rous and coaservath...
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Embodimmt.--In the late 1950's early models of the KY-8 wen going throucb their paces, tesu
were beinc made to see how they affected associated radio setS. officials of the Services and other
Agencies were attending demonstrations. An a.ircraCt equipped with a KY-8 flew concentric circles
,ll"!"\Und ADdreWS ~Lwhile interested parties dcrowded around d equipment On the JfOUJld 8udnd
.
' .ed on a loudape. .er as the pilot originate transmission after transmiuion and came in lo

:~:be ,_.dod out beyond the 'adio horiiOIC Then .., uot a ~Df)e ranu.. : : :
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synchrony: the potential customers were impressed and v.-e v.·ere delighted. As I may have men
tioned. the KY- 8 is one of those systems that generates a new unique indicator for iuelf each time
an originator pushes to talk. This indicator comes from a randomizer that puts out a stream of
pulses which set· up all receiving machines to a unique setting for t~e decryption of the messa:e ar
rivintt a few milliseconds later.
When the engineers got the pair of equipments back in the lab, they continued using them for a
aeries of tests and experiments for another week or so before they began to wonder about the contin
ued infallibili.ty of the indicator process. and decided to display the output of the randomizer on
an oscilloscope. They activated the equipment and out v.·ent the ..random" indicator. It was:

lllllllllllllllll
Again: lllllllllllllllll
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And so forth. euery . tim~. In sj,orr. this niagnjlicent little equipment. costing thousands of dollars.
containing somethin~r like 450 sub-minature tubes and aU sorts of complex circuitry. was produc
ing a mono-alphabetic aubstitution system having considerably less resistance to cryptanal~"lris
than many of the systems ·provided on the ~ck o£ Kellon's Com Flakes packages. And thereby
hangs a tale. In that fine machine. one tiny component had failed and had rendered it literally
worse than useless. For the user had no way of knowing his system was not working properly-there
was no alarm: there was no convenient check-point so that the situation could be detected in pre·
ventive maintenance; it did not cause any garbles in the recei"inl machines: they received a se
quence of digits at the proper time and of proper len~th and. with the typi.cal stupid indifference of
machines. accepted 111111111111111111 as just as good a· place to start as any other.
OC course. the eryptanalysts and en~neers had been concerned with various kinds o! machine
failures fot many years and. especially in the larger equip.ments. had incorporated at least rudi
mentary chec~ and alarms to catch the more like!'· and impon:ant failures. As far back af; WW n.
mm~ of the old rotor machin~ had interloW on them which would stop the machi."le cold if a par
ticular rotor failed to move durin![ 26 consecutive operat ions: of the equ~ment. But. perhaps as
much as any other incident-and there were lots of rhem-rhe KY-8 case triggered a full-~le and
continuing pre-occupation with the science of ··railu~ analysis... A$. a matter of course. the crypt
analysts. workinr: with the engineers. must now cor.side! the likelihood of deterioration or failure
of various component~ and determine what the impact of such failure will be on the system. And
this; impact ma~· vary widely-from catastrophic proportions to a slight reduction in the amount o{
work necet~sary for successful cl')o-ptanalysis. And based on these judgements. the kinds of safe·
JU&rds incorporated may vary from rhat triple key generator in the KW-37 to practically nothing at
all.
A modest bod.v of doctrine has beJUn to evolve v.ith respect to machine failures and what to do
about them. Clearly. we cannot afford to incorporate a special safeguard for every conceivable failure
it's too costly: the resultant machinery may be too large or complicated !or its intended use: there
comes a point when the alarm circuits themselves cause failure. or are so complex as to comprise a
maintenance man·s ni~tmare·. Those of you who get very deeply involved in this problem will be·
come familiar with what the enJineers term ..mean time between failure" lMTBF). This relates to
how long a given component like a diode or resistC?r may be expected to last. Some engineers ha,·e
made calculations for whole machines and suggest a very strong correlation between the gross num
ber of components used and the time when failure is apt to occur-the more components there are,
the sooner one o! them is likely to let go. Thus. the inclusion of many alanns may tend to be self
defeating. or so they argue. We argue back.
Looked at another way: S3 produces one-time tape~ and alternately boasts and laments the
fact that thev carrv out some 64 !'eparate electronic and ""isuai checks on their product. Still. some
ol them get ~ut th~t shouldn't have. So. a~ain. we are faced v.ith judrements on how far to go with
out overdesi~ing our machinery and yet a~ure es.c:ential safeJNardS for most o£ our uaffic most of
the time. In any event. the main "rules'· that have eme!~ed are these:
·
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1. Where very ,-eat reliability is essenrial to ha,·ing the system be etrecci~e at all. we '11 go all
out to ~et it. Usually. this is done in one of two ways: excruciating quality control. invoh·ing hand
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·ot components and nhaustive testing o! each (e.g., the
in satellites);
\-... ...n, heavy reliance on alarms, and pre-operational checks, usually coupled with some redundancy
(e.J., the KW-37 transmitter}.
Not~: The averridinrconsideration here is not securlty, but operational necessity.

2. If the failure causes the machine to stop operating all together. don't alarm it: that's plenty
of alarm in itael!and, ifyou transmit nothing, the seeurity implications are nil.
3. II the failure is immediately obvious to the recipient, and he has a means of telling you so, ·
e.J., by ..breaking" you to stop you automatically, or by tellinJ you ''I can't understa.ud a word you
say," then, u.Ulllly, special alarms are not necessary. say ••usualh·". because in some ofthe sys.
tems that operate very fast, producina thousands or even millions of bits of key each aecond. a few
momenta of faulty opera~on might eoneeivably produce enough dar.. to give the hostile analyst all
he needa to tzploit that failure, and a warning from the diunt end may be too late to prevent at·
tack. Even though you correct the situation, he may still have a basis for recovering all the traffic in
the day's key that had been sent before the failure occuned.)
·
4. Don't demand special alarms based on the e4'ect of two or more independent failures occur·
ring limultarleously. Typically, the analyst might say: ..Good lord. if that one little adder faila, the
final key to be combined with the cipher text will be all O's." ADd the engineer (or bud~eteer) may
rejoin: ..But that's exactly what this little counter is designed to detect. and if it sees all O's for more
than X. milliseconds, the machine will stop." H the analyst says, ..But what if the counter fails,
too?" he will probably lose the arpment. He'd lose it, that i6. if there is any reasonable way to peri·
odically eheck that the counter is operative.
In translatinr a crypt.oprinciple into hardware, there's more to it than asauriDJ reliability, of
~· There's the matter of assurlng that each of the hundreds or thousands of individual ele
ments produces the value or contributes to the process in just the way the lopcal design says it
uld. Remember I said that riven everything about the machine. including ita speci& key for
day, the output has to be perfectly predictable, so that other machines can produce exactly the
me thing and tbus communicate. This means that a c:rypto-mathematician or en,ineer ought be
able to make a ..paper" model of the machine and. for a particular setting v.me out what the final
generated key should.be. We had a scare here some years a~I have forgotten with which machine:
it may have *n KW-3i-when we finally got the first brand new production model in the labora
tory and tried to eheck its aCtual key against the theoretical product. The machine seemed to work
just fine. but persistently produced different key than we said it would. It took many weeks to dis
cover that an error had been made in its fabrication: one tiny element was inverted and gave us O's
instead oil's and vice versa.
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some of the minor failures which caDDOt be practicably alarmed. In moder:n electronic key genera
tors, it takes a highly trained maintenance man to note them. His maintenance manuals call for
reports of various noted conditions, but in practice we have rarely seen such reports and are some·
what skeptical that the equipments are aU behaving I!& nicely as this lack of reports would imply.
We think tbis ia partly due to the inadequacies in the reporting system itsel!. and partly because
detection is so difficult-particularly when the weakness is one that does not stop the machine from
worltinr. So. while our current systems are rather well protected against catastrophic failuze. we
l-~ to chalk up-as less than satisfactory our ability to detect. the creeping insidious failures in some
•
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Cireum$tanc:rs of Uu.-A!ter the principles th emselves and their embodiment. the thlrd factor
we must coru~ider in judpng the degree of security our systems a.Jrord bas to do v.ith how they are

used. In an o1f-Im~ S)IStcZXI, we may use vezy few internal cheeks on proper operation of the zt~achine
it.s'ell bec:au.ae operators should adhere to t~ general rules of complete check decryption on a sapa
rate machine before they release their cipher texts for transzt~i6Sion. It there was something wrong
with the first machine, the second zt~achine will 5Urely catch it unleu it happened to suffer the
same failure at the same point in the process. The trouble is, off-line operations are slow enough al·
rudy, without doubling messa,e preparation time by duplicatinr the whole bUsiness so, now we no .
lor~~er require check deayption but sun-est it be adopted as an optional procedun.
A few minutes ago, I said we sometimes economized on alarms when, in on-line operations, the
di!t.ant station has the opportunity to tell you you're roing wronr. With a system like the KW~7. for
instance. your addressee is not apt to let you produce very· much gibberish before he calls you
about it. But on some circuits. users may desire to use what thty call .. unattended operation". In
this c:aae, the machin~ may be left alone for some hoW'S or even all night. Then. if something goe$
wrong we may lose a whole batch of uaffic illstead of fragmenta.ry information or, conceivably, may
have produced enough faulty key to provide an entering wedce for a czyptanalytic attack on the
daily setup of the machine itself thus jeopardizinr the traffic of the· whole network instead of the
output of a &inrle station. So api~ our security judg~zt~enu about tbe KW-7 can't be absolute.
M often as not. our security assessments of vanous systems will contain careful little '"System
X. O/Hrating pro{Nrly and properly wed, prouide~ a hi.ch degree.. . "
Despite what I"ve implied about potential weaknesses il1 our machines because of shortcuts
in the embodiment of princip les or some tolerated peculiar circumstances of use, we have not had,
in recent years. an oc~ence reponed which bas caused us to declare, for uyptoprzphir: rea&On$,
a compromi~ of a day's traffic in a machine system. We lr<zue lost a ~ many individual mfl·
saces, and fragments of many others. because a machine has failed or an operator has erred: but
wen in these instances. the most usual situation is that tbe operator has failed to use the machine
.alt¢1ether and has inadvertently sent the message out ill the clear.
With our codes, it is quite a different story. The circumstances of their use are the most critical
. factor in determinin' how much security they actually afford. You will recall my having said that
the non-one-time codes are as a class the weakest thinas we have anyhow. If volume. message
lengths. stereotypes, or spelling is excesSive, they may collap11e even more quickJy than we expect
them to and not give even the few days' or weeks' security for which they are t::.-pically designed.
This question of how a system looks as aetually used leads us to the next factor, Transmission Secu·
rity for, inevitably, TRA."'SEC people have to find ways of examining systems as they operate, of ·
monitorin1 and analyxing tranamissions in the real world.
Tranunii&ion St>curity.-Traditionally. we have thought of transmission security as any and
all the measures we take to prevent exploitation of our communicapons by any means e::rc~pt crypt·
analysis. Over the years, t he U.S. has m.naged to preserve a pretty sorry TRANSEC posture. and
the exception of the one technique called Tnrlfic Flow Security (which I described when we discussed
one-time tape systems) we have very few sophisticated means in being to limit the amount and
kind of information that can be derived by a mere examination of those parts of our transmissions
which are not encrypted. The enatest transmission security we.almeu of all. of course. results from
our need to tnnsmit a great deal of information in the clear; so that hostile SIGINT ha~ a ball in the
business of examining "message externals" when the whole darned transmission is e:i:umal
What we need. of course, are mere and bet.ter systems to reduce. and reduce s~ly, the
UlOUDt of information we now send in the clear. AftB that. we ne.d a whole series of new tranSmis
sion syatem.s which wiD make our traffic: difficult to intercept. We have a rew'experimenta.l.systema cd
one opezatianal one that are desi~Ded to provide this resilt.IDee to ~tion. but a great deal o! our
c:ummt traffic ia there !or the taking so that hostile interceptors. by :relatively quick and simple traf
fic analysis, can discover who's talking, who's being ad.dressed. bow mucb traffic is being exchanged
and often, because or plain-language transmissions and other collateral, what's beinr talked about.
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Of the nine major equiptnents I listed for you, on,Jy three have a built-in TRANSEC feature.
They are the KW-26. tbe KW-37, and ·the KG-3113.
teehnique used is the Tra1fic now SeeU.rity
I mentioned. Once they 1et set up for the day, t hey.send out a continuous flow of cipher text whether
actual messages are beinr sent or not. So the intel'ceptor eannot tell how many messaps are bein1
sent or whether, in fact, there Js any boft& fide traffic bei%11 passed. The rut of tha systems, to
,reater or lesser dearees, are vulnerable to traffic analysis. They may enc:eypt the actual" identities
ofaddresaees (a technique called CODRESS), but usually call sicns or external.groups cailed routine
indicaton Jive a pretty good clue a& to where they're goinJ.
.·
So now. in our l.iat of factors to be considered in judginc current COMSEC strengthS and weak
. nesaes; ehalk up TRANSEC as pretty bad.

The
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A U.S. raa1er outfit finds pages of a one-time pad being used as uail-markers by tbe VietCong.
A faulty incinerator belches chunks of superseded key lists and codes-as big- as your ftst-all
o\ter ArlinrtoD, Va.
And day After day, czypt:ograpben reach for a key list or a ~· C8l'd to set up a maehine. or to
check it off on inventory, a nd it~s missine. Presumed inadvertently burned.
We handle hundreds of cases annually-two or three each yur are apt to be quitA! dramatic.
T he problems are knotty and seemiDtlY infinite in their variety; they are pre~ent from the cradle ·
to the rrave in the life o( a cluaified c:ryptodoc:ument or machine. How do you produce it? How do
yo u DW'k it or otherwise identify it'? Wb.at dqree of integrity do you demand for peraoaael havin_l
acxees to it? Ia a b•dqround inve.stiration 8l:IY good? (The Freuc:h. Ym told. don't c1M1' people until
•l.' !y're a t leest 2.5 yean old on the theory that an individual hasn't bad time to develop a backc:round
. rood or ill until then. The Turks don't "clear" their people at all. Ifth.y prove tzachcrous, they
ahoot'em.)
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tors UMd by many aircraft iu SAC. A physical security problem.
An Army unit in Seoul ia overwhe~ed by a horde of North K-oreans and Chinese and leaves

b ehind partly smashed, partly burned cipher machines and roto:s.
A mob .storms the embusy in Taiwan; breaks through the fi.imsy wall into the cryptocenter,
an d scales 100 rotors out the window to their friends below.
. A Service c:ryptorrapher, badly in debt, troubles at home, etc.• etc., approaches (or is ap
pr oached by) a foreign apnt. C:ypto-documents for sale'? ·
An operational concept for IFF (identification friend or foe) calls for 20,000 a.iraaft to cany
identic-.~! key (remember our remarks on compartmentation?) and use it for three clays or a week
w ithout chanre (and our commentson·supersession?}.
A tailpte fiies open on a reristered mail truck and a thousand documents are scat tered along a
wi ndy bilhway.
.
A man buys fish and chips in Hon1 Ko~ and finds it wrapped in a ropy of a U.S. code instead
of the traditional neWIIpaper.
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Phy&cal Security.-My remaib will be relatively brief. Perhaps the scope of the problem can
best be illustrated by some capsule case histories from our tiles:
.A B-52 crasbM in Spain. and for weeks thereafter men sweep the area witb scintiUators and
.,.. ~irer counters for fragments of nuclear warhead. Also !eattered about are some codes and authen
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Because of all these problems, our estimate of physical security suenrths and weeknesses of cur
re.nt systems has to be relative. just as it is in eoDSideriDg operational circumstances in use. You
have to identify which machinery or which crypcocraphie network you are talking about before a
meanincful statement about physical intetritY can be made, tor this depends on the way the ma
terial is pa.ckared. where it's located. how big a network is in, •olved.. the level of clearance of users.
and so forth. The KY-9 and KY-3, for instance, are designed· for use outside of c:rypto~nters and
communications centers in places where there are no trained guards and eryptocustodians- or any
set of formal controls in
They go up into normal government office spacee and, in the case of
the KY- 3, into privaie residences. Thus, there are special problems in protectinc the equipment and
its keys. So those machinas are packaged in a three-combination safe and we feel better. But not
much better, because they aren't very rood sSfes--some of our physical security experts refer to
them. not very affectionately, as "sardine cam". But then again. none of the. safes we can afford to
make 01 buy are very eood; they may resist covert penetration for an hour 01 so but that's all. So we
use an important concept called ..defense in deptb". We use the safe as a deterrent should someone
· have acceaa. We limit the time the system can be left in an unattended office or home, thus limiting
opportunity for a penetration attempt. We sharply iimit the amount of key that can be kept with
tbe machine, thus minimizing how much can be lost should that shadowy "unauthoriud person"
get to it .
I! I have to generrUize on our cu~nt physical security posture. I would say it is ''good''. Not
excelltmt. mind you. or we would have fewer of the au;es both routine and extraoniinazy that we
have to bandle every year. But not bad, either, because our kn~ and presumed losses continue
to represent a vezy tiny (raJ!ment of the whole. and the eXploitation even those requires a good deal
m ore than mere acquisition of the key list or what have you. Like. man, you have to get that key to
somebody who understands it and !mows what to do with it. (In t he case of the machines left in
Seoul. t hey were still piled up behilld the signals center three d.a)'5 latM whu we re-occupied that
!lector. apparently undi sturbed. although the N. Korean! had ob,'iously picbd over the area for
thin~IS they could use. lik.e ammunition.) Not only do you h.a,·e to get the material to some SIGI!\1
outfit. you have to get ·it to them in tim~ to do them some good. The bulk of material we ph~ically
lose is taczical in nature; intelligenu committed to such materials is almost always perishable. of
no use within a few days or weeks after it is effective. And of course, the hostile SIGINT organi:z.a
tion must have had the foresight to collect the cipher traffic in the key that is captured. It's a rather
e%}Mnsive inv~Rtment t.o intercept traffic in the hope that its ke.r ~ill blow oif a .fJightdeck and be
recovered in time to do some good.
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In 1962. an officer assigned to a very small intelligence detaChment in Japan was penorminl
the routine duty of inspecting the area around his little cryptocenter. ~ required he wu uamin
in& a zone 2.00 ft. iD radius to see if there wu any '"elandestipe technical surveillane!", Across the
5treet. perhaps a hundred feet away, was a hospital canaoUed by the Japanese govemm.ent. He
sauntered put a kind of carport jutting out from one side of the b~ld.inr and, up under the eaves,
noticed a peculiar tbing-a carefully concealed dipole ~.ntenna, horizontally polarized, with wires
leadine through the solid cioderblock wall to which the carport abutud. He moseyed back to bis
beadquarte~. then quickly notified the count.er-i.DteW,ence people 111d fired off a report of this
"find'' to Army Security Agency, who, in tum, notified NSA. He wu clirected to examine this
antenna in detail and perhaps recover it. but althoufh the ClC ha.d attempted to keep the carport
under auneillance that night, the anterm• bad mysteriously diaappeared when they checked the
Dext day. Up on the roof of the hospital was a forest of Ya,ei's, TV.antennas, all pointing toWards
Tokyo in the .normal fashion. except one. That one was aimed right at t he U.S. cryp~nter.
ln 1964. you will all recall, the bigbly publicized tlap occurred when more t haD 40 microphouee
were diaecwered in our Embassy in Moscow. Most people were c:oncemed about all the cooversa
ticma that ma have. been overhuld and the resultant com romise of our di lomatic lana
We were concerned with aomethinl' el5e: what
'-co
- ul"d;-th
:oa.e
-m-:-ic- rop-:h,...o-nes
- .---:do......,...to-.th-e- c:ryp_- to
- ma
- c-=hi-=-in-es__JU&ed tbere? And for what were the UDpublic:ized
pdgets also found with t he microphones? Why was there a large metal grid canfully buried in the
cement of the ceilina over the Department of State communications
A grid with a wire leadinc
otr »amewbefe. ADd wbat wu the purpose or the wi.R that terminated in a yery fine mesh of smaller
hair-like wires (Litz wire)? And. while we were at it. ho~· did these finds relate to ot~ mysterious
tinda and reporta from behind the Curtain-report.s datinJ clear back to 1953'? Intriguing? I 1uess
10. Diaturbinc? Vezy.
.
Why, back in 1954, when the Soviets published a rather comprehensive aet of stan~ for
the suppression of radio frequency interference, were those standards much more stringent for their
teletypewriter~ and other communications equipment than for suc:h things as diathermy machir:ses.
industrial motora. and the !ike, even though the te~epri.Dters were much quietu in the first place?
Behind these events and questions lies a very lonv; history be(inninc with the discovery of a
pouible threat, the slow recognition· of a large number of variations of that threat and, lumbering
alone a few months or a few years afterwards, a aet of countermeasures to reduce or elimi.oate eaeh
new weaknea that baa been revealed. I am going to devote several houra to this story, becanae
your exposure to this problem may be only peripheral in your other couiMs, becau.M it has consider
able impact ·on most of our cryptosystems, and because we view it aa the most serious technica1
security problem we CW'l'ently face in the COMSEC world.
First, let me ata.te the general nature of the problem •• briefiy as I can, then I will attempt
somet.biJlC of a chroiloloey for you. In brie!: any time a machine is ll!ed to procfts clauified infor 
mation electrically. the various switches,. coutact&, relays, and other components in that machine
may emit radio frequency or acoustic energy. These emissions, like tiny radio bfOildcuts, may
radiate · tbroU~b free apace for considerable di&tance5-a half mile or more in some cases. Or they
· may be indueed on nearby conductors lib signal lines. power lines, telephotJes lines. or water pipes
and be conducted along those paths for some dist&Jlce-and here we may be talking of a inile or
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more.
When these emiasiona can be inte~eepted and recorded, it is freq':M'DtlY pouible to analyu
them and recover the i:a.tellirence that was being procased by the source equipment. The phenom ~
enon dec:ta not only cipher machines but any information-proc~ ~uipmmt-uleprinte.rs,
duplieatiilr equipment. intercomms. facsimile. computers- you name it . But it hu special airnifi~
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~ee for cryptomaehines because it . may reveal not only the :plain tat of individual messages
beiq proeeued, but alao that carefully guarded information about the internal machine processes
beiDi aovemed by those p:recioua keys of ows. Thus, Conceivably, the machine could be radiating
imfonnation which could lead to the reconstruction of our key lists-and that is absolutely the worst
tbiDr that cu. happen to ua.
Now, let'a JO back to the begi~g. During WW n. the backbone systems !or Army and Navy
eecurt TTY commupications weM one-time. tapes and the primitive rotor key generator then ealled
SIGTOT. Bell T~lepbone rented and sold the military ·a mixing device called a 131-B2 and tbis
combined with tape or SIGTOT key with plain text to e1fect encryption. Th~ had one of these
· misers working in one of their laboratories and, quite by accident. notea that each time the machine
stepped. a spike would appear on an oscilloscope in a distant pan of the lab. They aamined these ·
spikes more camully and found, t() their real dismay, that they could :read the plain text of the
message being enciphered by the machine. Bell Telephone was kind enough to give us 10111e of their
records or those days, and the memoranda and reports of conferences that ensued after this dis.
et1Yf:rJ ale fascinating. They had aold the equipment to the military with the assurance that it was
secllN., but it wasn't. The only thing tbey could do was to tell tbe Signal Corps about it, which they
did. There they met the charter members of a club of skeptics (stiU ftourishing!) which could not
believe that these tiny pips could really be exploited under practical field conditions. They are
alle,ed to have said somethinc like: "Don't you realize there's a war on? We can't brine our c:rypto
paphie operations to a saeeching halt based on a dubious and esoteric laboratoey phenomenon. If
this is really dangerous, prove it,.. The Bell engineers were placed in a building on Vanek Street in
New York. Acrosa the street and about 80 feet away was Signal Corps~ Varick Street ayptocenter.
The Eugineers recorded signals for about an hour. Three or four bou%s later. they produced about
75 ~ of the plain text that was being processed-a fast performance, by the way; that bas rarely
/ · ten equalled. (Although. to get ahead of the stary for a moment, in some circumstances now-a
~s. either radiated or conducted signals can be picked up, amplified. and used to dPve a tele
~writer directly thua printinR out the compromising information in real time.) ·
The Signal Corps was more than somewhat shook at this display and directed Bell Lab6 to ex·
plore this phenomenon in depth and provide mod:Uications. to the 13l-B2 miser to suppress the
danrer. In a matter of six months or so, Bell Labs bad identified three separate phenomena and
three basic suppression measures that might be used. The first two phenomena were the space
radiated and conducted sirnals I have described to you: the thUd phenomenon was magnetic fields.
Maybe you remember from high school physics having to leam about left band rule of thumb and
ri!fht hand rule of thumb. and it had to do with the fact that a magnetic field is created around a
wire every time cunent Bows. Well, a prime source of radiftioa in an old-fashioned mizing device
is a bank of magnet-actuated relays that ope~ and close to form the elements of teletypewriter
charactas heine proc:esaed. The mapetic fields surrounding those magnets ·expand and collapse
each time they operate, so a proper antenna (usually some kind of loop. I think) nearby can detect
each operation of each relay and thus recover the characters being processed. The bad thing about
magnetic fields is that they exist in various strengths for vinually all the circuitry we use and ue
extremely difficult to supprea. The good thi~g about them is that they "attenuate" or decay rapidly.
Even strong fields disappear in 30 feet or so, so they comprise a threat only in special circumstances
where a hostile intercept activity can get quite dose to us.
The three basic supresaion measures Bell Labs suggested were:
1. Shieldmg (for radiation through space and magnetic fields),
2. · F'tltering (for conducted si-gnals on pow.rlines. signal lines, etc),
3. Maskin' (for either apaee radiated or conducted signals. but mostly for space).
The trouble with these aolutiona, whether used singly or in combination, aU stems from the
same thing: that is the fact that, quite typically, these compromising emanations may occur over.
·lery 1arp portion of the frequency spectrum, having been seen from near d.c. all the way up to the
.cycle nnre (and that's a lot of cycles). Furthermore, 5 copias of the same machine may each
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ez.bibit difrerent cbaraeteristics, radiatiDg at ditfetent fteqoenciea and with cillferent amplitu.des.
And eve~ the aame ma~e may change f:om day to day as humidity chances or as contacts be·
c:ome pitted. or as other components •I•· This means that any tbie]dinJ uted must form an effective
barrier acainat a larp variety of signala, and this. provee di16cult. SiJDilarly, the filter hu to be a
nearly perfect cme and they become bi«, heavy, and erpexlSive. Furthermore, oo signal lines Cor
example, how do you get your l~timate cipher sieul th:oucb without compromising signala
aqueezinc thro~ with them?
Maskinr. which is the notion of deliberately c:zeatinJ a lot of ambient electrical noise to over
ride, jam, smear out or otherwise hide the offending signals. hat its problems too. It's very difficult
to make a masking device which will c:ousisteutly cover the whole ·speetrum, and the idea of delib 
erately generat.ing relatively high amplitude inwference does not sit too well with folks like IRAC
(The Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee) of the Oflic:e aCTelecommunications (OTP) who
don't lilr.e the idea of creating herring bone patterns in nearby TV pietlllft or interrupting legitimate
aipala like aiJ'Qaft beacon&.
Bell Laba went ahead and modified a mi:rer:, callinc it the 131- Al. m it they uaed botb sbieldmg
and .61teMC techniques. Signal Corps took <me look at it and tumed thumhl down. The trouble was,
to .contain the offendinc signals. Bell had to virtually encap&Ulate the machine. Instead of a m9di
6cation kit that could be aent to the field. the machines would have to be ~t back and rehabilitat
ed. The encapsulatian pve probleJns of heat dissipation. m~e maintenaxlce enremely clifiicult,
and hampered operations by limiting accesa to the various controls.
In.atud of buying this monster; the Si~ Corps people resorted to the only other solution they
could think o!. They went out and warned commandel"'l of the problem, adviled them to control
a zone about 100 feet in diameter around their communications canter to prevmt covert ioterc:epticm.
and let it ro at that. And the ceyptologic community u a whole let it go at that for the nen seven
years or so. T he war ended; m01t of ·the people iDvolved went back to civilian life; the files were
retired, dispersed. and destroyed. The whole problft.ll was plain forJOttm. Then, in 1951, the pro
blem was. for all practical purposes, rediscovered by CIA when they were toying with the same old
131- B2 mi:a:er. They reported having read plaiD ten about a quarur mile down the sigDal line and
uked if we were interested. Of course, we were. Some power line and signal line filters were built
and immediately installed on these equipment& and they di.d the job pntty well u far as conducted
signals wenr concerned. Space radiation cootinued unabated. however, and the titst of many
"radiation" policies was issued in the form oC a letter (AFSA Serial: 000404, Nov. 1953?) to all
SIGINT activitiea requirinc them to either.
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1. · C~ntrol a zone 200 feet in all ditec:tiona around their c:ryptocen~ (the idea of preventing
interceptors from: ;ettin& close enough to detect space radiation easily), or
2. Opezate at Jeaat 10 TI"Y device~ simultaneously (the idea of masldnc; putting out such a
profusion of ai&'Dalt that interception and analysis would be difficult), or
3. Get a waiver baaed OD operational neceuity.

@§

-..

And t!ut SIGINT community conformed u best it could; and general aerviee communicators
adopted aimilar tu1a in some inata.nces. The 200 feet filure, by the way, wu .quite arbitrarY. It was
not baaed on any empirical mdenee that beyond such distance interceptiOZJ was impractical.
Rather. it was the bigest aecu:rity :zme we believed the majority of stationt could reaaonably comply
with and we knew that. with inatrumentatiou then available, suc:cesafuJ esploitatioo at that r&:lge
was a dam si~t more cliffic:ult than at closer distances and. in some mvironmentt not practical at

!4
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At the aame time we were seurrying arouDd tzyiDg to c:ope witb the 131-B2 miDr, we thought it
would be prudent to examine eveJY other cipher machine we had to ~ee whether the same problem
ttisted. For, way back in the late 40'a, Mr. Ryan Pare and one of his pecple we. wa.lkiol past the
cryptocenter at Arlinrton Hallud had heard the rotor machine. inside elunkinr away. He wonde:ed
what the e!"ec:t would be on the aecurity ()f thOM systemA if someone weft able to determine which
roton or how many rotors were stepping dunnc a cypic:a.l mcryption ~· In due c:oune. some
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'ataaments were made .o a what the effect would be. The uaesaments concluded that it would be
bad, ud they were filed away for future reference•.Now, it appeared that there mirbt be a way for
an interceptor to recover this kind of data. So, painstakingly, we began IOolciug at our eypt.ographic
inventory. Everythinc tested radiated and radiated rather prolliically. lD neDJiininc the ioto r
machines, it was noted the voltage on their power lines tended to fiuc:twlte"u a function of th e
numbers of rotors moving, and 8o a fourth phenomenon, called ·power line modulation, was dis
covered through which it was poaaible to correlate tiny surges and drops in J)Ower with rotor motio n
and certain other machine functions.
.
Procress in e~miu.iD, the mach ines and developing suppression measureS· wu way slow. I n
thole days. S2 did not have any people or facilities to work on this problem; no faDcy radio receivers
or re<:Otding devices, DO bi( screen rooma and other laboratory aids. and auch thiJ\p a& we obtaine d
we beged from the SIGINT people at Ft . Meade. In due course. they got overloaded. and they coul d
no lonrer divert theit SIGINT resources to our COMSEC problema. So R&D becan tc pick up a shar e
of the b&irdea, and we bqan to build up a capability iD S2. The Services wen called in, ud a rudi 
meatary .)oint procram for investigative and corrective action got underway. The Navy, partic:ularly,
bJOUpt c:cmaiderable re&OUJ'eeS to bear on the pmbl.m.
By 1955. a number of possible techniques for suppressing the phenomena had been tried: filtering
techniques were refiDed .omewbat; teletypewriur devices wen modi1ied 10 that all the relays oper 
ated at once so that only a aingle spike was produced with each clwacter. iDstead of five smalle r
spikes repraentin: each baud-but the size of the spike changed with each character produce d
ud the analysts could still read it quickly. A "balanced" 10-wite system was tried which would
ca~ each radiated aicnal to appear identical. but to achieve and maintain such b4lance prove d
impractical. Hydraulic tec:bniq.u es were tried to get away from electricity, but were abaadoned u
too cumbersome; experiments were made with di1ferent types oC baiteriea and motor generatora
lick the power line problem- none too successfully. The busiDess of discovering new TEMPEST
'
ata, of refining techniques and instrumentation for detecting, recording. and ~ these
ls progressed more swiftly than the art of suppressing them. With each new trick reponed to
tbe bosses for extracting intelligence from cryptomacbines and their ancillaries. the engineers and
analy5ta got the complaiat: ..Why don't you juys stop going onward aad upward. and try going
downward and backward for a while--cure a few of the ills we already know about. instead of finding
endless new ones." I guess it's a characteristic of our business that the attack is more uciti:ar than
the defense. There's something more glamorous, perhaps. about findina a way to :read one ot these
siKnals a thousand miles away than to go through the plaiD drudgery and bard work necessary to
suppress that whacking great $pike first seen in 1943.
At any rate. wben they wnaed over the next rock, they found the acoustical problem under it.
Phenomenon # 5. OC cou:se, you will recalJ Mr. Pace md his people speculatmc about it way back
in 19-i9 or so, but since the electromagnetic phenomena were 10 much more prevalent and seemed
to go .a much farther, it was some yealS before we ,ot.IU'OUild to a bard look at what soaie and ultra
sonic emiuions from mechazticaland elec:t.zome!=ha.nical machines m.ight have in store. ·
We found that most acoustical emanatioos are difficult or impossible to exploit as .oon as y ou
place your mic:ropbonic device outside of the room in which the source equipment is located: you
need a direct shot at the target machine; a piece of paper inserted bet ween. say an otrending by
board. and the pickup device is uaually enough to pevent sufficiently accurate reco:diDp to permit
uploitation. Shotcun microphones-the kiDd used to pick ap a quarterback'• sipala in a huddle
and luge parabolic: anteDD.u ue e.tlective at bundreda of feet if, again. you ean see the equipment.
But in paeral. the acot~atical threat is confined to thole installations where the covert interceptor
has been able to pt aome kind of microphone iD tbe aame room with your m.formation-proc:esaing
device--tome kind of microphone like an ordinazy telephone that has been bugged or left off the
book. One interelltin& di.ec:overy was that. when the room i.6 "sowuiproofed" with cm:tiaary acousti
cal titltl, the job ot exploitation is eaaier becau.e the soundproodni euta down ntfiected aud reverbu-.
. .inc .•und. and thus provides cleaner signals. A diaturbina disc:overy was that oniinary micro
probably planted for the purpose of picking up converutions in a c:ryptocenter. could detect
'
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mae bin~ sounda with ~nouch fidelity to pmnit exploitation. And such mi~pbones ·wen discovered

inl

I _

The erample of an acoustical intercept I

just showed you i.s from an actual test of the little

keyboard of tbe .KL-15. You will note that each individual key produces a unique "aignature". Since
(before it died) tbe KL-15 was upected to be uaed in alajuncticm witb telephonic communications.
thil test wu made by placinr the machine a few feet from a gray phone handset at Ft. Meade and
makinr the recording- in the laboratory at Nebrulta Avenue from another handset. So that'& really
a recording taken at a ran.p of about 25 miles, &Dd the sip1als were encrypted and decrypted in the
gray phone system, ·to boot.

·The last but not least of the TEMPEST phmomcn~ whiclt con~ems us ia refened to ·as cipher
airaal modulation or, more accurately. as cipher signal anomalies. An anomaly, as you may know.
is a peculiarity or variation from the expected nona. The theory i& this: •uppose, when a crypto
&ystem is hooked to a radio transmitter for on-line operation, compromising radiation or conducted
aipab ret to the transmitter ridlt aJonr with the cipher ten and, instead of just sendinr the cipber
tnt. the t:rantmitter picka up the little compromising emisaions aa well and sends them out full
blut. They would then "hitchhike" on the cipher transmisrrion, =odulatinr the carrier, ~would
theoretieally travel as far as the cipher tot does. Altematively, suppoee the compromiaiDc emana·
tiou cause some tiny variations or irregularities iD the cipher _charaetea themselves, "mOdulate''
them, chanp their ahape or timinr or ~plitude? Then, pouibly, a.Qyone intercepting the cipher
text (and eyooe caD) can examine the structure a! the cipher lipala miDutely (perhaps by die~ .
pla)'in& and photograpbinr them on the face of an oac:illoscope) and correlate these i.mcuJ.arities or
anomalies with the plain tat that ~ being proc;eesed way baclr. at the aoun:e of the tranamiasi~.
'This proceu ia called "fine structure analysis". Clearly. if this phenomena~~ proves to be at all
prevaleat m our 8)'5tem, its implications for COMSEC are profoll.Dd. No longer are we talking about
sicnaLI which can. at best. be uploited at perhaps a mile or two away and. more likely. at a few
hundnd feet Ot' leu. No longer does the hostile iDt~ptor have to enpp iD what is really an ex
tremely difficult and often dangerous business. i.e.. 1eni.ng covvtly established cloa to ow
installatioos. workinr with eQuip~ent that must be fairly small and portable so that lW; receive~
are unlikely to be ultra·aensitive, and his recordinc cievices far less than ideal. Rather, he may sit
home in a full-scale laboratory with tbe most sophisticated equipment he c:a.c auemble and. with
plenty of time and DO daneer carry out his attack. But. so far. we seem to be all ·rirbt. For several
years. we have bad SlGINT statioas collecting s&m!)las of U.S. cipher tra.JUmissions cooiawing
possibl.e anomalies and forwarding them
t; r
tai
xam·n 'on. We have Do roven case of
operational tratlic jeopardized this way.

I 25X3, E.O.l3526
I believe we've talked enough about the ditfieulties we face.

In late 1956, the Navy Reaearch Laboratory. which had been working

011 the problem of SUP·
p.raainr compromising emanations for aome years, came up with the fuat big b:reaktbrou~ . ~ a
suppression technique. The device they produced wu called the NRL Keyer. and it wa.s highly
auccessful. lUter being confronted with the ahortcominp cf shielda and filters and maskers, they
said, ·•can we find a w•y of eliminatiug these o1feuding signals at their aource?IDsiead of trying to
bottle up, filter out, sbiel.d. mask, or encapsulate these signals. why not reduce their amplitudes ao
: much that they juat can't go· very far in the first place? Can we make these critical components
operate at one or two volta instead of 60 or 120, and uae power meuund in m.ic:roamps iDitead of
milliampe?" They could, and did. NSA quickly adopted this low.lnel keyinc technique ~d
immediately produced several hundred OM-time tape maers usinc thia circuitzy, toce-tber Wlth
aome nomiul sbieldiur and filtering. Tbe equipment wu tested, aild c:oiJlpcnenta that pzoe..
vioualy radiated aicnala which were theoretically exploitable at a half mUe or so could no longer be
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detected at all beyond 20 feet. The next equipment built, the KW-26, and eveey subsequent c:rypto
equipment produced by this Aceney contained these clreuits, and a great stride had been made.
But we weren't out of the. woods yet: ·the communicators insisted that the reduced voltaps
would Jive reduced reliability m their equipment&. and that while sati&factmy operation could be
demonatrated in a · aimple aetup with the aypto-taaehine and ita input-output devices located
cloae by, if the ancillaries were p)ac~d at some distance (":emoted" they call it}, or if a multiplicity
of ancillaries had to be operated simultaneously from aainlle byer, or if the low level signals had to
be patched . throuih various switchboard arrangements, operatioq would be unsatisfactory. The
upahot was that in the KW-26 and a number of other NSA machines, an "optiou" was provided
so that either high-level radiating signala could be used or low-level ke);ng adopted. In the end,
almost all of the iD&tallations were made without full suppression. Even the CRl'IlCOM network.
the key .intellicence reportinr system over which NSA exercises the most technical and operational
cOntrol, was encineered without full-seale,low-level keying.
The .nezt difficulty we found in the corrective action proeram was the r:eat ditfezence in cost
and e11iciency between developing new relatively clean equipment by incorporating good suppression
features in the ·buic desip, and in retrofittmg the teDS of thousands of equipmenta-partic:ularly
the a.ncillaries such as teletypewriters-which we do not build ourselves but, rather. ac:quire from
comme.rcial aoun:es. For. in addition to the need for low-level keyers, some shielding and filtering
is still normally required: circuits have to be laid out VffrY carefully with as much separation or
isolation U possible between those which process plai.n tut and those which lead to the outaide
world-this is the concept known as Red/Black separation. with the red circuits being those earryi.ng
classified plain tezt. and the other circuits being black. Finally, grounding had to be very c:uefully
al'l'Ull'8d. with aU the red circuits sharilll a common groUDd and with thar ground isolated !rom any
..,thets. To accomplish this task i:n an aheady established instaDation is enremely difficult and
.
tly. and fll talk about it in more detail later when I cover the basic pla.ns. policies, standards.
criteria which have now been adopted~
•
·By 1958. we had eno~h knowledge of the problem. possible solutions in band, and o:ganiza
ticma embroiled to make it possibl~ to develop some broad policies witb respect to TEMPEST.
The MCEB (Military Communications Electronics Board) operating under the JCS. formulated
and adopted such policy-called a Joint policy because all the Services subscribed to it. It estab
·
·
lished some important pointa:
1. As an obj«tive. the Military would not use equipment to process classified information if it
radiated beyond the normal limitS of physical contrOl around a typical installation.
2. Fifty feet was established as the normal limit of control. The choice of this figure was some
what arbitrary; but lOme .fiiures bad to be chosen si.nce equipment de:siJnezs needed to have some
upper limit of acceptable radiation tO work against.
3. NAG-1. a document produced by 82. ~accepted as the standard of measurement that
des.ignen and testers were to use to determine whether the fifty·foot limit was met. This document
sPecifies the kinds of measurements to be made, the sensitivity of the measuriDi instrumenta to be
uaed, the specific procedures to be followed in making measwements. and the heart of the docu
meftt Mts forth a aeries of curoes against which the equipment tester must compare his results: if
these curves are exceeded. radiated signals (or conducted signals. etc.) can be el:p~ed to be detect·
able beyond 50 feet, and added suppression ia necessary.
4. The claaaification of various aspects of the TEMPEST problem was specified.
Documenta like these are importaDt. It was Inore than an assembly or duck-billed platitudes;
It aet the COUl'lle that the Military would follow, a.nd laid the poundwork for more detailed P.OJicies
which would eventually be adopted nationally. It had wealmesaes, of cowse. It said nothillg about
moM)'. for example; and the best i.ntentiom are meaningless without budgetary action to support
. ~Item. And it Mt no time frame for accompUshiDI the objective. And it provided no priorities for
:._ ..=tion. or factors to be used in determining which equipments. systems. and installations were to
~ade to c:oDfonn fi.nt.
·
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year.

The .bat
1959, the policy wu adopted by the Canadian& az~d UK. az~d. thu.a became a
CombiDed policy. This gave it a littJ. more status, and auured that there would be a cons isten t
planniDr in aystema used for Combined eommlmicatiana.. In that same year, the first Nat iona l
COMSEC Plan wu written. In it, there wu a section dealing with c:ompromisq emanations. This
doc:wDent wu the 6nt attempt to atablish some specific raspaasibiliti• amooc n.rioua qenci es o l
Govemmet with nspe<:t to TEMPEST. and to ]ay out an ozdedy program o{ iDvestiptive an d
conective action. Based on their capabilities aod interest, m orpnizatiollli were identified to
out the bulk of the work. These Were ourselves, Navy, Army, Ai:1 For~. CIA. and State. The pian
also c:alled !or some central coordinating body to help mauge the overall elfott. It was also in this
plan that, for the first time, there were really u:plicit statements made indicating tbat·the T EM
PEST problem ·was not confined to communications security equipment and its ancillariK, th at it
eXtended to c:rny equipment used to ))lOCeU classified inlonnation. including computen.
Aod so, it was in about this time frame that the word bep.u to leak out to people outside the
COMSEC and SlGINT.fields, t.o other agencies of rovemment, az~d to the m&Dufacturing world.
You may remember from your briefinp oo the overall oraamzatioc of tbil Apaey, that the re ia
110111ethilll' called the U.S. Communications Security Board. a.Dd that very broad policy direction
!or all COMSEC matter. in the ,ovmunent stema froJJ) the Board. It COD!Uts of a chairm.aD bom
the Dept. ot Defen.e through whom the Director. NSA repcu:ts to the Secretary of ·Def'enae, az~d
members from NSA. Army, Navy. Air Force, State. CIA. FBI, AEC, Truswy and 'l'.raD5portation.
This Boa:rd meets inegulariy, it does its business mainly by c:irculatinc propOied policy pa pers
am01111 its members and having them vote for adoption. The USCSB met in 1960 to eoatemp late
this TEMPEST problem, and established its first and only permanent committee to co~ wit h it.
'I'hia committee is referred to u SCOCE (Special Committee oa Compromi.Sug Emanations) and
has. to date. alway& bun chaired by a member of the S Orpniu.tioa.
The ink was hardly dry 011 the committee's charter befare it JOt up to its ea:s in difficulty. The
counterpart of USCSB in t he intelligence world is called USIB-the U.S. Intelligence Board. Un like
USCSB. it m~ regularly and has a structure of permanent committees to work on various asp ects
of their bu.aineu. One part of their busiues&. of cotme. consists of the rapid processing. by comp uter
techniques, of a great deal of intelligence, az~d they had been contemplat:iar the adoption of s ome
standardized input~lltput devices Cf which the arehetype ia an automatic electric type11'riter
called Flnounitu which can type. punch tapes or cards. and pzodu~ · page copy, and which is a
very •trong radiator. In a ral'e action, the Intelligence Board appealed to the COMSEC Board for
policy direction regarciing the UH of these devices and, of course, this was immediately tumed over
to the Blldgllijg Special Committee. The committee aaanged to have 10me Flezowriters and &imilar
equipmeats tested. They were found, as a class, to be the stronreat emitten of space radiatio n of
any equipment in wide u.ae for the proc:easiDg of classified information. While, aa I have mention ed,
typical unaupp~d teletypewriters and mixers are onlinarily quite diBicult to exploit much be
yond 200 feet throU,h tree spa~. actual field teats to Fln:owritars showed them to be readable aa far
out u 3,200 feet and. typically, at more thao 1000 feet, even wben they wen operated in a very
noi.y electrical environment.
.
.
One such test was conducted at the Naval Security Station. (By the way, in case I hav en't
mentioned thil already, the S Organizatioa W.s located at the Naval Sec:mity Station, Washing ton
D .C. until May 1968 when we moved here to Ft. Meacie.) Mobile te!t equipmeut had been acquir ed,
inclucfinr a rollma laboratory which we refer to u "the Van". 1D SS, a device called Jwtolllriter was
b.mc used to set up maiutenance maouala: Our vaz~ started out c:loee to the buildiD1 and pther ed
in a put potpourri of signals emittinc from the tape factory and the d01ena of the machin~ oper at
,· ~ iD S3. As they moved oat, most of the signala bepn to fade. But not the Justowriter. By the
time they cot out to the cas at&tion oo the far side of the parking lot-that'a about 600 feet-mos t oC
the other aipa.la had disappeared, bat they could still read the Justowriter. They estimated th at
the Iiana}.~ were st:oq aaourh to have ccmtinued out as far as American Univemty ~three
blocb away. (The tolution in this case, was to inataD a shielded enc1olure-a subject I will CO Yer
subeequently.j
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· In aay event; the Committee submitted a aeries of recommmd•tioas to the USCSB which
subsequently beeatne known as the Fle:wwriter Policy. The Boud adopted it and it upeet eveey
bociy. Here'• why: u the first point, the Committee recommended that the existiog Flexowriten
not ·be used to procesa claaWied information at all in any oveneas mvinm.meut; that it be limited
to the J)l'OC8SSinc of CONFIDENTIAL information in the United StateS. and thm cmly if a 400-foot
security scme could be maintained around it. Eueptiona could be made if the equipment could be •
placed in ·an approved abielded enclosure, or as uswal, if waivers based·on operational necessity were
granted by the beads ofthe department. and apncies concerned.
The Committee a1ao recommended that both a "quiek~m" program and a lollJ-rance, corrective ·
action prosram be carried otn. It was recommended that the Navy be made Eueutive Agent to
develop a new equipment which would meet the standards of NAG-1 and. grudgingly, DDR&E
gave Navy some funds (about a quarter of wbat they asked for) to carry out that developmeDt.
Meanwhile, manufactureD were coaxed to develop aome interi,m suppression measures for their
product lin•, and the Committee pubW.hed two liata: one containinc .equipmeota which were for
bidden, the other specifyina acceptable interim devices. This policy is Jtill m force; but most uaera
have bee unable to aBord the fi:Eea..and have cboeen to cease opemtiou altoKethe:, e.g., CIA. or

to operate under waivers on a calc:ulated risk basis. e.g., most SIGIN'l' sites. ·

While the Comuiittee was still reeling from the repereuasiooa and · recriminations for havint
spouored an onerous and impractical policy which made it more diilic:ult for operational people t.o
do their job. it grasped au even thornier nettle. It undertook to take the old toothless Joint and
Combined policies and convert them into a atrong National policy which:
1. Would be binding on all departments and qeoaes of government. not just the military.
2. Would establish NAG-l u a standard of acceptance !or future govemment procu!ement of
. hardware (NAG-1. by the way, waa converted to Feckral. S tandard. (F5-222) to facilitate its wide
· .. t:ributioo and use.)
·
·
3.. Would establish a deadline !or eliminating unsuppressed equipment from govemmeot in·
tones.
.
By now tbe governmental effort had c:bangl!d from a haphazard. halting set of uncoordinated
aetivities mainly aimed at cryptologic probleiJ16, to a multi-millioa dollar program aimed at tbe
full :range of information-processing equipn~ent we use. Symposia had been held in Industrial
forums to educate manufacturers about the nature of the problem and the Government's ioten·
tions to comet it. Work bad been parcelled out to difi'erent agencies ac:cordiDg to their areaa of
prime interut and competence; the SlGINT community had become interested in possibilities
for gathering intelligence through TEMPEST exploitation. It. oonethelesa, took the Committee
two full years to complete the new National policy and coordinate it with aome .22 di&rent ~cies,
Before it could have uy real effect it baci to be impkmented. The implemmtma direct.ive-520Q.19
wu mcned by Secretary McNamara in Decembe:, 1.964. Bu:reaucracy is wouderful. Before ita apeclnc
proviaions could be carried ~ut. the various ·departments and aceucies bad to implement the im
plementing directive within their own OJ:JanizatiODB. TheH implementing documenta began dn"b
bling in throughout 1965, and it is my sad duty to report that NSA's own implementatiou did not
take e1l'ect until June, 1966.
All this makes the picture seem more gloomy than it is. These implementiut doeumenta are.
in the bal analysia. formalities. The fact of the mattm- ia that most orpnizatiou, our own included,
b ave been carrying out the intent of these policies to the best of our tedmical ad budgetary abilities
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for some years.
While 8ll thia was going on in the policy field, much was bappeaiDI ill the teclmical area. F'ust.

iet me cover the matter of abielded eocloaures. To do eo, I have to go back to about 1956 wbeD tbe
N ational Security Couocil got arouaed O'IU the initating lac:t that various c:ounter-illtellipnc:e
p eople, particularly ill the Departm'l'llt of State, kept stumbli.oc acrma hidden microphones in

.,.Fmittee

·• Uif reaideDces aad o8ices cw.eneu. They ereated a · Technical Surnillmc:e Countermeasures·
UDder the C!Wrmanahip of State and with the Services. FBI. CIA. and NSA .also · .
ted. This croup was charged with tindi.ng out all they could about ~e listening devtces,
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ADd d~piDJ a prccram to cowrter them. In the apace of a few yu.n; they aaembltd information

·---'

abowiDc that IIUJ'Iy 600 microphones had been discovered in U.S . inat.allati<m~;-all of them overseas.
·...;.

90 ~ oC tAc. btbiDcl the lrozl ~ Tbcy camined a large number ol poieible COWJtenDeUU%15,
iDdudizac apecial probes and Hardl tedmique&, electnmic devica to locate miaopbonea buried
iD walla, aDd wbu-havc-you. Each Jutrte, in their report to the NSC, they would dutifully amfeaa
that the staw-<lf·the·art of bid.ini surveilla.Dce devices ueeeded our ability to bd tham. About tbe
only way to be JUre an embassy was ..clan" would be to~ it apart inch-by-ineh wbich we couldn't
atf~ ~ which mieht pzove fruitless mybow, since bost-c:ounay labor bad to be UJed to put it
back toptber apiA. (lncid~y. :year& later, we bepn to thiDk we had dame<i weU better be able
to a1ford IDIDethinl c:1cR io it. for we found thinp that had been tmdetec:ted in a dozm pnvio1.11 in
IJ)tCtiODS.)

:.~·

-

··-

~

The notion Of bwldiDr a complete, IOU,Dd-proo!, inspect&ble room-witbill-a-room evolved to
pJOVide a .leaJft CODfHenee area for diplomats and intelligence perso1mel. During these yean.
NSA's main interest in and input to the committee had to do with the NDctity of eryptocenterain
thne vul.nenble overHU i..nstallationa, and we campaigned for rooms that would be not only
aound-proof but proof against eompromising electrom&p1etic emanation& as well. State Depart
ment developed a eoDfereJ\ce ~ made of plastic wbich was dubbed the ..fish-bowl" and 110me of
them arc in ua behilld the Curtain now. CIA made the first eocl01we which was both ..aound
proof" ud electrically shielded. This enclosure went over like-and appuently weighed about .u
much as-. lead balloon. It waa nicbamed the "Meat Locker" a.od the cousenaus was that nobody
would ecaeDt to work iD such a atael bo1, .that they needed windowa and drapes at they'd pt
claustrophobia or aomethiD,. burlcally, though. it tumed out that some of the -people who weft
apiut this tedmique for aelthetic reasoDI spent their day5 in sub-sub buement areu with cinder- ·
block
and llO wmdowa within 50 yards.
The nrally attractive thinJ about the mcloaures, from the security point of view, was the fact
that they provided not only the best means. but the only means we had come across to provide :really
compleu TEMPEST prouction in those environments wbHe a larp-aeale intercept efFort could be
mounted at clote rep. So, despite aes1hetic problems, and weiJht, and cost, lllld maintenance,
ud enannoua cillEculties in ill$tallation,- campaigned very strongly for their use in what we called
''criticar" locaticma, with Moscow at tbe top o! the list.
So apin, in the matter of Standards. NSA took the lead. publishing two specificatiODs (65-5
and 65-6) ooe desc:ribinr "fully" shielded enclosures with both RF and acoustic protection; the
other desc:ribinc a cheaper enclosure providi.ng RF protection only. ADd by threats, pleas, "proofs..
and per.U&Iion, WI convinced the Department of State, ClA. and the Services, to procure a hand
ful of these expenaive~ unwieldy screen rooJ%15 for inst4lla.tion in .their most ,...,dnerable facilities.
One of the D.rat, thank 1oodnesa, went into Moscow-in fact. two them; oae for the Dept. of State
code ftiOm • they call it. and one for the cryptoeenter used by the Military Attaches. So. when
highest levals of pvemment required us to produce damage .repal't& on the microphoue finds there.
we were able with atraieht faces and good C0%18dence to report that, in our best jud(ment, ceypto
rraph.ic opcratiou trere immuae from exploitatioc- tbe fully shielded el)Cioauree-were in place.
But DODe ·of ua wu claiminr that this suppression meuure was cultable for my wide-ac:ale
·applicatiOD--it's just too cramped, i.n&xible, and upensive. We have managed to have them
installed not oaJy in oveneas inatallatioua where we are physically upoeed but alao in a few loca
tiODI hue at home where the iDformaticm being proceaed is of unu.ual sensitivity. Thus, the
Atomic EDero Commiuion acquired more than 50 of them to bouse computers aDd their ancillaries
where a heavy volume of Restricted Data must be processed; we have one here in Sa to protect m0$t
· of our key aDd code pntration equipment-a $134,000 investment, by the way-which you may
aee whu you t.Qur our production facilities. The Navy has one of comparable size at the Naval Se,
curity Station for its computeiS. (But they have the door open most o! the time.) At ()peratiaas
Buikiinc No. 1, oo the other hand, we don't have one-instead, we UN c:are!ul environmental
control.t. iupec:tmJ tbe whole uea IIJ'CIWtd the ()perations Building periodically, and using mobile
equipmeat to aamine the aCtual radiation detectable ia the aiea.
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·: In about 1962. two more related aspects of the TEMPEST problem began to be fully recegni.z.ed.
rust. there was the growing recognition of tbe inadequacies of suppression e1Iort which were being
,A nade piece-meal, one equipment at a time, without relating that equipment to the comples of .
~cilla.ries and wiring in which it might work. We c.alled this the "system" problem. We needed a
way to test. evaluate, and suppress overall secure communications complexes, because radiation
and conduction difficulties stem not only hom the inherent characteristics of individual pieces of
. machinery but also from the way they are connected to other machines- the pronmity and con
. ductivity and grounding arrangements of all tbe associated wiring often determined whether a
system as a whole was sale. And so, one of the first systems that we tried to evaluate in this way was
the COMLOGNET system of the Army. This system, using the KG-13, was intanded principally
for handling logistics data and involved a number of switches, aDd data transceivers, and infonna
tion storage units, and control consoles. Using the sharpest COMSEC teeth we have, our authority
. for reviewing and approuing cryptoprinciples, and their associated rules, regulations, and procedures
of use. we insisted that the system as a whole be made safe from the TEMPEST point of view before ·
we would authorize traffic of all classifications to be processed. This brought enough pressure to
bear on the system designers for them to set up a proWtype complex at Ft. Monmouth and test the
whole t hing on the spot. They found and corrected a number of weaknesses before the "system"
approval was given. A second
we have adopted, in the case of smaller systems, like a KW-7
·being used with a teletypewriter and a uansmitter distributor, is to pick a relatively small numbez
of most likely configurations to be used and teSt each as a package. We clean up these basic · packag~s
as much as is _needed and then approve them. If a user wants to use some less common arrangement
of ancillaries. he must fint test it. So. iil the case of KW- 7, we took the three most common tele
printen-tbe MOD-28 line of Teletype Corporation, the Kleinschmidt (an A:rmy favorite), and the
"1ITE teleprinter: authorized the use of any of these three combinations and provided the specific
1
\ . .stallation instructions necessary to assure that they would be radiation-free when used. We did
the same thing with the little KY- 8, this time listing "approved" radio sets with which it could be
safely used.
Adequate systems testing for the larger complexes continues to be a problem-one with which
M_4. 52, DCA, and the Special Committee are all occupied.
The second and related problem that reared its head in about 1962 is the matter of RED/BLACK
separation that 1 mentioned. Over the years. it had become increasingly evident that rat her specific
and detailed stand8l'ds. materials, and procedures had to be used in laying out or modifying an
installation if T EMPEST problems were to be avoided, and the. larger the installation, the more
d ifficult proper installation became-with switching centers perhaps the most difficult case of all.
For some years, NSA has been making a really hard effort to get other organizations to display
initiative and commit resources to the TEMPEST problem. We simply could not do it all ourselves.
So we were p l.eased to cooperate with DCA when it decided to tackle the question of installation
standards aDd criteria for the Defense Communicaqons System CDCS). It was needed for all three
Services: the Services. in fact, actually operate DCS. Virtually every stratepc Department of De~
fense circuit is i~volved-more than 50.000 in all. DCA felt that this system would cle8l'ly be
Wlmanageable unless the Services could st andardize some of their equipment, communications
procedures. signalling techniques. and the like. General Starbird, who directed DCA. was also con
vinced that TEMPEST is a serious problem, and desired the Services to use a common approach
in DCS installations with respect to that problem. Thus. DCA began to write a very large installa·
tion standa.r d comprising a number of volumes, and laying out in great detail how various circuits
aDd equipments were to be installed. NSA personnel assisted in the technical inputs to this docu~
ment called DCA Circular 175-6A. A Joint Study Group was formed under DCA chairmanship to
coordinate the installation problem as well as a number of other TEMPEST tasks affecti.Dg the
Defense Communications System and the National Communications System (NCS) which inter- .
r· nnects strategic civil organizations along with the Defense Department. In developing the instal
' '-Jation standards. the study group and DCA took ·a rather hard line. and specified tough requirements
for isolating all the RED circuits, equipments, aDd areas from the BLACK ones. i.e., assuring
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pby.ie&l aDd electrical teparation bmMeD tboee circuits carryinc cla.iaified wormat:io~ ill the cleu,
.md tboee c:anyiq C$ly undauified iDfarmatioD (like cip~ 1icn•l•, co.ntrol·licua15. power, md
ordinary telephooe lin~}. In addition to lhieldini and filterizlg, t.hia called for the me of CODduita
aDd oft.eo. in exiatiDt ~ druti·c ftlll'I'UIImllllt of all the equipment and wirinr was
iDvolved..
You will remember that the Department of De£euse had direct«l that exte:Wvc TEMPEST
carrec:tive action be taken. l said that the Directive specified NAG-1 (FS-222) u a sta.iJdald ot ac
ceptance for Dew equipmct. It alao meotioud a number of other doc:umena u beiDa' applicable,
and.particularly. this very same DCA C"ucular fve just beeD descrililiie.
AI. thia whole procram gathered ateam. the Dlooeta::y implications bepn to look staggerizlc; the
capability of the aovemmmt ac:compliebing all the cmnctive actian impliM in a nuoD&ble time
seemed doubtful: furthermore. we~ begiJmi.nc to see that there were aubtle inter-rela~hiPII
betweea difi'm:nt lriDds of coimterme&aUres; ~nd tbat some of these countermeaauru. in particular
situations. might be quite superiluous when some of the other countermeuures were rigidly applied.
Remember, by now we had been telliDr peopJe to shield. to filter, to place things iD conduit, ·to
ground properly, to separate ci.reuit&, to uu low-level keyiDJ, to provide ~ty zones and some·
times, to use .ahielded mdosures. It took us a while to realize 101De fairly obvioUI thinp, for
eumple, if you have done a very good job ot aupPreSsmJ space radiation. you may not need very
much filtering of the sima! line beeau.ae there's no sicual to ~duee itaelf 011 it;· or you may not
Deed to .Put tb&t line iD conduit for the I&Jl:le reuoo. If you have put a lirle iD eot1duit, which ii a
kind of ahielding, theD ·perbape you don't have to separate it vety far from other linea because tbe
ccmduit itaelf has Achieved the isolation you ~· And &O forth. We had already realized that some
iutallations, inherently, have fewer TEMPEST problems than others. Tbe iDterception of apace
radiation from an equipmtmt located ma missile silo or SAC's tmdertrOWld command center does
not seem practicable ; 10 perhaps the expensift space radiation suppr.ai.ona ought not be applied
there. Similarly, the auppreaion meai\D'5 neceuary man airbome platform or in a &hip at aea are
quite ditternt from tboR needed. in a communicatioDSc:entariD Ge1"111&Dy.
·
·
·
The upshot was that. in 1965. NSA andertook to examme all the standards and te<:hniques of
suppression thai had been published. to relate them to one another, and to provide &eme ruideli:aes
on how the aecurity intmt al the "national policy" &nd its implementiq directives could be met
throucb a judicioua and se~~ application of the vuioua auppreu.ion meuures u a functi011 al
iDatallation, · environmeDt, uaffic aeDSitivity, and equipment beinr used. These ,WdeliDes were
published u NSA Circular 9()-9 and have been extremely well received.
hl Decexnber 1970, the U.S. TEMPEST comxnunity introduced new TEMPEST laboratOrY test
standards for non-ayptographic equipmeDu. Test _procedures for compromising acoU&ti.cal and.
.U.ctromapetic emanations were addressed in two aeparata documents. Thete laboratory test
sta:Ddard& were prepared by SCOCE and superseded FS-222. They were approved by the USCSB
and p1:0mulpted as Information Memora:Dda Wlder the Naticmal COMSEC/EMSEC Isauance
System. NACSEM 5100 is the Comp.romiaing Emaoatiom Labore.to:ry Teet Standard for Elect.ro
magnetic EJDmations and NACSEM 5103 is the Coxnpmmismg EmlD&tions Laboratory Test
Standard for Acoustic Emuations. These docu.menu are intended only to provide for standardized
t .ting p!oc:.durtll among U.S. Govemmeat Departments and A&eoc:iea. Tbey were iD no way in
teDded to establilh &talldardized TEMPEST suppreaiOll limits for all U.S. Government Depart
m eta and Ap:nciea. Uuder the term& of the USCSB's National Policy on Compromising Emaua
t ions (USCSB (-4), U.S. Govemment Departments ed Apmcies are reapoasible for establishing
: t heir OWD TEMPEST prop-am~ to determint tbe degree of TEMPEST aupp.resaioD which should be
a pplied to their iDfcmnation-proc:esaiDJequipmmta..
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In January 1971, NSA publi.ibed KAG-30A/I'SEC. Compromisiq Emanati~ Su~ for
C .ryptopaphic Equipment&. This standard represented our first eft'ort to establlah atandardized
t esting procedures and limits for CODt:ml.ling the level of compromising ez:nmatiQna from crypto
p aphlc equipmmta.
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DCA CirculAr 175-SA was superseded by DCA Circular 300-17>-1 in 1969, which in .tum was
. p l aced by MIL IIDBK 232 on 14 November 1972.
.
·
Before I aummarize the TEMPEST situation and give you my personal coccluaions about itt
security i.mplicatiora, I should make it clear that there are a number of topics in this field which
comprise additional problems for us beyond those I've talked about at length. There are. for
exaii1ple, about a half-dozen phenomena beyond the eight I described to you; but those eight were
the most important ones. I have hardly touched on ·the role of industry or on the program designed
to train manufactUrers and mobilize their resources to work on the problem. I have mentioned on
site empirical testing of operating installations only in the case of Fort Mead~actually, each of
the Services has a modest capability for checking out specific installations and this "mobile test
progTam" is ·a valuable asaet to our work in correcting existing difficulties. For example, the Air
Force, Navy, a.ud ourselves have completed a joint survey of the whole sigDal environment of the
island of Guam. AJ3 you know, B52 and miU'Iy Nary operations stage there. Ar. you may not know, a
Soviet SIGINT trawler has loitered just off-shore for many months. Aie the Soviets simply gathering
plain lanruace eommunications, or are they able to exploit compromising ema.oations?
Another problem area is the matter of providing guidelines for the design · of complete new
government buildings in which they expect ·to use a good deal of equipment for proc~ssing classified
information. How do we anticipate the TEMPEST problems that may arise and stipulate economi·
cal means for reducing them in the design and layout of the building ·iuelf'? We consult with the
architects for new federal office buildings, suggesting grOunding systems and cable paths that will
minimize TEMPEST suppression cost when they decide to install equipment.
Finally, equipment designets face some specific technical difficulties when .certain kinds of
circuits have to be used, or when the system must generate or handle pulses at a very high bit rate.
These diffic1,1lties stem from the fact that these pulses are characterized by very fast "rise-times".
( bey peak sharply, and are difficult to suppress. When this is coupled with the fact that on, say,
• l l typical printed circuit board, the.re just isn't room to get this physical separation between lots of
wire$ and components that ought to be isolated from one another. then mutual shielding or electri
1 "de-coupJjng" is vny difficult. R&D has published -oa.rious design guides to help .minlmize these
roblems, but they continue to add cost and time to our developments. With crypto-equipment,
•
problems can be particularly a cute becau$e, almost by definition, any cryptomachine forms an
interface between RED (classified} signals, and BLACK (unclassified) ones, for you deliver plain
text to it, and send cipher text out of it-so the notion of RED/BLACK signal separation gets hazy
in the crucial machinery where one type ofsignal i.s actually eonverted to the other.
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SUMMARY
We have discussed eight separate phenomena and a host of associated problems. We have·
identified a number of countermeasures now being applied, the main ones being the use of low-level
keying. shielding, filtering, grounding. isolation. and physical protective measures. We have traced a
program over a period of m ore than 20 years, with almost all the advances having been made in the
last decade, and a coherent national program having emerged only in the past few years. My own
estimate of the overall situation is as follows:
1. We should be neither panicked nor complacent about the problem.
2. Such evidence as we have been able to assemble suggests that a few of our installations,
but very few of them, are probably ~nder attack right now. Our own experience in recovering actual
intelligence from U.S. installations under fiel~ conditions suggests that hostile success, if any, is
fragmentary, ac.hieved at great cost and-in most environments- with considerable risk.
3. There remain a number of more economical ways for hostile SIGINT to recover intelligence
from U.S. communications entities. These include physical recovery of key, subversion, and
interception and a.nalysis of large volumes of information transmitt ed in the clear. But during the
next five yea!"$ or so. as our COMSEC program makes greater and greater inroads on these other ·
:aknesses. and especially as we reduce the amount of useful plain language available to ho_s~le
·SIGINT, it is logical to .assume that that hostile effort will be driven to other means for acqwnng
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TEMPES'T

meN eccmomical aud productiVe, bicludlnr increased dart at
aploita
ticm. A!NUy, var OWJa SIGINT eifort ia abowiDJ a modest t:eDd in that dilecti.oo. .A. knowledce of
the pb.aomiiJCD itMlf blevitably pmijferatea, &Dd u tecbDiqua !or czplcitaticm become mo:oe
~ becaaae ot evu-izu:reuinc MDSitivity of receivers. beirhteainc fidelity of recordinl
dnica. &Dd powiDc ualytical capabilities, the TEMPEST threat may c:haDce from. a poteDiial
cme to IUl actual oae. That il. it will become an ac:tual threat unlal -.. haw bea able to achieve
mOlt r:tl our cuzrat objectives to IUPpresl the equipment& we will thm have iD ow- mventaty and to
clean up the iu+all•tlc~Da in wbieh tboae equipmtDta .ul be uaed.
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